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Executive Summary
Thorndon Quay Hutt Road (TQHR) is part of the Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) early
delivery programme and is being delivered through a Single Stage Business Case (SSBC)
process. The current phase of the project is Stage 1 of the SSBC, for which the output is to
recommend a preferred option. This report documents the development and assessment of a long
list and short list of options.
Five Investment Objectives have been jointly developed and agreed with the TQHR Technical
Working Group (TWG) based on the identified problems and benefits for the corridor. It is noted
that this Executive Summary discusses the outcome of the long list to short list assessment
process which concluded with five Investment Objectives. However, the report which follows
documents the process as it evolved, which started with four Investment Objectives and concluded
with five.
The five Investment Objectives are:
i

Improve Level of Service for bus users including improved access, journey times and
reliability. Provide sufficient capacity for growth in public transport

ii Improve Level of Service, and reduce the safety risk, for people walking and cycling
along and across Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road
iii Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes
iv Improve the amenity of Thorndon Quay to support the current and future place
aspirations for the corridor/area
v Maintain similar access for people and freight to the ferry terminal / CentrePort
An initial very long list of options was developed and were tested against the Investment
Objectives to enable initial sifting of the options to arrive at the long list.
The option generation and assessment were also informed by interaction with the Technical
Working Group (TWG), previous studies and evaluations and by broad analysis and data
collection. The project team completed the option generation and assessment to create a long list
of options. The long list was assessed using the LGWM Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) high
level process to arrive at the short list of options.
It is recommended to test four concepts for the corridor which consist of a combination of bus lanes
or special vehicle lanes along with intersection upgrades and walking and cycling improvements.
These have been built up from the assessment of over 160 intervention combinations and a
significant number of corridor cross section permutations. Options considered also include demand
management and the optimisation of existing assets. Table 1 summarises the short list.
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Table 1 Short List

Elements
Concept

Thorndon
Quay Bus
Lanes

Thorndon
Quay Cycle
Lanes

Common Elements

Hutt Road
Special
Vehicle Lanes

1

Southbound

Bi-directional

Southbound

2

Both directions

Uni-directional

Both directions

3

Southbound

Uni-directional

Southbound

4

Both directions

Bi-directional

Both directions

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Speed limit changes
Intersection upgrades
Pedestrian Crossing Improvements
Bus stop rebalancing
Thorndon Quay amenity
Hutt Road Safety Audit recommendations

The option assessment found that the implementation of a special vehicle or bus lane on Hutt
Road has the potential for conflict between right turning traffic and the through movements at
multiple accesses. To mitigate this potential conflict, the following mitigation measures (shown in
Table 2) are further options that need to be considered in combination with the short listed options
as set out in Table 1.
Table 2 Options to Mitigate Turning Conflict on Hutt Road

Options to Mitigate Turning Conflict on Hutt Road
Left in Left out Option
•

Service Lane Option

Construct a Central solid island on Hutt
Road (between Kaiwharawhara and
Onslow Road) to prevent right turn in or
out to the east and west side of Hutt
Road.
Construct a roundabout on Aotea
Quay.

•

•
•
•

Creation of a service lane on the
east side of Hutt Road.
Kaiwharawhara intersection
converted to signalised crossroad.
Onslow Road converted to
signalised crossroad.

The following Table 3 sets out how each concept contributes to the investment objectives:
Table 3 Contribution of Concepts to the Investment Objectives

Contribution to Investment Objectives
Concept

IO1 – Bus
Reliability &
Attractiveness

IO2 – Walking
& Cycling

IO3 – Hutt
Road Safety

IO4 –
Thorndon
Quay
Amenity

IO5 – Similar
Freight
Access*

1

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

Low

2

High

High

High

High

Moderate

3

Moderate

High

High

High

Low

4

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

*the assessment assumes that freight can use the special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road.
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Common to all of the options are a number of other improvements, these are set out in Table 4 as
follows which also details the contribution to each of the investment objectives:
Table 4 Contribution of Common Improvements to the Investment Objectives

Contribution to Investment Objectives
IO1 – Bus
Reliability &
Attractiveness

IO2 –
Walking &
Cycling

IO3 –
Hutt
Road
Safety

IO4 –
Thorndon
Quay
Amenity

IO5 – Similar
Freight Access*

Signalisation of
right-turn in and
left-turn out at
Mulgrave Street
to improve
pedestrian and
cycle safety and
increase legibility
of intersection.

Moderate

Moderate

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Jarden Mile –
integration with
proposed plans to
provide additional
pedestrian
crossing, cycle
facilities and bus
priority lanes plus
addition of rightturn pocket bus
queue jump.

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Neutral

Neutral

Adjust bus stop
spacing/locations
to address conflict
points whilst
maintaining a
maximum 400m
catchment
between stops.

High

Moderate

Neutral

Moderate

Neutral

Adjustment to
parking allocation
to be consistent
with mid-block
options and
parking
restrictions.

High

High

Neutral

Moderate

Neutral

Neutral

High

High

Moderate

Neutral

Low

High

High

Moderate

Neutral

Common
Improvements

Speed Review
Pedestrian/cycle
crossing
improvements.
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Contribution to Investment Objectives
IO1 – Bus
Reliability &
Attractiveness

IO2 –
Walking &
Cycling

IO3 –
Hutt
Road
Safety

IO4 –
Thorndon
Quay
Amenity

IO5 – Similar
Freight Access*

Amenity
improvements
such as tree
planting, seating
and shelter (focus
on Thorndon
Quay with specific
areas on Hutt
Road).

Neutral

Moderate

Moderate

High

Neutral

Address safety
audit concerns
with existing cycle
path on Hutt
Road.

Neutral

Moderate

Moderate

Neutral

Neutral

Common
Improvements

*the assessment assumes that freight can use the special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road

The next steps are to prepare materials for public consultation (to seek feedback on elements of
the options which may be different to the concepts outlined above which are described for
technical purposes) and further assessment and analysis of the short list including transport
modelling, safety assessment, cost estimates and economic analysis to recommend the preferred
option and sequencing.
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Introduction
Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) is a joint initiative between Wellington City Council, Greater
Wellington Regional Council, and the New Zealand Transport Agency. LGWM seeks to deliver an
integrated transport system that supports the community’s aspirations for how Wellington City will
look, feel and function. The LGWM focus area is from Ngauranga Gorge to the Airport, including
the Wellington Urban Motorway and connections to the central city, hospital, and the eastern and
southern suburbs.
The LGWM programme objectives are as follows:

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road Project
The Thorndon Quay Hutt Road project is one of LGWM’s Early Delivery projects whose benefits
could be delivered relatively quickly and are not constrained by the scope of the larger elements in
the programme such as Mass Transit.
The Early Delivery workstream is aiming to develop and implement components of the LGWM
programme that are capable of progressing in the short-term (up to five years), ahead of the more
complex components of the wider programme of investment.
The purpose of the Early Delivery workstream is to demonstrate to the community and
stakeholders the direction of the wider programme and to pave the way for the larger programme
components that may be several years away from implementation.
This report sets out the process taken to identify, develop and evaluate options for the Thorndon
Quay Hutt Road (TQHR) Single Stage Business Case (SSBC). The development of options to form
a long list and assessment process to sift and refine these into a short list are described in the
report. The THQR project area is shown in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 TQHR SSBC Study Area

The process currently being undertaken for TQHR is Stage 1 of the SSBC for which the output is to
recommend a preferred option.
This report forms part of Stage 1 and it documents the development of a long list of options that
are evaluated through a Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) to produce a short list of options. The
conclusion of Stage 1 will be to arrive at the emerging preferred option and to detail the full process
and results in an “Options and Alternatives” report.
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Stage 1 addresses Indicative Business Case (IBC) considerations. Stage 2 of the SSBC confirms,
develops and analyses the preferred option in more detail following the Detailed Business Case
(DBC) format. The two stages are combined to form a single output which is the SSBC. The
following diagram (Figure 2) illustrates the process:
Stage 1

Stage 2

Figure 2 Single Stage Business Case Process

Strategic Assessment
The overall vision for TQHR is to recognise the character and humanistic values of the corridor
along with the need to improve safety and travel conditions for people who move through and
access the corridor. The focus is on bus travel, active modes and vulnerable road users.
The vision and outcomes identified for TQHR is informed and guided by the programme wide
aspirations of Let’s Get Wellington Moving. The Strategic Case contains greater detail providing
the background and context for this long to short list report.
An Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) exercise undertaken by the project team, and subsequent
meetings with the TWG over early 2020 has resulted in an agreed a set of investment objectives,
and benefits based on defined problem statements.
For TQHR these are:
Problems:
▪

Problem Statement 1: Unreliable bus travel times result in a poor customer experience for
existing and potential bus users which reduces the attractiveness of and ability to grow travel
by bus. (35%)

▪

Problem Statement 2: The current state of cycling facilities results in conflict between users,
increases risk and limits cycling attractiveness for increasing volumes of cyclists (30%).

▪

Problem Statement 3: Poor quality of the street environment creates an unpleasant
experience for a growing volume of people reducing its attractiveness to walk and spend time
in the area (20%).

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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▪

Problem Statement 4: High and growing traffic volumes combined with high speeds increases
the likelihood and severity of crashes on Hutt Road (15%).

Benefits:
▪

More reliable and attractive bus journeys between Ngauranga and the CBD (30%)

▪

Increase the mode share of buses and active modes travelling along Hutt Road and Thorndon
Quay (30%)

▪

Improve amenity and place value of Thorndon Quay (20%).

▪

Improved vulnerable road user safety on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road (20%).

From the evidence base which supports the problem statements and benefits the following
investment objectives were determined:
Investment Objectives
i.

Improve Level of Service for bus users including improved access, journey times and
reliability. Provide sufficient capacity for growth in public transport.

ii.

Improve Level of Service, and reduce the safety risk, for people walking and cycling along
and across Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.

iii.

Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes.

iv.

Improve the amenity of Thorndon Quay to support the current and future place aspirations
for the corridor/area.

In addition to these Investment Objectives other success factors are identified which are deemed
key to the success of the project. The success factors were discussed between LGWM & Client
Partners, and the project team during a workshop (28 January 2020), and then again at a Quick
Wins workshop with the TWG on 5 March 2020, and during a TWG meeting to discuss the ILM on
19 May 2020.
The discussion at the 5 March workshop centred around the importance of the route for freight
access to the Interislander Ferry Terminal at Aotea Quay. The TWG acknowledged that freight
access needed to be maintained. As part of the SSBC the impact of interventions on travel times
to the Interislander ferry terminal and CentrePort will be considered along with the potential Multi
User Ferry Terminal at Kaiwharawhara. Hutt Road is also the over dimension and hazardous
goods route (as it avoids tunnels).
At the meeting on 19 May 2020 the TWG reconfirmed that the importance of the route for freight
needs to be considered when developing and evaluating options. The need to do this by the
inclusion of a freight-specific critical success factor was not considered appropriate. The TWG felt
that a freight-specific critical success factor may skew the option assessment away from the
investment focus areas (bus, active modes, safety and amenity) as set out in the investment
objectives. Instead, it was agreed that impact on freight would be considered as an “effect” during
option evaluation, with options that negatively impact freight discounted accordingly.
Further examination of freight effects was considered by the project team, TWG and the Owner
Investment Managers at a meeting on 1 September 2020. It was acknowledged by all at the
meeting that the options had been developed and assessed in line with the goal of maintaining
freight access on Hutt Road. However, it was felt by the group that the consideration of freight
effects was not given high enough status in the strategic case.
The group agreed that maintaining freight access could be developed into an additional investment
objective. The group made this decision as they felt that freight had been considered throughout
the business case and option development and assessment.
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A further investment objective specifically for freight will be incorporated into the strategic case and
other subsequent assessments and it should not be necessary to carry out a complete reassessment of options. This work will be undertaken for final delivery of the strategic case and
alternatives and options report and it is not foreseen that this will fundamentally change the long
and shortlisted options outcomes as set out in this report.
The agreed other success factors are set out as follows:
Other Success Factors:
i.

Demonstrate tangible improvements for public transport, pedestrians and cyclists within
the 2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods.

ii.

Limit the impact of implementation on businesses located on Thorndon Quay and Hutt
Road.

iii.

Positive economic impact on businesses on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.

iv.

Stakeholders and public feel that they have had the opportunity to contribute and
understand the rationale for the recommended programme.
Stakeholder Engagement

At the time of preparing the long list of options, New Zealand had just entered into a Level 2 alert in
response to the Covid-19 Pandemic. Prior to this New Zealand had been in alert levels 3 and 4
which prohibited normal economic activities such as business operations except for essential
services such as supermarkets and pharmacies with the majority of the public requested to stay at
home and not to travel. As a result of the restrictions on movement and activity, engagement with
stakeholder groups was limited.
It was however possible to examine the previous consultation for the corridor recently undertaken
for other studies and projects, predominantly undertaken by Wellington City Council. A summary of
the stakeholder and public issues and comments from the previous studies relating to this corridor
are summarised as follows:
Table 5 High Level Overview of Previous Engagement Comments

Issue

Description
▪
▪

Facilities (or lack of) for
cyclists

Slow and unpredictable bus
travel times

Facilities (or lack of) for
Pedestrians

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

▪
▪

Lack of dedicated facilities on Thorndon Quay
Restricted space - cyclists forced to use traffic lane when
parked cars present
Existing high volumes of cyclists and is expected to grow
following the completion of Te Ara Tupua Petone to
Ngauranga
Cyclist safety
Connection to other cycle paths

▪
▪
▪
▪

Mixing with general traffic at signalised intersections
Stop/start delays at zebra crossings
Pulling in/out of bus stops which sit outside the traffic lane
Side friction caused by turning traffic and parked cars

▪

High volumes on some sections and large numbers
crossing Thorndon Quay
Lack of crossing facilities for pedestrian north of Bordeaux
bakery

▪

▪
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Issue

Description
▪
▪
▪

Anticipated increased pedestrian demands
Some crossing types/forms not suitable for their location
or volumes of pedestrians
Lack of shade and shelter

Road Safety

▪
▪
▪

High speeds and high traffic volumes on Hutt Road
Cars failing to stop at red lights
Lack of pedestrian crossings

Parking

▪
▪

Availability of parks for businesses (incorrect timeframes)
Existing angle parks too steep / hazardous

Placemaking

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lack of green spaces
Lack of trees / shrubbery
Lack of shelter
Too few / No rubbish bins
Dark (feels unsafe)
Lack of public toilets
Lack of art / sculptures
Lacking identity and connection to history

Prior to Covid-19, the project team were planning to meet with local stakeholders in late April/early
May to introduce the project, acknowledge the previously identified problems and the issues
identified. With the easing of restrictions at alert Level 2 it became possible to undertake
engagement. Subsequently, an initial Stakeholder Briefing meeting was held on 28 May 2020.
This meeting was held online with the project team and a range of local stakeholders in attendance
to discuss the key issues on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road. At the meeting some of the ways we
might be able to address matters in order to improve the reliability of buses, and safety for people
walking and on bikes were explored. The stakeholder group was represented by businesses, bus
operators, interest groups and residents’ associations. The team asked stakeholders to look past
the short and medium impacts that Covid-19 may bring and think about the long term future of
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
A summary of the meeting, including the stakeholder feedback and project team responses can be
found in the Stakeholder Briefing summary document (awaiting LGWM approval for issue to
stakeholders and the website). Stakeholders provided feedback on key themes, including public
transport (buses), cycling facilities, crossings, parking, freight and the overall integration of the
project with the rest of the LGWM programme / city projects.
A sample of the feedback received includes:
▪

“Peak hour bus lane would be good”

▪

“As a busy bus and cycling corridor, I would like to see more detailed options about how bus
stops and the cycleway are going to work together.”

▪

“Can buses stop “in lane” instead of pulling in to bus stops?”

▪

“The cycleway works well on Hutt Road with pedestrians/cyclists together”

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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▪

“How many cyclists are there off-peak, and does that number justify having a cycle lane tied up
24/7?”

▪

“Cyclists and buses should not be in the same lane”

▪

“During morning peak, is there a better way to get school children across this key arterial route”

▪

“The interaction of parking and pedestrian crossings should be looked at”

▪

“Parking of Utes / angle parking interferes with cyclists and the live lane on Thorndon Quay”

▪

“If you remove or substantially reduce the parking between the testing station and Capital
Gateway, please consider where else those people will park”

▪

“The massive amounts of parking in this area is exactly why it's not a pedestrian/cyclist friendly
area that people want to spend time- it's more efficient to improve public transport/cycle safety”

▪

“Is there any expected impact on loading zones servicing Thorndon Quay businesses
(deliveries/couriers/etc)?”

The specific stakeholder input into the long list and the issues previously captured through other
studies on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road have been used to inform the long list development.
Further stakeholder meetings have been carried out in early June. A presentation was provided to
these stakeholders, similar to the stakeholder online meeting above, where the project was
introduced, key issues were presented and the option themes that informed the long-list were
described.
▪

Road Transport Forum (RTF) – 3 June 2020: The Road Transport Forum supported the theme
of providing for freight through the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road corridor. They were also
interested to see the bigger picture in terms of how all the LGWM projects fit together to
manage transport across Wellington City. RTF was interested to view the short-list of options
once developed.

▪

Living Streets Aotearoa – 4 June 2020: The Living Streets Aotearoa supported the key
objective of the project that sought to improve the place quality of Thorndon Quay. They noted
previous engagements on Thorndon Quay in particular, where they had been involved in
developing possible improvement options and looking at issues across Thorndon Quay. Living
Streets Aotearoa supported the overall approach of the project and the key option themes
being developed and looked forward to the next stages of the project as short-list options are
developed.

▪

The Automobile Association (AA) – 8 June 2020: The AA recognised the challenges of the
project and the need for compromise. They highlighted that large format retail land uses on
Thorndon Quay leads to car-based activities. They wanted consideration of the increasing use
of e-scooters and how this had been considered in widening footpaths and the use of the cycle
path. The AA were also keen for the project team to have a good understanding of how the
corridor is being used.

▪

Wellington Free Ambulance – 11 June 2020: Wellington Free Ambulance is based on Davis
Street and is familiar with the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road corridor. They noted some
challenging areas along the corridor such as the Onslow Road intersection, parking zones
along Thorndon Quay northbound, and cyclists travelling southbound in places. They noted
raised crossings were not so much of an issue for their emergency vehicles, because the
speed environment is not high through this corridor. Emergency services have a target of
achieving an 8 minute response time to events and can travel up to 30km above the set speed
limit when responding to emergency events.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Engagement with the general public began in late May 2020 via Social Pinpoint / Social Media.
Bus drivers were also asked to provide technical feedback via social pinpoint in order to better
understand which areas of the route are most challenging (e.g. bus stop areas too short / in the
wrong location etc). The Social Pinpoint site has had about 700 total visits as of 16 June 2020, and
about 13,400 interactions with a diverse range of comments and observations across Thorndon
Quay and Hutt Road. The majority of comments received on the Social Pinpoint site are focussed
on the safety of road users (in particular cyclists), as well as the issues at crossing and caused by
angle parking.
A selection of comments addressing common themes include:
“Cyclists exiting the end of the shared pathway enter the roadway straight into a bus stop.”
“Angle parking an extreme hazard for cyclists”
“Very few cars give way or slow down as they swing across the petrol station entrance.
Generally it is cars heading north that cause the problem. Could block off with a centre
island do only cars heading south can enter?”
“Angle parking is a shocker here in evening rush hour”
“It is frustrating to stop here when there is a straight-ahead cycle lane that isn't affected
by the traffic from Murphy. It is also strange/annoying to have buses and rubbish trucks pull
in here at rush hour forcing cyclists into the traffic jam”
“Bus lanes in peak hours at least, and probably weekends too would prioritise public
transport.”
“Mixing busy traffic at 50 kph with people on bikes is unsafe and unacceptable.”
“There are not enough pedestrian crossings on the street and often they are obscured by
parked cars too close. Some street trees and seats would improve the shade, attractiveness
and ability to rest.”
Most of the comments received on Social Pinpoint are detailed and often specific to a location. At
this stage of option development this information can be used to help ground-truth issues along the
corridor, consider suggested improvements and also ensure that the higher-level short-list of
options being developed can provide for (or not preclude) some of the more detailed suggestions
for improvement that could be considered further at detailed design stage.
A second Stakeholder Briefing / Launch event (tbc) will be undertaken prior to the public release of
the short listed option packages.
The LGWM team is also continuing engagement with local iwi (Taranaki Whānui and Ngāti Toa) at
a governance level on this project. At a project level, the TQHR project team is considering cultural
values as part of the Long-list to Short-list process. This includes consideration of the Pipitea
Marae located on Thorndon Quay as a significant cultural site. Opportunities will continue to be
explored for engaging with iwi as the project progresses and develops the short-list of options.
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LGWM Technical Working Group Engagement
A series of workshops with the TWG have informed and shaped the option development process.
Table 6 details the workshops that have already occurred and the purpose of each workshop.
Table 6 TQHR TWG Workshops and Meetings

Workshop

Date

Purpose

1 - Objectives,
Critical Success
Factors

28/01/2020

Drive over of the corridor by bus, setting
objectives and CSF’s.

2 – Quick Wins

05/03/2020

Testing of key issues and development of quick
wins with TWG.

3 – Quick Wins
Shortlist
Confirmation

01/04/2020

Confirmation of quick wins shortlist with TWG.

4 – Long List
Themes

12/05/2020

Presentation of the corridor vision, urban
design assessment and identification of long
list themes and interventions.

Investment
Objectives Meeting

19/05/2020

Meeting to discuss and agree problem
statements, benefits, investment objectives and
success factors. Attended by project team
members, Owner Interface Managers (OIMS)
and TWG representatives.

5 – Long List to
Short List

10/06/2020

First presentation of the MCA outcomes and
the emerging short list.

Long to Short list
Follow up (1)

16/06/2020

Follow up meeting to workshop 5 to discuss the
emerging short list and format for public
consultation.

Long to Short list
Follow up (2)

7/07/2020

Meeting with TWG (WCC representatives) to
discuss Hutt Road options.

Long to Short list
Follow up (3)

12/08/2020

Workshop with TWG members to discuss the
safety assessment.

6 - Long to Short
List Workshop 2

3/09/2020

Final presentation of the MCA outcomes and
the emerging short list options for public
consultation.
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Interdependencies and Major Projects
5.1.1

Population Growth

The population of Wellington City is forecast to grow from approximately 215,000 (2020) to
250,000 in 20431, an increase of around 35,000 people.
The northern suburbs is forecast to increase from approximately 73,500 (2020) to 84,700 (2043),
an absolute increase of over 11,000 and a percentage increase of over 20%. Note that these
estimates are based on the current ID2 projections (developed November 2019) that forecasts a
population within Wellington City of 250,000 by 2043. The northern suburbs have also seen
highest growth rates in terms of population during the period 2013 to 2018 placing pressure on
public transport. This is the busiest bus corridor in Wellington (outside the CBD) but is serving
areas (Churton Park, Grenada) with lowest public transport mode share to Wellington CBD and
high car dependency.
Another source of growth information is found within the Planning for Growth3 project currently
underway by Wellington City Council.
The effect of population growth will have a bearing on the point at which significant bus
improvements will be required, key to this is the effect that the Covid-19 pandemic will have on the
forecasts for growth which is an unknown factor at present. This may alter where and when growth
takes place and this in turn may accelerate or delay the need for improvements.
5.1.2

Bus Growth

Transport Modelling has suggested that under a 30 year do-minimum scenario there could be
between 45% and 55% growth in bus demand during the peak periods. Given the growth demand
a step change in public transport along the corridor is therefore required to secure the networks’
future operations. As mentioned earlier, the key to understanding bus growth is the linkage to
population growth. Without increased public transport capacity, the forecast uptake may not
eventuate.
5.1.3

Freight and the Multi User Ferry Terminal

The Hutt Road has an important function in providing access to the CBD and SH network for the
western suburbs of Wellington. In terms of resilience the Hutt Road corridor provides an alternative
route into and out of Wellington and to CenterPort should there be a closure of SH1. Hutt Road is
also an over-dimension route and hazardous goods route.
From a wider regional and national perspective, the road also has a key function in providing
access to the Interislander ferry terminal and as a secondary alternative access route to
CentrePort (SH1 and Aotea Quay being the primary route) as well as providing access to
Wellington CBD.
This is of key importance to freight for the movement of goods around New Zealand and between
the north and south islands. Approximately several hundred trucks and cars utilise Hutt Road
specifically to access the Interislander ferry terminal during the am and pm peak periods at
present. With the potential relocation of the Multi User Ferry Terminal to Kaiwharawhara and the
operation of larger Cook Strait ferries, the number of trucks and cars using Hutt Road to access the
ferry terminal has the potential to increase by around 150% in the peak periods. This would be a

1

https://forecast.idnz.co.nz/wellington (November 2019)

2

https://forecast.idnz.co.nz/wellington (November 2019)

3

https://planningforgrowth.wellington.govt.nz/
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worst case scenario assuming no connections to SH1 via new on/off ramps at Kaiwharawhara.
This will be considered in the further assessment of the emerging short list.
If an interchange is constructed at Kaiwharawhara this has the potential to significantly reduce
ferry-based traffic volumes on Hutt Road. This scenario will also be tested to understand the
potential effects on the options being considered.
5.1.4

Great Harbour Way

The opening of the Petone to Ngauranga section of the Great Harbour Way/Te Aranui o Pōneke
Cycle Route has the potential to significantly increase the number of cyclists along the corridor by
2025. The latest estimates4 (as April 2020) of future use of the facility once opened are:
Weekday 2025 (Estimated average)
▪

600 additional cyclists per day (1,300 cyclists total)

▪

450 additional walker/runners per day (450 walkers/runners total)

▪

100 additional device users (e.g. e-scooters, etc) per day (100 device users total).

It has been assumed that for walkers/runners that many of these users will walk or run only a
portion of the path, mostly starting and finishing at the Petone end.
The weekend daily use estimates are slightly higher in total numbers to that of the weekday in
2025 but have less pronounced and differing peak periods. The estimates also assume that the
number of users will grow by 10% per annum between 2025 and 2030.
This step change in cyclists using the corridor will affect the form and function of the cycling facility
provided, this effect will be tested in the short listed options assessment.

Option Identification and Development
Process
To enable development of the long list options, an option development and assessment approach
was developed which included the following steps:
▪

Create a robust process to structure, assess and evaluate scenarios using a logical approach.

▪

Recognise the complex urban environment and tension between competing uses.

▪

Recognise that the corridor has different cross-sections and problem characteristics, and
therefore requires different interventions in different locations.

▪

Align with TWG members.

Figure 3 shows the process through which the long list and short list has been developed and
assessed.

4

Internal Waka Kotahi memo from Simon Kennet to Michael Siazon dated 20 April 2020.
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Figure 3 Option Generation to Short List Process

Option Generation
In order to address the problem statements as set out earlier in Section 3 of this report,
interventions were identified that could be standalone projects or combinations of interventions to
support bigger packages. The responses for TQHR spans the principles of:
▪

Potential to optimise existing movement choices (optimisation, reallocation of existing space,
and / or design, system or service management improvements).

▪

Scope to manage or change demand (Travel Demand Management (TDM), shifting attitudes
and behaviour).

▪

Improvements through new assets, facilities or services (upgrades or new investment).

Initially in the early project stages there was the desire by LGWM to establish “quick win”
interventions for the project in conjunction with the development of a long list of options. These
quick wins projects were intended to be low cost/low risk projects that could quickly and easily be
implemented but at the same time having alignment with the investment objectives. However, in
light of the inability to engage with a stakeholders and the public during the Covid-19 lockdown
period it was decided by the LGWM team to progress straight to the medium-long term options
development, with the inclusion of the quick wins options in this process.
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A very long list of interventions was generated by applying the principles as set out above,
informed by the understanding of issues from earlier studies on this corridor and applying the
process described in Figure 3. This included consideration of the feedback of issues from the
public and stakeholders and these earlier studies and the issues identified through the
development of the strategic case, problem statements and investment objectives.
Previous work referenced includes:
▪

Hutt Road Sustainable Transport Study (WCC 2015).

▪

CBD to Ngauranga Cycleway Indicative and Detailed Business Case (WCC 2016).

▪

Hutt Road Cycleway and Transport Improvements Committee report (Item 2.4, page 54)
(WCC 19 May 2016).

▪

Northern Connection: Thorndon (WCC 2017).

▪

Design Report: Thorndon (WCC 2018).

▪

Thorndon Quay Cycleway Committee Report (WCC April 2018).

▪

TQHR Case for Change (Let’s Get Wellington Moving October 2019).

▪

TQHR Strategic Case (Beca/Aecom April 2020).

The next step prioritised the modes and activities and developed cross sections for combinations
of priority modes along the corridor, within each precinct. The decision-making process for how a
cross section was formed into a theme was to divide the corridor up for each of the elements that
could meet the investment objectives. The order in which these were considered were as follows:
i

Special Vehicle Lanes (freight, bus and HOV)

ii Cycle Lanes/Paths
iii Pedestrian/Amenity Space
iv General Traffic and Parking
The order was arrived at on the basis of professional judgement and interpretation the investment
objectives priorities, technical design standards and corridor space constraints. There was no
intention to consider the complete removal of traffic as an option, in recognition that the corridor
does have a function to carry through traffic that will continue into the future.
The output of this option development process resulted in a very long list of options that generally
fell into the following categories:
▪

Public transport options

▪

Special vehicle lane options

▪

Walking / cycling options

▪

Crossing / intersection options

▪

Parking options

▪

Operational choices

▪

Amenity options

▪

Other options.

6.2.1

Do minimum Reference Case

In order to provide a base option for other options to be assessed against a do minimum reference
case was developed. The reference case is made up of basic improvements that would be carried
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out as a minimum/basic level of investment. For the corridor the do minimum reference case would
be to:
▪

Maintain existing conditions on the corridor;

▪

Plus any works that are already committed/funded/underway as a result of separate projects.
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Early Sifting of the Very Long List of Interventions
Following the process set out in Section 6.1 of this report, the early sifting of interventions was
undertaken against the following criteria:
▪

Investment Objectives (IO’s):
– IO1 - Improve Level of Service for bus users including improved access, journey times
and reliability. Provide sufficient capacity for growth in public transport.
– IO2 - Improve Level of Service, and reduce the safety risk, for people walking and cycling
along and across Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
– IO3 - Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes.
– IO4 - Improve the amenity of Thorndon Quay to support the current and future place
aspirations for the corridor/area.

▪

Engineering difficulty

▪

Affordability

Investment Objectives
The assessment against the Investment Objectives was carried out using professional judgement
and testing with TWG as to degree of ‘fit’ with the Investment Objectives.
Engineering Difficulty
The engineering difficulty criteria is the level of difficulty in designing and constructing the
intervention, for example changes to road markings without altering kerbs or relocating services
would be considered simple, as opposed to grade separation (bridges and tunnels) which would be
classed as difficult.
Affordability
This criteria is the likely cost of the intervention in terms of likely cost of construction and operation.
This is tied to the level of engineering difficulty to some degree but there is also a factor of
operational costs such as managing parking and enforcement of HOV lanes.
Basis of Early Sifting Assessment
This assessment was carried out on a significant flaws basis by assessing the level of alignment
with the IO’s. Collective professional judgements drawn across the team’s technical specialists
were informed by discussions held with TQHR Technical Advisors.
The assessment was carried out on a qualitative basis by applying a red, amber, green scoring
system against the IO’s. Some of the improvements were not scored due to IO3 and IO4 being
specific to an outcome and part of the corridor. For example, amenity improvements at Jarden Mile
(on Hutt Road) would not be able to be scored against IO4 which is specific to improving the
amenity for Thorndon Quay.
Also noted, but not scored, was the affordability and engineering difficulty of each intervention.
Where any intervention scored a red against any of the IO’s this was deemed to be a significant
flaw. That intervention was then excluded from further consideration and did not progress to the
long list. These scores were discussed and agreed within the project team.
Table 12 in Appendix A sets out the very long list and the outcome of the early sifting process.
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Early Sifting Results
The options and type of interventions to be carried forward to be further developed in the long list
fall into broad groupings of:
▪

corridor themed options, and

▪

intersection and node focussed options.

The following section lists all options that are to progress to the long list for further development
and evaluation.
Options to Progress to Long List
Thorndon Quay (to Aotea Ramps on Hutt Road):
▪

Do minimum reference case.

▪

Replace the car parking in front of the Marae with bus parking for Marae events.

▪

Addition of bike facilities for parking.

▪

Install additional wayfinding signage for cyclists and pedestrians.

▪

Provide amenity improvements (seating, landscaping etc) in space under pohutukawa trees
between motorway overbridge and Tinakori Road.

▪

Amenity improvements by adding lighting to the overpass to create a gateway effect.

▪

Provide amenity improvements (seating, landscaping etc) at Mulgrave Street.

▪

Footpath from Tinakori Road to Thorndon Quay - surface improvements and adding cycle
wheel ramps beside the stairs.

▪

Remove all bus layby stops and replace with in lane bus stops to reduce bus delay.

▪

Move bus stop at 284 Thorndon Quay to 26 Hutt Road, replacing five car parks which can be
moved to old stop.

▪

Create PM peak urban clearway for cyclists west side of Thorndon Quay.

▪

Tinakori Road to Bordeaux Bakery - Provide new on road cycle lanes, both sides by moving
parallel spaces out to traffic lane and providing kerbside cycle lane separated from parked cars
with safe hit posts. Angle spaces will be removed and replaced with parallel spaces.

▪

Reconfigure Moore Street zebra crossing and bus stop.

▪

Shared bus lane/cycle lane (AM peak southbound clearway) Tinakori Road to Mulgrave Street.

▪

PM peak clearway for cyclists (west side) Mulgrave Street to Tinakori Road.

▪

4m wide footpaths as shared paths (both sides).

▪

Uni-directional cycle lanes (east side only).

▪

Uni directional cycle lanes (west side Only).

▪

Uni-directional cycle lanes (both sides).

▪

Bi-directional cycle lanes (east side only).

▪

Bi-directional cycle lanes (west side only).

▪

Signalise existing zebra crossings.

▪

Signalise existing zebra crossings and upgrade to Toucan crossings.

▪

Place existing zebra crossings on platforms.
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▪

Signalise right turn at Mulgrave Street and improve pedestrian crossings.

▪

Signalise Tinakori Road intersection and provide Toucan Crossing and bus priority.

▪

New toucan crossing south of Tinakori Road.

▪

Relocate bus stop at Moore Street to the south.

▪

Bus stop location balancing.

▪

Bus lanes.

▪

Bus layover space.

▪

Bus Rapid Transit (not busway).

▪

Mass Rapid Transit.

▪

Increase parking charges.

▪

Remove all day parking.

▪

Reduce parking capacity.

▪

Reduce speed limit to 30km/h.

▪

Shade and shelter.

▪

Streetscaping.

▪

Speed management - platforms (raised intersections).

▪

Provide grade separated (bridge) to connect Davis Street to Stadium Concourse.

▪

Provide pedestrian refuge crossing near bus stop under Aotea ramps to improve access to
Interislander Ferry Terminal.

Hutt Road (north of Aotea Ramps):
▪

Do minimum reference case.

▪

Remove all layby stops and replace with in lane bus stops to reduce bus delay.

▪

Centennial Highway southbound stop, extend no stopping lines to facilitate bus pull-out and
consider providing 5-minute parking for drop-off so vehicles don’t block bus stop.

▪

Install additional wayfinding signage for cyclists and pedestrians.

▪

Centennial Highway intersection, considering signal pre-emption for buses and pedestrian
crossings facilities.

▪

Install W section barriers on the roadside edge of the shared path in the 80km/h section of Hutt
Road. May require some cycleway widening to maintain clear route.

▪

Re-open Kaiwharawhara Rail Station.

▪

Move bus stop at 19 Hutt Road to opposite 26 Hutt Road. Parking spaces lost to be relocated
to old stop.

▪

Bus priority at Kaiwharawhara Road/Hutt Road Intersection (northbound).

▪

Improve pedestrian crossing facilities or provide new crossings at Kaiwharawhara intersection.

▪

Connect School Road to Kaiwharawhara Road ban right turn in from Hutt Road.

▪

Bus priority at all Intersections.

▪

Uni-directional segregated cycle lane (west side only).

▪

Uni-directional cycle lanes (both sides).
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▪

Bi-directional cycle lanes (east side only).

▪

Bi-directional cycle lanes (west side only).

▪

Widen shared path to allow two-way cycling and separate footpath east side only (Onslow
Road to Jarden Mile).

▪

Provide pedestrian crossings at Jarden Mile/Hutt Road.

▪

Signalise existing zebra crossing at Rangiora Avenue.

▪

Provide additional road signage at diverge to ramp to ferry terminal.

▪

Signalise existing zebra crossings and upgrade to Toucan crossing.

▪

Place existing zebra crossing on platforms.

▪

Tidal flow lanes.

▪

Bus lanes.

▪

Bus lanes + High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV).

▪

Bus Lanes + HOV+ Freight.

▪

Bus Lanes + Freight.

▪

Bus layover space.

▪

Bus Rapid Transit (not busway).

▪

Mass Rapid Transit.

▪

Increase parking charges.

▪

Remove all day parking.

▪

Reduce parking capacity.

▪

Reduce speed limit to 60km/h (Onslow to Jarden Mile).

▪

Shade and shelter.

▪

Streetscaping.

▪

Remove off road cycle path obstructions (power poles, street lights and other street
furniture/utility cabinets etc).

▪

Small park and ride at Jarden Mile (formalise existing on street parking).

▪

Alternative access to Interislander for freight and general traffic – provide roundabout on Aotea
Quay to allow u-turn.

▪

Upgrade Aotea Bridge to accommodate shared path and remove columns to provide clear
space below.

7.3.1

Excluded Options

Options that have been excluded from further consideration are described as follows along with a
brief explanation of the reasons for exclusion:
Thorndon Quay:
▪

Off Road Cycle Way – Rear of Woolstore to Davis Street –The proposal involves the use of the
rail corridor, which is un-acceptable to KiwiRail. On this basis this option cannot be taken
forward to the short list. Other comments regarding the proposal as presented is that the backalley nature of the route would be unlikely to be attractive to users for safe use due to CPTED
principles and the mixing of cyclists with pedestrians in a constrained environment. Also does
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not align well with improving LoS for cycling and walking. The corridor is used by a high (and
growing) volume of commuter cyclists which, in accordance with engineering standards,
require a standard of separated (pedestrian and cyclists) facility which cannot be achieved in
the space available to the rear of properties on the eastern side of Thorndon Quay.
▪

Remove zebra crossings and replace with refuge islands – excluded due to the safety
disbenefits to pedestrians over that currently provided by zebra crossings which in Thorndon
Quay have high numbers of daily pedestrian use.

▪

Signalise Davis Street intersection – excluded due to the adverse effect on bus reliability.
Introducing further delay on the Thorndon Quay section of the route is not in alignment with the
IO’s.

▪

Build roundabout at Tinakori Road intersection - excluded due to the adverse effect on bus
reliability, introducing delay on the Thorndon Quay expected heavy right turn flow into Tinakori
Road in the am peak will add delay to northbound buses, which is not in alignment with the
IO’s.

▪

Signalise Tinakori Road intersection (with no bus priority) - excluded due to the adverse
effect on bus reliability. Introducing delay on the Thorndon Quay arm with an expected heavy
right turn flow into Tinakori Road in the am peak will add delay to northbound buses, which is
not in alignment with the IO’s.

▪

Bus Lanes + Cyclists – excluded due to safety concerns of mixing buses with cyclists.

▪

Bus Lanes + HOV – Excluded on Thorndon Quay only due to the volume of traffic that would
be running close to and crossing a cycle lane/footpath and the conflicts between users of
accesses on Thorndon Quay, safety issues of buses stopping frequently and following vehicles
pulling out into the live lane to pass buses.

▪

Bus Lanes + HOV + Freight - Excluded on Thorndon Quay only due to the volume of traffic
that would be running close to and crossing a cycle lane/footpath and the conflicts between
users of accesses on Thorndon Quay, safety issues of buses stopping frequently and following
vehicles pulling out into the live lane to pass buses.

▪

Speed Management – Mid block vertical displacement (speed humps etc) – This option is a
typical speed management intervention where a section of the corridor is traffic calmed with
regularly space speed humps. This option has been excluded due to the adverse effect on bus
ride and passenger comfort. This option is unlikely to make bus travel attractive or improve
travel times. Note that the use of raised platforms at pedestrian crossings and intersections
have not been excluded.

Hutt Road:
▪

Remove zebra crossings and replace with refuge islands – excluded due to the safety effects
for pedestrians on a wide busy road.

▪

Bus Lanes + Cyclists – excluded due to safety concerns of mixing buses with cyclists.

▪

Speed Management - Humps and Platforms - excluded due to the adverse effect on bus ride
and passenger comfort. Unlikely to make bus travel attractive or improve travel times.
Corridor Precincts

To help understand the corridor’s urban and transport context the multi-disciplinary team, informed
by discussions with TQHR technical advisors, has defined three precincts. These are shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Precinct Definition

The three distinct ‘precincts’ are described as follows:
▪

Precinct 1: Bus Interchange / Mulgrave Street / Thorndon Quay: At the beginning of Thorndon
Quay, to the shops forms the boundary between the Pipitea/Government precinct and the
transit and industry-focused Thorndon Mile leading out of the city centre. Porosity and greenery
in the existing streetscape finishes at the confluence of Mulgrave Street and Thorndon Quay,
where most buildings share boundaries and open spaces are limited.

▪

Precinct 2: Thorndon Quay Shops: Consists of the mostly industrial Thorndon Quay shops.
This wide and straight piece of road is dominated by vehicles and car parking on both sides of
the street. The pedestrian realm is confined to basic and narrow footpaths and cycleways with
little or no reason to dwell or linger. Open spaces/setbacks in street frontage are for car parking
and retail access only.

▪

Precinct 3: Hutt Road to Jarden Mile: Begins at Hutt Road and stretches to Jarden Mile where
State Highway 1 splits off from the harbour. It is a long and narrow string of intermittent but
heavily built islands wedged between the steep hills and harbour. Pedestrian and cycleway
amenities are exposed and safe connectivity across the 4/5 lane road is sparse. It is a realm
dominated by the vehicle and not favourable to the human scale.

Precinct 3 (Hutt Road) has been further split into three sub precincts. This is to reflect the
changing characteristics of this section of the corridor. For simplification Precincts 1 and 2 have
been merged for the presentation of concepts for public consultation.
Twelve Themed Options
In developing the options identified by the early sifting process and consideration of the corridor
precincts, options have been combined to create twelve themes. These are in turn augmented by
specific node and intersection treatments (discussed in the following section).
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The twelve themes comprise eight for Thorndon Quay and four for Hutt Road. Within each theme,
interventions have been developed to incorporate design elements that align with the overarching
theme objective. These have then been developed into typical cross sections for each theme on
each part of the corridor.
In Precincts 1 and 2 and part of Precinct 3, the focus is on options that can reallocate road space
to enable bus priority in one or both directions (permanent or peak time) along with improved
cycling and pedestrian provision.
In Precinct 3, between Aotea Quay and Jarden Mile, the focus of options is to provide bus / High
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) / freight priority in both or one direction (permanent or peak time), along
with improved provision for cyclists and pedestrians.
Inherent in the themes is the consideration of safety and parking (management in line with the
WCC Adopted Parking Policy5 Hierarchy).
The following option Themes have been identified for each precinct:
Thorndon Quay:
▪

Theme TQ1: Public Transport Priority in both directions and uni-directional cycleway/cycle
lanes.

▪

Theme TQ2: Public Transport Priority in both directions and a bi-directional cycleway.

▪

Theme TQ3: Public Transport Priority in one direction uni-directional cycleway/cycle lanes

▪

Theme TQ4: Public Transport Priority in one direction and a bi-directional cycleway.

▪

Theme TQ5: Transport Priority in one direction with uni-directional cycling along Thorndon
Quay and bi-directional cycling on Hutt Road.

▪

Theme TQ6: Public Transport Priority in both directions with uni-directional cycling along
Thorndon Quay and bi-directional cycling on Hutt Road.

▪

Theme TQ7: Public Transport Priority in both directions and an off-corridor cycleway.

▪

Theme TQ8: Public Transport Priority in ONE direction and an off-corridor cycle facility.

Hutt Road:
▪

Theme HR1: Public Transport Priority in both directions and uni-directional cycleway/cycle
lanes.

▪

Theme HR2: Public Transport Priority in both directions and upgrading the existing bidirectional.

▪

Theme HR3: Public Transport Priority in ONE direction and uni-directional cycleway/cycle
lanes.

▪

Theme HR4: Public Transport Priority in ONE direction and uni-directional cycleway/cycle
lanes.

These are outlined in further detail in Appendix B of this report.
Nodes and Intersection Treatment Options
An indicative long list of transport nodes and intersection treatments have also been identified. The
options presented have not yet been considered for compatibility with the corridor theme options
as set out in Section 7.5. The form of intersection, crossing treatments, footpath widening and
5

Adopted Parking Policy 2020 https://www.letstalk.wellington.govt.nz/41514/widgets/235013/documents/178807
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amenity improvements will be developed in detail in Stage 2 of the SSBC – once a preferred option
has been selected. Following the initial theme derivation and short listing the next step will be to
check compatibility, through intersection treatments and the end to end corridor concept. The
ability to progress these options depends upon availability of space within corridor cross-section,
which differs between corridor-level options. This will be assessed for the shortlisted options.
The long list of nodes and intersection treatments, that remain after early sifting of the very long
list, are as follows with further details provided in Appendix C:
Mulgrave Street Precinct:
▪

Raised platform zebra crossing on the slip lane left turn from Mulgrave Street into Tinakori
Road & signalise the intersection where buses turn into and out of Thorndon Quay.

▪

Close the left turn slip lane from Mulgrave Road and provide left turn movement at the “main
intersection” – allows for bus only between the bus station and Thorndon Quay.

▪

Change form of intersection to have all traffic from Mulgrave Street use the intersection
currently used by buses and provide the bus station entry / exit where the current
Mulgrave/Thorndon Quay signals are – no conflict with Mulgrave traffic or bus movements.

▪

Provide amenity improvements (seating, landscaping etc) at Mulgrave Street.

Moore Street:
▪

Change bus stop locations to reduce interaction with pedestrian crossing.

▪

Balance bus stop locations – extend the average distance between bus stops by moving or
removing bus stops – helps improve bus journey times.

▪

Provide a pedestrian crossing across Moore Street to prioritise pedestrians walking along
Thorndon Quay.

▪

Alter form of pedestrian crossing to better manage the conflicts between movement along the
corridor and movement across Thorndon Quay and / or to provide a bus “head start” to
proceed ahead of traffic.

▪

Change form of intersection control e.g. signalise the intersection including crossing facilities
and / or bus head-start.

▪

Parking changes and management to facilitate the options above.

Thorndon Quay Shops (area around Bordeaux Bakery):
▪

Change bus stop locations to reduce interaction with pedestrian crossings.

▪

Balance bus stop locations – extend the average distance between bus stops by moving or
removing bus stops – helps improve bus journey times.

▪

Alter form of pedestrian crossing to better manage the conflicts between movement along the
corridor and movement across Thorndon Quay and / or to provide a bus “head start” to
proceed ahead of traffic.

▪

Provide more crossings along Thorndon Quay to reduce the “barrier” for crossing the road.

▪

Parking changes and management to facilitate the options above.

Tinakori Road:
▪

Balance bus stop locations – extend the average distance between bus stops by moving or
removing bus stops – helps improve bus journey times.
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▪

Provide a pedestrian crossing across Tinakori Road to facilitate pedestrians walking along
Thorndon Quay.

▪

Provide new crossing(s) to provide access to Tinakori Road (and Sar Street), and provide
better access to bus stops and cycling infrastructure.

▪

Change the control of the intersection (e.g. signalise) including active mode crossings and bus
priority.

▪

Remove the merge from two lanes to one lane between Sar Street and Tinakori Road to
facilitate continuous movement (e.g. morning peak bus lane).

▪

Parking changes and management to facilitate the options above.

▪

Provide amenity improvements (seating, landscaping etc) in space under pohutukawa trees
between motorway overbridge and Tinakori Road.

▪

Amenity improvements by adding lighting to the overpass to create a gateway effect.

▪

Footpath from Tinakori Road to Thorndon Quay - surface improvements, and adding cycle
wheel ramps beside the stairs.

Kaiwharawhara Road Intersection:
▪

Convert kerbside lane or add lane for bus priority southbound.

▪

Improve crossing facilities or grade separate active modes (north side of intersection on Hutt
Road).

▪

Bus queue jump lane (northbound) and/or conversion of slip lane to a normal left turn lane.

▪

New pedestrian crossing (south side of intersection on Hutt Road).

▪

Convert “T” intersection to a “seagull” intersection (like Onslow Road) and provide new link
from end of School Road to Kaiwharawhara Road.

▪

Restrict right turn access and extend School Road across to Kaiwharawhara Road.

Jarden Mile:
▪

Bus stop opportunity to minimise walk to connecting services (north of intersection on triangular
shaped island).

▪

Bus lane on southbound approach and on the ramp heading towards SH2.

▪

Improve crossing facilities or grade separate active modes.

▪

Opportunity for bus right turn lane or dedicated facility (signal) for buses to turn right to the
ramp from the left-hand side after leaving bus stop.

▪

Restrict carparking (to remove impediments for public transport or formalise the carparking for
a park ‘n’ ride or park ‘n’ bike.

▪

Cycleway extension to Te Ara Tupua (Ngauranga to Petone Cycleway) project.

Long List - Technical Working Group Feedback
The urban design and transport elements of the corridor, intervention themes, typical cross
sections and initial ideas for intersection treatments were presented to the TWG at a workshop on
12 May 2020.
The 12 May workshop focussed on the vision for the corridor and the philosophy and approach to
the identification and development of the themes. Discussion on the MCA criteria and process for
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taking the long list to a short list followed with a follow up presentation issued to the TWG on 15
May 2020 for feedback.
A summary of the feedback from the workshop is provided in Appendix D. A response for each
comment has been provided to the TWG. Adjustments were made where the technical advisers
have seen opportunities to adjust for these where options benefit from their inclusion.
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Long to Short List - Multi Criteria Assessment
To promote consistency across the multiple streams of the LGWM programme, an MCA
Framework document6 was produced (by LGWM) for all project teams which provides direction on
the process.
The LGWM MCA document sets out the recommended process to be followed, including MCA
criteria and scoring scales for each stage of the MCA. The process allows flexibility in the approach
to be used in recognising that each project may apply effects or design and delivery criteria specific
for the corridor / issues being investigated or that can help differentiate between options. The
process document also recognises the significance of criteria weightings in testing sensitivities of
the outcomes and specific areas that need to be focused on and tested. The full set of criteria
recommended by the LGWM MCA Framework is as follows in Figure 5:
Effects

Package IOs
Programme IOs

Design,
Delivery and
Operation

Engineering
Difficulty

Liveability

I.O. 1

Social

Access

I.O. 2

Tangata
Whenua
Values

Property
Difficulty

Reduced Car
Reliance

I.O. 3

Noise and
Vibration

Operational
and
Maintenance

Safety

Visual

Timeframe for
Delivery

Resilience

Heritage and
Archaeology

Fit with
Programme

Economic

Ecology

Property
Access

Kerbside
Utilisation

Figure 5 LGWM MCA Process

The approach followed for the evaluation of the initial long list and early sifting approach has been
adopted as detailed in Section 6.1 of this report.
This was followed by further MCA evaluation to enable the long list to be filtered down to the short
list using the LGWM MCA framework. It was tailored to be specific to the TQHR corridor and
suitable for the assessment of the long list. This process is shown in Figure 6.

6

Let’s Get Wellington Moving - Proposed Multi Criteria Analysis Framework , May 2020
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Figure 6 Long to Short List MCA Process

The process detailed in Figure 6 above was undertaken at a broad level with a qualitative
assessment and scoring of each option against the criteria being carried out by transport planning,
civil engineering and RMA specialists.
The scoring scale as set out in the LGWM MCA process is an eleven-point scale as shown in
Figure 7 as follows:

Figure 7 Long to Short List MCA Scoring Scale
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MCA Evaluation
8.1.1

Scoring by Project Team Specialists

The MCA criteria as shown in Figure 6, were assigned to each member of the project team in
relation to their specialist area. The specialist areas assigned to the project team consisted of
transport planning, road safety, RMA planning, civil engineering and landscape architecture. For
the MCA, intersections, nodes and cross sections were evaluated independently of one another.
The form of intersections and nodes treatments will be determined by the preferred cross section
and therefore it would not be feasible to combine and then assess the vast number of
combinations together at this stage. The form of intersection and crossing treatments will be
developed in detail in Stage 2 of the SSBC – once an emerging preferred option has been
selected. Following the selection of an emerging preferred option the next step will be to check
compatibility, through intersection treatments and develop the end to end corridor concept.
MCA Supporting Technical Information
Although detailed technical assessment was not carried out for the MCA of the long to short list,
there have been some high level investigations to illustrate the option benefits and understand
some of the broad impacts that the options may have or will need to be addressed. The following
sections outline this assessment work.
8.2.1

Thorndon Quay Bus Stop Locations

The positioning of bus stop locations has been considered in the short list, where the re-location or
possible deletion of some bus stops was examined in order to balance bus stops which can
contribute to improved bus journey times. The following Figure 8 shows the proposed bus stop
alterations.

Figure 8 Proposed Bus Stop Locations
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To understand the effect of the bus stop locations catchment modelling was undertaken using a
maximum 400m buffer. As follows Figure 9 shows the existing bus stop catchments on Thorndon
Quay.

Figure 9 Thorndon Quay - Existing Bus Stop Catchments

Figure 10 as follows shows the proposed stop locations and the revised catchment areas.

Figure 10 Thorndon Quay - Potential Bus Stop Catchments
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As can be seen in Figure 9 and Figure 10 the existing stops have a degree of overlap in the
catchment areas served by each stop. The revised stop locations achieve a better balance as can
be seen in the catchment diagram. The main impact is at the southern end of Hutt Road near
Tinakori Road where bus stops are proposed to be removed. This area has a very small
catchment and the removal is unlikely to have a significant effect.
8.2.2

Corridor Travel Speeds

In order to understand the where traffic delays are occurring along the corridor, TomTom data was
sourced for 2019 which was then sorted into hour long time slots to illustrate potential delays by
location, both directions of travel and time of day. This data is particularly important regarding the
impact on buses in relation to the bus attractiveness and reliability IO for the project and also to
understand the effects of delay to freight. Figure 11 illustrates the travel speeds in the southbound
direction with the red and black colours indicating areas where traffic is slowed to less than 20km/h
or stopped on Hutt Road and Thorndon Quay. Note that Figure 11 covers the entire corridor but it
is not to scale.

Figure 11 TQHR Corridor – Southbound Travel Speeds (Tom Data)

As can be seen in Figure 11 there are several locations where traffic is slowed or queued at certain
times of the day. The insights that this data provides us are summarised as follows:
▪

Jarden Mile/Ngauranga Gorge Intersection - Delays at this intersection appear to occur in the
pm peak in the southbound direction. At other times of the day the delay is not significant.

▪

There are currently negligible delays at Onslow Road (seagull intersection - through movement
not controlled) and Rangiora Avenue (ped crossing with anecdotally low numbers).

▪

Kaiwharawhara Road/Hutt Road Intersection – Delays occur at the intersection in the 7am-9am
period. This slower speed extends to the north indicating that a queue or slow moving traffic is
present at the intersection on Hutt Road. For the remainder of the day the intersection appears
to operate efficiently.

▪

Aotea Quay Ramps – Traffic is slowing in this location although there is no intersection
present. The slowing of traffic here could be due to the diverging of traffic and weaving
movements around the off ramp.
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▪

Sar Street and Tinakori Road - Delays at Tinakori Road appear to be occurring in the
southbound direction in the am peak period. This is possibly due to heavy right turn volumes at
Tinakori Road with a queue which is believed to extend beyond the turn lane, causing blocking
back into the southbound through lane.

▪

Davis Street – Delays at the intersection can be seen during the am peak period, this is
potentially as a result of the zebra crossing.

▪

Moore Street – Delays at the intersection can be seen during the am peak period, this is
potentially as a result of the zebra crossing which is very busy during the am peak period and
the close proximity of the bus stop to the crossing.

▪

Mulgrave Street – Delays at the intersection appear to be worse in the southbound am peak
than in the pm peak.

Figure 12 illustrates the travel speeds in the northbound direction with the red and black colours
indicating areas where traffic is slowed to less than 20km/h or stopped on Hutt Road and Thorndon
Quay. Note that Figure 12 covers the entire corridor but it is not to scale.

Figure 12 TQHR Corridor – Northbound Travel Speeds (Tom Tom Data)

Figure 12 indicates the locations where traffic is slowed or queued at certain times of the day, the
insights that this data provides us is summarised as follows:
▪

Jarden Mile/Ngauranga Gorge Intersection - Delays at this intersection appear to occur in the
pm peak in the northbound direction. At other times of the day the delay is not significant.

▪

Onslow Road – appears to be some minor delays here in the northbound direction in the am
and pm peak periods this is due to all movements in the northbound direction being under
signal control.

▪

Kaiwharawhara Road/Hutt Road Intersection – Delays occur at the intersection throughout the
day, and appear to be slightly worse in the pm peak (5-6pm).

▪

Aotea Quay Ramps – Do not appear to cause any delays to northbound traffic.

▪

Tinakori Road - Appear to show delay in the northbound direction all day which should not, in
theory, occur at a give way controlled intersection and this may be an anomaly. However, there
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may be the possibility that traffic heading north is slowing or stopping to make the tight left turn
into the intersection or slowing or stopping to allow traffic to turn right.
▪

Bordeaux Bakery – Delays at the intersection can be seen throughout the day, this is
potentially as a result of the zebra crossing and as a result of the side friction through this part
of the corridor.

▪

Moore Street – Delays at the intersection can be seen during the am and pm peak period, this
is potentially as a result of the zebra crossing.

▪

Mulgrave Street – Delays at the intersection appear to be worse in the northbound peak than in
the am peak.

8.2.3

Effects of Special Vehicle Lanes

In order to understand the effects of special vehicle lanes on general traffic lane capacity on Hutt
Road the following high level assessment has been undertaken to inform the selection of special
vehicle lanes. The spreadsheet model used to generate the graph (shown in Figure 13) is derived
from a modified version of the Waka Kotahi Research Report 5577 model.
The assumptions used for the model are as follows:
▪

Bus passengers – assumed 1,400 pax per hour

▪

Traffic volumes and freight data used as provided by WCC (traffic counts) – Note that the
graph also shows what could occur under different traffic volume scenarios.

▪

Vehicle occupancy – assumed as 75% single person, 20% with two people and 5% with three
or more.

▪

Assumed 10% non-authorised use of HOV or bus lane.

▪

Assumed a simple conversion of the kerbside lane to a Special Vehicle lane southbound,
leaving the control of the intersections as they are.

It should be noted that this analysis does not account for the upstream network effects (e.g. at
Ngauranga/Jarden Mile and Aotea Quay).
South of Kaiwharawhara the peak volumes are ~2,000vph southbound (SB), and 1,800
northbound (NB). North of Kaiwharawhara, the peak demand is ~1,600 SB and ~1,100 NB.
Sensitivity testing by GWRC has also indicated that traffic volume growth on this corridor is
low; however this is at the strategic model level. There is the potential for growth in peak
periods on Hutt Road resulting from congestion on SH1, as Hutt Road is an “overflow” route
between the City Centre/Terrace Tunnel, Ngaio Gorge and Ngauranga.
The following Figure 13 shows lane capacity plotted against speed and Level of Service.

7

Waka Kotahi (NZTA) Research Report 557 Getting more from our roads: an evaluation of special vehicle lanes on urban arterials.

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/research/reports/557
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Figure 13 AM Peak Travel Speed (per person) Analysis

As can be seen in Figure 13 a bus lane would result in a slower per person speed (than HOV
lanes), primarily because of the impact of congestion. Potentially HOV lanes provide the best short
term opportunity if provided over the length of the corridor, however a short length of lane would
likely see a bottleneck and this may offset some or all of the benefits. In addition, signal
“optimisation” (bias to southbound or signal detection/response) could provide some improvement
to capacity.
While the graph in Figure 13 differentiates between the likely level of service for the different types
of lanes i.e. T2 v T3 v bus lanes only, there will be other criteria that needs to be considered and
modelled before a decision is made as to which option is most suited, for example, the type of
intersection treatment, merging or diverging of different users, impact on buses stopping etc.
8.2.4

Bus Travel Time Savings

Public transport benefits were considered from the perspective of improving reliability in the short
term where it is needed now, and securing the reliability of public transport in the longer term. The
following summarises the insights that the analysis provides:
▪

There is an immediate need/warrant for bus priority in the following periods and locations:
– AM and PM peak at the Jarden Mile intersection
– AM peak (southbound) at the Kaiwharawhara intersection (potential average saving of
~90 seconds in the peak hour); however given the current traffic volumes along the
corridor, it is a T2 lane that minimises the impact to other users (and has the highest per
person travel speed)
– AM peak (southbound) - Tinakori Road to Moore Street (noting that there is a bus lane
past Moore Street) (potential average saving of ~70 seconds in the peak hour)
– PM (northbound) at the Kaiwharawhara Road Intersection
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▪

In the northbound direction, the “need” for bus priority along Thorndon Quay is likely to be
generated from an increase in traffic congestion around Tinakori Road, where traffic volumes
are approaching the theoretical capacity, and there are signs of congestion in this area.

▪

Kaiwharawhara – Aotea Quay both directions: The current traffic volumes (and indicative
forecast traffic volumes from the regional models indicate that they exceed the capacity for a
single lane in each direction. The practical implication of this is that if a lane is converted, there
could be significant congestion which impacts on the ability of buses to reach any Special
Vehicle Lane. The is more evident northbound where the Aotea on-ramp joins Hutt Road.

▪

SH1/Port – Outcomes are dependent on final form and location of the Multi User Ferry
Terminal project in terms of the use of the lanes (both directions on Hutt Road) and whether
any northbound bus priority is provided on Thorndon Quay.

▪

Route continuity – from a strategic perspective, it would be desirable to have a continuous
facility to withstand potential incidents, let alone the day-to-day variability. This is probably the
strongest argument for northbound bus priority on Thorndon Quay (again unless traffic volumes
grow and Tinakori Road continues to grow as a rat-run/access to Ngaio Gorge route).

8.2.5

Peak Hour Travel Times

A spreadsheet model was used to analyse the indicative level of travel times for each of the
options related to bus and HOV lanes on the corridor. The spreadsheet model was constructed
specifically for this project, built on a segment by segment basis, using the same approach as
RR557 with the addition of some refinements (using the TQSM and Wellington Bus Priority IBC).
Zebra crossing delays were estimated from TomTom data. Capacity constraints at intersections
and mid block were built in for options.
Inputs to the spreadsheet model include:
▪

Observed counts.

▪

Dwell times (TQHR Case for Change)

▪

PT volumes (Wellington Regional Model - WTSM)

▪

HOV % from Cordon Surveys

▪

Signal phasing and timing

Validation for the spreadsheet model included:
▪

General traffic journey times (TomTom)

▪

Bus journey times (Case for Change)

The model validated to within 10%, except for the signals at Mulgrave Street which an adjustment
was made to account for downstream blockage.
The future year spreadsheet models were developed from:
▪

AIMSUN 2026 volumes + 10%

▪

Reduction (%) in volumes with bus lane from WTSM

▪

Growth (%) in PT from WTSM

▪

General traffic volume reduction with HOV lane has been scaled according to the type of lane

The model analysed the effects on travel times for the base years and forecast years of 2019 and
2036 respectively. The model scenarios also assume bus lanes only, and HOV (T2) lanes with a
shift from general traffic to T2 of 20%, 30% and 40%.
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Assumptions in the spreadsheet model are as follows:
▪

It takes observed data to calculate the journey times and is within 10% of the observed data

▪

It is built on a segment by segment basis

▪

Shows end to end journey times for people using the corridor

▪

The 2013 PT numbers were used for the per person calculation, so the per person journey
times for the options may be better than shown here if more up to date passenger numbers are
used.

▪

There is a cap on intersection delay of 10 mins (Kaiwharawhara is the key intersection)

▪

Includes bus queue jump lanes at Ngauranga/Jarden Mile Intersection and bus lanes on
Thorndon Quay

▪

There were no changes to signal timings used for the options that convert a lane to an HOV
lane.

▪

The model does not include a bus or HOV lane between Kaiwharawhara and Aotea except for
tidal flow due to the adverse effects on road capacity expected on this section of road.

Table 7 as follows sets out these initial travel times:
Table 7 2019 and 2036 Travel Times for Bus and Special Vehicle Lanes

AM Peak Hour – Citybound
Travel Times (Minutes)

PM Peak Hour - Outbound
Travel Times (Minutes)

Scenario
General
Traffic

Bus

Per
Person

General
Traffic

Bus

Per
Person

2019 Base

12.7

14.1

13.5

9.7

12.3

11.2

2019 Peak Bus Lanes
(Converted on Hutt Road and
added on Thorndon Quay)

28.1

10.1

19.1

18.6

8.9

13.9

2019 Peak Special Vehicle
Lanes (Converted to T2 (20%)
on Hutt Road and added bus
lane on Thorndon Quay)

25.8

10.3

18.0

20.3

9.1

15.0

2019 Peak Special Vehicle
Lanes (Converted to T2 (30%)
on Hutt Road and added bus
lane on Thorndon Quay)

23.2

10.5

17.0

17.7

9.3

13.9

2019 Peak Special Vehicle
Lanes (Converted to T2 (40%)
on Hutt Road and added bus
lane on Thorndon Quay)

20.4

10.7

15.8

14.5

9.5

12.4

2019 Tidal Flow on Hutt Road
and added bus lane on
Thorndon Quay

14.1

10.1

12.2

8.6

8.9

8.9

2036 Base

20.2

23.7

22.7

14.6

17.2

16.3
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AM Peak Hour – Citybound
Travel Times (Minutes)

PM Peak Hour - Outbound
Travel Times (Minutes)

Scenario
General
Traffic

Bus

Per
Person

General
Traffic

Bus

Per
Person

2036 Peak Bus Lanes
(Converted on Hutt Road and
added on Thorndon Quay)

29.7

10.2

19.0

22.5

9.1

15.9

2036 Peak Special Vehicle
Lanes (Converted to T2 (20%)
on Hutt Road and added bus
lane on Thorndon Quay)

28.2

10.4

18.6

27.2

9.3

18.3

2036 Peak Special Vehicle
Lanes (Converted to T2 (30%)
on Hutt Road and added bus
lane on Thorndon Quay)

28.4

10.5

19.3

22.0

9.5

16.2

2036 Peak Special Vehicle
Lanes (Converted to T2 (40%)
on Hutt Road and added bus
lane on Thorndon Quay)

23.4

10.8

17.4

21.8

10.1

16.6

2036 Tidal Flow on Hutt Road
and added bus lane on
Thorndon Quay

20.4

10.1

16.3

13.3

9.1

11.3

As can be seen in Table 7, the overall effects of bus lanes and T2 lanes result in improvements to
bus travel times, an increase in general traffic and per person travel times when comparing the
scenarios to the 2019 base year. The tidal flow option shows improvements to bus and per person
travel times in the 2019 AM peak and improvements across all three modes in the 2019 PM peak.
Comparing the 2036 base to the 2036 AM peak hour, the bus lanes and T2 lanes scenarios show
improvements to bus and per person travel times, but an overall increase in general traffic travel
times. The 2036 AM peak hour tidal flow scenario shows improvements in bus and per person
travel times and a very small increase of general traffic travel times.
In the 2036 PM peak hour all scenarios show improved bus travel times, some of the T2 scenarios
show variable results with increases in general traffic and per person travel times when only 20%
of traffic switches to T2.
Although not modelled it is anticipated that the effect of having a combined freight/bus lane on Hutt
Road would result in travel times about half way between the “bus lane” scenario and the T2 (20%)
scenario resulting in improved bus travel times but lower per person travel time when compared to
the base situation. The benefit to freight would be significant in that they would avoid the increased
travel times for general traffic.
The travel time analysis will be re-assessed for the short list assessments using the Aimsun microsimulation model for Ngauranga to Airport.
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8.2.6

All Day Bus Lanes

The key considerations for permanent full-time bus lanes have also been examined and are as
follows:
▪

Thorndon Quay considerations:
– Whether the Special Vehicle Lane carries more people than the general traffic lane on
Thorndon Quay;
– The impact on other activities (e.g. parking);
– Whether there is an improvement in journey times – the current PM peak hour volume is
~800vph and the corridor operates reasonably efficiently; however, the area around
Tinakori Road is showing signs (congestion) that the capacity is close to being reached –
which will impact on bus reliability along the corridor. Current daytime flows drop to about
50% of the peak volumes outside of the evening peak period. On the basis that there are
no incidents, the “need” for all day bus lanes northbound, based on interaction with
general traffic, is unlikely to be met within the design horizon, despite “securing” reliability
for public transport services.

▪

Hutt Road Considerations:
– Whether the Special Vehicle Lane carries more people and results in either a neutral or
improved increase in per person speed. Where traffic volumes drop t o ~below 1,200vph
in the general traffic lane (if a lane is converted) then all day priority could be provided
without risking the potential benefits being outweighed by the potential congestion
blocking access to the Special Vehicle Lane. The current indication (from the regional
models) is that outside of the peak direction, in the peak times, the traffic volumes are
sufficiently low to be able to provide Special Vehicle Lanes during the day, without the
(economic) impacts of additional congestion for general traffic.

8.2.7

Bus Lane and Special Vehicle Lane Benefits

Southbound bus lanes on Thorndon Quay and Southbound special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road is
likely to provide the bulk of the benefits in the short term for both southbound and northbound by
providing bus priority where it is warranted now.
Northbound and southbound bus lanes on Thorndon Quay secures the reliability of public transport
services in the peak(s) by providing additional northbound bus priority. In the short term, this isn’t
seen to be significant. However, the separation of buses from general traffic (particularly on
Thorndon Quay) addresses the potential impacts of both additional traffic growth and the effects of
incidents on bus reliability in the medium term.
Tidal flow for special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road provides short and long term benefits for general
traffic flow and buses/special vehicle lanes by maintaining capacity in the peak period for the
dominant traffic flow direction.
Full time northbound and southbound bus lanes secure reliable travel time for public transport
throughout the day, irrespective of the traffic conditions.
MCA Assessment
The evaluation for the long list is included in Appendix E - summarised in Table 8 and Table 10.
The evaluation was completed following the long list workshop and was summarised in an
information pack which was circulated to the TWG in advance of a workshop to discuss the MCA
outcomes and the emerging short list.
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The corridor treatments have been broken down into their core components for the MCA to allow
for assessment against the MCA criteria and enable differentiation between options. The best
performing options were then re-packaged into themes to provide a range of emerging short list
interventions.
The options carried forward to the shortlist are highlighted ‘green’ in Table 8, with the other options
not progressed highlighted ‘red’. The key reasons for progressing and rejecting the options are
summarised. The table also expands on the details of the options that have been progressed to the
short list. The ‘do minimum reference case’ option is carried forward to the shortlist evaluation to
provide a basis or comparator for assessing the other short list options against, consistent with the
NZ Transport Agency’s (Waka Kotahi) guidelines and Treasury Business Case process.
For the MCA assessment the options were set out in a table under headings for each category of
option, these categories were:
▪

Public Transport Corridor Infrastructure (including special vehicle lanes)

▪

Cycling

▪

Footpaths (walking) and Amenities (space available)

▪

Parking

▪

Property Access/Turning

▪

Physical Works (Engineering Difficulty)

▪

Property Acquisition

▪

Other Options – Quick wins, intersection and crossing treatments, speed limit changes etc.

Assessment of Effects - General Comments on Scoring
In some instances, scoring was consistent across some options for the assessment of effects
criteria. This was particularly the case for social, ecology and Tangata Whenua effects where the
assessors could not differentiate between the public transport options. The scoring under these
options where differentiation was difficult can be summarised as follows:
Public Transport - All were scored positively with the exception of “no change to PT” which was
given a neutral score. Similarly, the Ecology and Tangata Whenua effects scored neutra l
across the PT options.
The following options were all scored as neutral for the ecology and Tangata Whenua effects due
to the minor physical engineering work involved in the options:
▪

Cycling

▪

Footpaths and Amenities (space available)

▪

Parking

▪

Property Access/Turning

▪

Physical Works (Engineering Difficulty)
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Table 8 MCA Evaluation Outcomes Summary – Corridor Treatments

Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

Straightforward, less disruption, does
not affect carparking.

Highly unlikely to address the
Investment Objectives.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No

All

Southbound or
northbound Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane - all day

Long term social benefits by
improving public transport. Safetyeasier to understand than part-time
reducing complexity. High alignment
with IO1 – Bus attractiveness.

Multiple traffic lanes can create
safety issues for motorcyclists,
cyclists and pedestrians. Full time
lanes remove car parking. Also
likely to have a significant effect at
Kaiwharawhara intersection on
queuing in the am peak hour. Limits
opportunities to provide additional
lane capacity for general traffic off
peak.

Progressed to short list, as part of
corridor package, where it can be
implemented without adverse impact on
throughput and cyclists.

Yes

All

Southbound or
Northbound Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane – peak
hours

Long term social benefits by
improving public transport. Good
alignment with IO1 Bus
attractiveness. Part time lanes allow
parking to be available during off peak
periods.

Safety – part time operation has
safety implications due to variability
of traffic. Multiple lanes creates
safety issues for vulnerable road
users. Limits opportunities to allow
for increased bus frequencies and
priority off peak.

Progressed to short list, as part of
corridor package, where it can be
implemented without adverse impact on
throughput and cyclists.

Yes

All

Northbound or
Southbound - Central
Running Special
Vehicle Lane - All
day

Long term social benefits by
improving public transport. Safetyeasier to understand than part-time
reducing complexity. Moderate to low
alignment with IO1.

Difficult pedestrian access from
footpaths and crossing over
carriage way. Regular stops creates
flow disruptions.

Not progressed, as unlikely to
significantly improve bus attractiveness
and has adverse effects on amenity
values for pedestrians.

No

All

Central Running
Busway

Long term social benefits by
improving public transport. Moderate
to low alignment with IO1.

Difficult pedestrian access from
footpaths and crossing over
carriage way. Regular stops creates
flow disruptions.

Not progressed, as unlikely to
significantly improve bus attractiveness
and has adverse effects on amenity
values for pedestrians.

No

Special Vehicle Lanes
All

No priority (Existing)
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

All

Peak direction Central Running
Contraflow Special
Vehicle Lane

Long term social benefits by
improving public transport. Moderate
to low alignment with IO1

Difficult pedestrian access from
footpaths and crossing over
carriage way. Regular stops creates
flow disruptions.

Not progressed, as unlikely to
significantly improve bus attractiveness
and has adverse effects on amenity
values for pedestrians.

No

Peak direction Special Vehicle Lane
enabled by Tidal
Flow

Long term social benefits by
improving public transport. Using
when needed approach provides a
shared laneway design meaning more
flexibility and serves north and
southbound. Provides capacity for
general traffic on the opposing
direction. Moderate alignment to IO1.

Moderate negative score against
the safety IO due to part time
operation safety implications due to
variability of traffic.

Progressed to short list, as part of
corridor package, where it can be
implemented as does not adversely
impact on throughput, need to
accommodate cyclists and address
safety issues.

Yes

3.0 - 3.5m wide
shared path

Safety benefits are separation from
traffic and also has a positive effect
on improving Level of Service. Long
term social benefits from improving
cycling infrastructure with positive
effects on public health, economic
activity (retail spend) and
sustainability.

Safety disbenefits, risk of conflict –
cyclists/cyclists and peds, contraflow cyclists at
intersections/accesses. Connectivity
not as good as uni-directional path
on both sides of road leading to
risks joining/leaving facility.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
LOS and safety outcomes

No

3.5 - 4.0m wide
shared path

Safety and LOS as above. Long term
social benefits from improving cycling
infrastructure with positive effects on
public health, economic activity (retail
spend) and sustainability.

Safety and connectivity as above.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
LOS and safety outcomes.

No

3.0m bi-directional
cycleway + 1.0m
buffer (Width = 4.0m
from edge of road to
edge of footpath)

Separation from traffic removes high
risk conflicts. Has a positive effect on
improving Level of Service. Long term
social benefits from improving cycling
infrastructure with positive effects on
public health, economic activity (retail
spend) and sustainability.

Connectivity not as good as unidirectional path on both sides of
road leading to risks joining/leaving
facility. Contra-flow cyclists
unexpected at
intersections/accesses increasing
conflict risk. Remove conflict with
pedestrians.

Progressed to short list, as part of
corridor package, given strong support
for the cycling and safety IO’s.

Yes

All

Cycling

All

All

All
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

2.0m one-direction
cycleway on both
sides + 1m buffer
(Total width = 3.0m) available all day

Separation from traffic removes high
risk conflicts. Facility on both sides of
road gives better level of access than
bi-directional paths avoiding need to
cross to access facility. More intuitive
at intersections as cyclists moving
with traffic. Has a high positive score
against improving LOS and safety.
Long term social benefits from
improving cycling infrastructure with
positive effects on public health,
economic activity (retail spend) and
sustainability.

Due to restricted total width of street
compromises will likely be needed
on width for footpaths, landscaping
and bus lanes.

Progressed to short list, as part of
corridor package, given strong support
for the cycling and safety IO’s.

Yes

All

2.0m on-road cycle
lane on both sides +
0.5 buffer (Total
width = 2.5m) available all day

Separation from traffic removes high
risk conflicts. Facility on both sides of
road gives better level of access than
bi-directional paths avoiding need to
cross to access facility. More intuitive
at intersections as cyclists moving
with traffic. Has a high positive score
against improving LOS and safety.
Long term social benefits from
improving cycling infrastructure with
positive effects on public health,
economic activity (retail spend) and
sustainability.

Cycleway safety will be focus with
reduced buffer width.

Progressed to short list, as part of
corridor package, given strong support
for the cycling and safety IO’s.

Yes

All

Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane <4.2m
wide (shared with
buses and/or HOVs)
- all day

Less exposure to general traffic than
current. All day operation decreases
safety risk over part-time as more
readily understood.

Narrow lane increasing safety risk
over a wider lane. Cycling LOS not
improved and residual risk of
conflict with passing traffic.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
LOS and safety outcomes.

No

All

Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane >=4.2m
wide (shared with
buses and/or HOVs)
- all day

Less exposure to general traffic than
current. All day operation decreases
safety risk over part-time as more
readily understood.

Cycling LOS not improved and
residual risk of conflict with passing
traffic.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
LOS and safety outcomes.

No

All
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

All

Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane <4.2m
wide (shared with
buses and/or HOVs)
- peak time(s) only

Less exposure to general traffic than
current. but narrow lane increasing
safety risk over option with a wider
lane. Part-time use can lead to
confusion over current state of
operation leading to confusion/risk.

Narrow lane increasing safety risk
over option with a wider lane. Parttime use can lead to confusion over
current state of operation leading to
confusion/risk. Residual risk of
conflict with passing traffic.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
LOS and safety outcomes.

No

All

Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane >=4.2m
wide (shared with
buses and/or HOVs)
- peak time(s) only.

Less exposure to general traffic than
current. All day operation decreases
safety risk over part-time as more
readily understood.

Cycling LOS not improved and
residual risk of conflict with passing
traffic.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
LOS and safety outcomes.

No

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives. However, this is a
benchmark for footpaths on Thorndon
Quay and options will be assessed
against reducing the footpath width
below 3m.

No

Footpaths and Amenities – space available

All

No additional space
available for wider
footpaths and
amenities

With general footpath width of 3m
along both sides of Thorndon Quay is
adequate for pedestrian movement.

Does not enable softening
treatments such as street furniture,
sheltered bus stops and landscape
buffers appropriate to enhance
nodal points and amenity. Does not
improve Los for pedestrians.

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m
on one side)
available for wider
footpaths and
amenities

Long term social benefits from
improving footpaths. Slightly improved
visual amenity with potential for
landscaping to one side of the street.

Due to limited width of the street
there will be compromises to cycling
lanes and public transport so this
needs to be considered.

Progressed to short list as will support
bus and cycling improvements by
allowing space whilst improving or at
least maintaining the pedestrian LOS
on Thorndon Quay in terms of footpath
width.

Yes

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m
on one side)
available for wider
footpaths and
amenities

Long term social benefits from
improving footpaths. Improves visual
amenity with potential for landscaping
to both sides of the street.

Due to limited width of the street
there will be compromises to cycling
lanes and public transport so this
needs to be considered.

Progressed to short list as will support
bus and cycling improvements by
allowing space whilst improving or at
least maintaining the pedestrian LOS
on Thorndon Quay in terms of footpath
width.

Yes

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m
on one side)

Long term social benefits from
improving footpaths. Improves visual

Due to limited width of the street
there will be compromises to cycling

Not to be progressed given the limited
space available to be accommodated

No
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

available for wider
footpaths and
amenities

amenity with potential for landscaping
to both sides of the street.

lanes and public transport so this
needs to be considered.

wider footpaths in Thorndon Quay,
which would be at the expense of other
key objectives such as cycling and bus
improvements.

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m
on one side)
available for wider
footpaths and
amenities

Long term social benefits from
improving footpaths. Enables the
footpath to include better interaction
with the shop front e.g. enabling cafe
tables to be on the footpath.
Landscape treatment, shelter and
street furniture.

Due to limited width of the street
there will be compromises to cycling
lanes and public transport so this
needs to be considered.

Not to be progressed given the limited
space available to be accommodated
wider footpaths in Thorndon Quay,
which would be at the expense of other
key objectives such as cycling and bus
improvements.

No

All

>2.5m (or >5m on
one side) available
for wider footpaths
and amenities

Long term social benefits from
improving footpaths. Enables the
footpath to include better interaction
with the shop front e.g. enabling cafe
tables to be on the footpath.
Landscape treatment, shelter and
street furniture.

Due to limited width of the street
there will be compromises to cycling
lanes and public transport so this
needs to be considered.

Not to be progressed given the limited
space available to be accommodated
wider footpaths in Thorndon Quay,
which would be at the expense of other
key objectives such as cycling and bus
improvements.

No

All

Southbound - Retain
existing (angled)
parking layout with
current AM Peak
restrictions)

Enables parking to be retained in offpeak traffic. Does not remove any
parking and thereby minimises the
social impact.

Maintains the existing current poor
safety situation off peak, offers little
to no amenity benefits.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

All

Southbound - Retain
existing (angled)
parking layout but
with AM and PM
Peak restrictions)

Slight improvement to safety due to
addition of PM peak restrictions.
Enables parking to be retained in offpeak traffic.

Offers little to no amenity benefits.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

All

Southbound - Retain
existing (angled)
parking layout with

Does not remove any parking and
thereby minimises the social impact.

Detrimental to current situation as
removal of am peak clearway

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than

No

Parking
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

increases cycle risk. Offers little to
no amenity benefits.

other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

Southbound - convert
angled parking to
parallel with current
AM Peak restrictions)

Less parking reduces exposure to
cyclists and general traffic. Driver
sightlines improved exiting spaces
reducing likelihood of a conflict.
Enables more space to be dedicated
to other modes of transport and
reduces carpark dominance and
improves visual sightlines safety.
Peak am movement so other modes
of transport can use this space.

Removes some parking and thereby
has a negative social impact.

Progressed to short list as good
alignment with safety investment
objective and allows space for cycling
improvements.

Yes

Southbound - convert
angled parking to
parallel but with AM
and PM Peak
restrictions)

Less parking reduces exposure to
cyclists and general traffic. Driver
sightlines improved exiting spaces
reducing likelihood of a conflict.
Enables more space to be dedicated
to other modes of transport and
reduces carpark dominance and
improves visual sightlines safety.
Peak am movement so other modes
of transport can use this space.
Limited benefit for pm restrictions.

Removes some parking and thereby
has a negative social impact.

Progressed to short list as good
alignment with safety investment
objective and allows space for cycling
improvements.

Yes

Southbound - convert
angled parking to
parallel with parking
available all-day (no
peak time
restrictions)

Less parking reduces exposure to
cyclists and general traffic. Driver
sightlines improved exiting spaces
reducing likelihood of a conflict.
Enables more space to be dedicated
to other modes of transport. carpark
dominance remains as not restricted
times. No opportunity to use space for
other transport at peak times.

No parking restrictions at am/pm
peak slightly scores lower in term of
safety than other options. Car park
dominance remains as not restricted
times. No opportunity to use space
for other transport at peak times.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

parking available allday (no peak time
restrictions)

All

All

All
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

All

Southbound Remove on-street
parking

Removes parking exposure to cyclists
and general traffic. Overall safety will
depend on how the road space is
used. Generally improves amenity.
however some on street parking
important to serve nodal points and
mechanism to slow traffic to
acknowledge pedestrian orientated
destination reached.

Some on street parking important to
serve nodal points and mechanism
to slow traffic to acknowledge
pedestrian orientated destination
reached. Removes parking and
thereby has a negative social
impact.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

All

Northbound - Retain
existing (angled)
parking layout with
PM Peak restrictions)

Slight improvement due to addition of
PM peak restrictions. Risk of conflict
between parking and general traffic/
cyclists reduced. Enables parking to
be retained in off peak traffic.

Maintains the existing current poor
safety situation off peak, offers little
to no amenity benefits.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

All

Northbound - Retain
existing (angled)
parking layout but
with AM and PM
Peak restrictions)

Slight improvement due to addition of
AM/PM peak restrictions. Risk of
conflict between parking and general
traffic/ cyclists reduced.
Enables parking to be retained in off
peak traffic.

Maintains the existing current poor
safety situation off peak, offers little
to no amenity benefits.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

All

Northbound - Retain
existing (angled)
parking layout with
no peak time
restrictions

Enables parking to be retained in offpeak traffic. Does not remove any
parking and thereby minimises the
social impact.

Maintains the existing current poor
safety situation off peak, offers little
to no amenity benefits.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

Northbound - convert
angled parking to
parallel with current
PM Peak restrictions)

Driver sightlines improved for drivers
exiting spaces reducing likelihood of a
conflict. Enables more space to be
dedicated to other modes of transport
and reduces carpark dominance and
improves visual sightlines safety.
Peak pm movement so other modes
of transport can use this space.

Removes some parking and thereby
has a negative social impact.

Progressed to short list as good
alignment with safety investment
objective and allows space for cycling
improvements.

Yes

All
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Location

All

All

Hutt Road Aotea to
Ngauranga

Hutt Road Aotea to
Ngauranga

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

Northbound - convert
angled parking to
parallel but with AM
and PM Peak
restrictions)

Driver sightlines improved for drivers
exiting spaces reducing likelihood of a
conflict. Enables more space to be
dedicated to other modes of transport
and reduces carpark dominance and
improves visual sightlines safety.
Peak am and pm movement so other
modes of transport can use this
space.

Removes some parking and thereby
has a negative social impact.

Progressed to short list as good
alignment with safety investment
objective and allows space for cycling
improvements.

Yes

Northbound Remove on-street
parking.

Removes parking exposure to cyclists
and general traffic. Overall safety will
depend on how the road space is
used. Generally improves amenity.
however some on street parking
important to serve nodal points and
mechanism to slow traffic to
acknowledge pedestrian orientated
destination reached.

Some on street parking important to
serve nodal points and mechanism
to slow traffic to acknowledge
pedestrian orientated destination
reached. Removes parking and
thereby has a negative social
impact.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

Northbound Remove on-street
parking.

Removes parking exposure to cyclists
and general traffic. Overall safety will
depend on how the road space is
used. Generally improves amenity.
however some on street parking
important to serve nodal points and
mechanism to slow traffic to
acknowledge pedestrian orientated
destination reached.

Some on street parking important to
serve nodal points and mechanism
to slow traffic to acknowledge
pedestrian orientated destination
reached. Removes parking and
thereby has a negative social
impact.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No

Northbound Remove on-street
parking.

Removes parking exposure to cyclists
and general traffic. Overall safety will
depend on how the road space is
used. Generally improves amenity.
however some on street parking
important to serve nodal points and
mechanism to slow traffic to
acknowledge pedestrian orientated
destination reached.

Some on street parking important to
serve nodal points and mechanism
to slow traffic to acknowledge
pedestrian orientated destination
reached. Removes parking and
thereby has a negative social
impact.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to scoring lower than
other options which provide a better
safety and amenity outcomes.

No
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Median/turning bays
provided (or retained)
along the corridor for
direct property
access

Reduces rear end risk although noted
that this is generally low severity at
urban speeds.

Does not improve overall amenity
as vehicular driven.

Progressed to short list as provides
safe space for turning traffic without
restricting property access.

Yes

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Median/turning bays
provided at
intersections only direct property
access still available

Reduces rear end risk although noted
that this is generally low severity at
urban speeds. However with less
turning bays means corridor can be
dedicated to other uses.

Restricting access to property will
have negative social impacts.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to negative social
impacts on property access restrictions.

No

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Raised
median/restrictions
on direct property
access - alternative
access provided

Removes right angle crash risk that
can be more severe. Removes risk of
vehicles turning across (more
vulnerable and less visible)
motorcyclists and cycleway users.

Restricting access to property will
have negative social impacts. May
increase delay and travel distance
for property access users.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to negative social
impacts on property access restrictions.

No

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Raised
median/restrictions
on direct property
access - no
alternative access
provided

Removes right angle crash risk that
can be more severe. Removes risk of
vehicles turning across (more
vulnerable and less visible)
motorcyclists and cycleway users.
May result in unsafe/unexpected uturning at intersections.

Restricting access to property will
have negative social impacts. May
increase delay and travel distance
for property access users.

Not to be progressed as a corridor
treatment due to negative social
impacts on property access restrictions.

No

Property Access/Turning

Physical Works (Engineering Difficulty)
All

No widening or buildouts

No change or improvements for
cycling, pedestrians or pubic transport
unless carparking is altered.

Provides no improvement to
pedestrian safety.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m
on one side)
widening beyond
existing kerb

Widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels.

Reduction in footpath width will
have a negative impact on amenity
and pedestrian LOS.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m
on one side)
widening beyond
existing kerb

Widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels.

Reduction in footpath width will
have a negative impact on amenity
and pedestrian LOS.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m
on one side)
widening beyond
existing kerb

Widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels.

Reduction in footpath width will
have a negative impact on amenity
and pedestrian LOS.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m
on one side)
widening beyond
existing kerb

Widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels.

Reduction in footpath width will
have a negative impact on amenity
and pedestrian LOS.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No

All

>2.5m (or >5m on
one side) widening
beyond existing kerb

Widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels.

Reduction in footpath width will
have a negative impact on amenity
and pedestrian LOS.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m
on one side) build out
from existing kerb

Increase in footpath width will have a
positive impact on amenity and
pedestrian LOS.

Could impact one lane of traffic
should be manageable at lower
levels of traffic management.

Progressed to short list as good
alignment with Pedestrian LOS and
amenity investment objective.

Yes

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m
on one side) build out
from existing kerb

Increase in footpath width will have a
positive impact on amenity and
pedestrian LOS.

Potentially impacting up to two
lanes of traffic. Stop go traffic
management may therefore be
required during construction.

Progressed to short list as good
alignment with Pedestrian LOS and
amenity investment objective.

Yes

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m
on one side) build out
from existing kerb

Increase in footpath width will have a
positive impact on amenity and
pedestrian LOS.

Potentially impacting up to two
lanes of traffic. Stop go traffic
management may therefore be
required during construction.

Progressed to short list as good
alignment with Pedestrian LOS and
amenity investment objective.

Yes

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m
on one side) build out
from existing kerb

Increase in footpath width will have a
positive impact on amenity and
pedestrian LOS.

Will impact two lanes or more of
traffic. Stop go traffic management
may therefore be required during
construction or night works.

Not to be progressed given the level of
difficulty to physically implement this
option and have sufficient space to
accommodate bus and cycling in the
corridor.

No
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Location

Option

Benefits

Disbenefits

Comment

Shortlist

All

>2.5m (or >5m on
one side) build out
from existing kerb

Increase in footpath width will have a
positive impact on amenity and
pedestrian LOS.

Will impact two lanes or more of
traffic. Stop go traffic management
may therefore be required during
construction or night works.

Not to be progressed given the level of
difficulty to physically implement this
option and have sufficient space to
accommodate bus and cycling in the
corridor.

No

Does not improve amenity.

Progressed to short list in view of the
need to retain heritage buildings and
limit the removal of vegetation with
have negative social and environmental
effects and potentially negatively affects
Tangata whenua values.

No

Will create social disbenefits
through displacement and loss of
amenity, possibly will affect heritage
buildings such as the Woolstore at
268 Thorndon Quay. The removal
vegetation (such as the mature
pohutukawa trees opposite the
Woolstore building) potentially has
environmental and Tangata
Whenua disbenefits. The greater
the extent of this widening, the
greater the potential disbenefits.

Not to be progressed given poor
performance against the investment
objectives.

No

Property Acquisition

All

No acquisition
required

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m
on one side)

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m
on one side)

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m
on one side)

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m
on one side)

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

Retains the social and environmental
values of the existing heritage
buildings and trees along the corridor.

Will improve amenity if it supports
dedicated to enhancing footpaths,
cycling lanes and public transport.
Buildings should not be removed or
altered unless strong justification as
they define a built edge.
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The MCA scoring sheet included a significant amount of permutations of corridor cross sections, so
in order for clarity the scoring has been filtered. The spreadsheet scoring is summarised in
Appendix E to show the best ranked interventions (which fit within the corridor space) which arise
from the scoring and ranking of options. It should be noted that the options listed in Table 8 are
not mutually compatible with each other. For example, footpaths and amenity improvements may
be constrained by other options, and therefore in some cases it may not be possible to provide
additional footpath width in some locations. Similarly, options that involve kerb realignment or
parking space removal will be as a consequence of other options, rather than as standalone
options.
9.1.1

Wider Network Impacts - Comment on MCA Scoring

In terms of the wider network impacts of the proposals, the effects on Hutt Road have only been
considered as these proposals convert current traffic lanes into special vehicle lanes. The option to
convert space to special vehicle lanes on Thorndon Quay would use space which is currently used
for car parking and therefore, there is no expected wider network impacts. The network impacts
have been assessed (based on professional judgement) for the conversion of traffic lanes to
special vehicle lanes by direction and peak or all-day operations. The scores for all options are
negative, Table 9 as follows illustrates the scoring for each option:
Table 9 General Traffic (Network Impacts) MCA Scoring

Corridor Section

Option

Score

All

No change to general traffic lanes

Neutral

Hutt Road: Kaiwharawhara
to Ngauranga

Southbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - all day

-3

Southbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM Peak

-1

Southbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM and PM Peaks

-2

Northbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - all day

-3

Northbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM Peak

-1

Northbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM and PM Peaks

-2

Southbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - all day

-3

Southbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM Peak

-1

Southbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM and PM Peaks

-2

Northbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - all day

-5

Aotea to Kaiwharawhara
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Corridor Section

Option

Score

Northbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM Peak

-3

Northbound - Lane converted (or lost) to enable
Special Vehicle Lane - AM and PM Peaks

-4

As can be seen in Table 9, all day special vehicle lanes have worse wider network impacts than
lanes with peak hour operations. This is more pronounced in the northbound direction on the
section of road between Aotea Ramps to Kaiwharawhara Road intersection due to the adverse
impact on congestion and delay at the Kaiwharawhara intersection.
Intersection and Node Options
Several options were developed to achieve the investment objectives at intersections and nodes
along the corridor. In general, options that were excluded from further consideration were options
that failed to meet the investment objectives and were scored negatively across the other effects
criteria. The options carried forward to the shortlist are highlighted ‘green’ in Table 10, with the
other options not progressed highlighted ‘red’.
Table 10 MCA Evaluation Outcomes Summary – Intersection and Node Treatments

Comments

Progress to Short
List

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave
Street

Signalise right turn from
Thorndon Quay into
Lambton Bus Interchange
and incorporate improved
pedestrian/cyclist safety phasing, advance stop
boxes.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness and
safety.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave
Street

Close slip lane and direct
all Mulgrave traffic to
existing signals, allowing
left turn there. Signalise
bus entry/exit.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide a
better bus reliability and
cycling, pedestrian
outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave
Street

Swap over Mulgrave and
Bus Station entry/exit to
remove Mulgrave/Bus
Lane crossover.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide a
better bus reliability and
cycling, pedestrian
outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Signalise intersection.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide a
better bus reliability and
pedestrian outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Raised platform
intersection.

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians and
cyclists.

Yes

Location

Option

Intersection Treatments
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Location

Option

Comments

Progress to Short
List

Thorndon Quay - Moore
Street

Raised platform
intersection.

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians and
cyclists.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Moore
Street

Signalise intersection.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better bus reliability and
pedestrian outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Tinakori
Road

Signalise Tinakori Road
intersection and provide
Toucan Crossing and bus
priority.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness, safety
and LOS outcomes for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay

Provide additional road
signage at diverge to ramp
to ferry terminal.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better safety outcomes.

No

Aotea Quay

Turn-around facility at
Aotea Quay/Mainfreight to
allow trucks/people to use
motorway to get to
Centreport/Ferry Terminal.

The outcome from early
assessment was not to
progress this option due to
land issues and being
located outside of the
project corridor. This option
was later brought back in
as it would have benefits of
removing Interislander
traffic from Hutt Road and
support the freight
objective.

Yes

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Improve pedestrian
crossing facilities or
provide new crossings at
Kaiwharawhara
intersection.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness, safety
and LOS outcomes for
pedestrians.

Yes

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Provide bus lane and
signal pre-emption
southbound and
northbound. Suggest
extending bus lane beyond
southbound bus stop to
facilitate buses pulling out.

Not to be progressed as
does not maintain access
by freight as is likely to
cause large southbound
queues in the am peak at
Kaiwharawhara if just a
bus only lane.

No

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Bus queue jump at
Kaiwharawhara Road/Hutt
Road Intersection
(northbound).

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness
outcomes.

Yes

Connect School Road to
Kaiwharawhara Road ban
right turn in from Hutt
Road.

Not to be progressed does
not align well with
environmental effects on
the Kaiwharawhara
Stream. Also scoring lower
than other options which
provide better bus
attractiveness outcomes.

No

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara
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Option

Comments

Progress to Short
List

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Convert to seagull
intersection.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better bus attractiveness
outcomes.

No

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara to
Ngauranga

In combination with bus
priority at Jarden Mile and
Kaiwharawhara
intersections, provide a
bus lane south bound on
Hutt Road - use one of
existing traffic lanes.

Not to be progressed. May
create issues at
intersections as this is a
bus only option. Could lead
to reduced capacity for
other general traffic.

No

Hutt Road - Jarden
Mile/Centennial Highway

Centennial Highway
intersection, considering
signal pre-emption for
buses and pedestrian
crossings facilities.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness,
pedestrian LOS and safety
outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Jarden
Mile/Centennial Highway

Centennial Highway
southbound stop extend no
stopping lines to facilitate
bus pull-out and consider
providing 5-minute parking
for drop-off, so vehicles
don’t block bus stop.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness, and
safety outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Bordeaux
Crossing

Signalise existing zebra
crossing (one stage or two
stage crossing).

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian safety
outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Bordeaux
Crossing

Raised platform crossings
(whether uncontrolled,
zebra or signalised).

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Provide grade separated
(bridge) to connect Davis
Street to Stadium
Concourse.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus reliability and safety
outcomes for pedestrians.
However, note poor travel
time and accessibility
outcomes for mobility
impaired pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Provide grade separated
(underpass) to connect
Davis Street to Stadium
Concourse.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian
safety/LOS outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Signalise existing zebra
crossing (one stage or two
stage crossing).

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better bus reliability and
pedestrian outcomes.

No

Location

Pedestrian and Cycling Options
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Location

Option

Comments

Progress to Short
List

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Raised platform crossings
(whether uncontrolled,
zebra or signalised).

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Provide crossing over
Davis Street to prioritise or
raise awareness of
pedestrians (raised
platform or zebra).

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Davis
Street

Reconfigure zebra and bus
stop.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better bus reliability and
pedestrian outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Moore
Street

Provide crossing over
Moore Street to prioritise or
raise awareness of
pedestrians (raised
platform or zebra).

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Moore
Street

Signalise existing zebra
crossing (one stage or two
stage crossing) - Toucan
crossings.

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety and LOS
outcomes for pedestrians
and cyclists.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Moore
Street

Raised platform crossings
(whether uncontrolled,
zebra or signalised).

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Moore
Street

Reconfigure zebra and bus
stop.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus reliability and safety
outcomes for pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Motorway
Overpass

Adding active mode
crossing to connect to bus
stops - at grade.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness and
safety outcomes for
pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Motorway
Overpass

Adding active mode
crossing to connect to bus
stops - overpass or
underpass.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian
safety/LOS outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Tinakori
Road

New mid block Signals to
aid cyclists crossing
Thorndon Quay. Will
involve some parking
removal and bus stop
relocations (Toucan
crossings).

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety and LOS
outcomes for pedestrians
and cyclists.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay

Provide dropped crossing
point north of bus stop and
pedestrian refuge.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian
safety/LOS outcomes.

No
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Location

Option

Comments

Progress to Short
List

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay

Provide "controlled"
crossing (Zebra or signals,
one stage or two stage).

To be progressed to short
list. Good safety outcomes
for pedestrians.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave
Street to Tinakori Road

Install additional
wayfinding signage for
cyclists and pedestrians.

To be progressed to short
list good alignment with
alternative modes
outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Kaiwharawhara

Install additional
wayfinding signage for
cyclists.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
amenity and cycling LOS
outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Rangiora
Avenue

Place existing zebra
crossing on platforms.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness,
pedestrian LOS and safety
outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Rangiora
Avenue

Signalise existing zebra
crossing (one stage or two
stage crossing) (Toucan or
standard).

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness,
pedestrian LOS and safety
outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Jarden
Mile/Centennial Highway

Install additional
wayfinding signage for
cyclists and pedestrians

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
active modes outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Jarden
Mile/Centennial Highway

Provide pedestrian
crossings at Jarden
Mile/Hutt Road.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness,
pedestrian LOS and safety
outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave
Street to Tinakori Road

Addition of more bike
facilities for parking
throughout the route.

To be progressed to short
list. Good amenity and
cycling LOS outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave
Street

Provide amenity
improvements (seating,
landscaping etc).

To be progressed to short
list. Good amenity and
active modes outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road
- Aotea Quay to Mulgrave
Street

Shade and shelter.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
amenity outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road
- Aotea Quay to Mulgrave
Street

Streetscaping.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
amenity outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay - Motorway
Overpass

Amenity improvements by
adding lighting to the
overpass to create a
gateway effect, this
improves the overall
environment of the area,
making it more appealing

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian
safety/LOS outcomes.

No

Amenity Options
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Comments

Progress to Short
List

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave
Street to Moore Street

Provide shelter and shade
structures between
Subway exit from Railway
Station on the east side of
Thorndon Quay to Moore
Street, provide shelter also
on opposite side of Moore
Street near pedestrian
crossing.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian LOS and
amenity outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Motorway
overpass to Tinakori Road

Provide amenity
improvements (seating,
landscaping etc) in space
under pohutukawa trees
between Motorway
overbridge and Tinakori
Road.

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian and
amenity outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Motorway
Overpass to Tinakori Road

Surface improvements,
and adding cycle wheel
ramps beside the stairs

Not to be progressed due
to scoring lower than other
options which provide
better pedestrian/cyclist
safety/LOS outcomes.

No

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Shade and shelter.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
amenity outcomes.

Yes

Streetscaping.

Not to be progressed
limited value or opportunity
to carry this out along the
corridor also other options
score better for amenity
outcomes.

No

Thorndon Quay - Pipitea
Marae

Replace the car parking
out front of the Marae with
bus parking.

Not to be progressed
overall negative score due
to neutral scores against
the IO’s and negative
scores against social and
Tangata Whenua effects.

No

Thorndon Quay - Motorway
Overpass

Use car park as bus
layover area to reduce
pressure on Bus
interchange, Land is
understood to be owned by
NZTA.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness
outcomes.

Yes

Bus stop rationalisation.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness
outcomes.

Yes

Location

Option
and safer. Also helps with
road safety in alerting
drivers to a change of
environment.

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Bus Options

Thorndon Quay and Hutt
Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street
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Location

Option

Comments

Progress to Short
List

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road
- Aotea Quay to Mulgrave
Street

Remove all layby stops
and replace with in lane
bus stops to reduce bus
delay.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness
outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Ngauranga

Remove all layby stops
and replace with in lane
bus stops to reduce bus
delay.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
bus attractiveness and
safety outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road
- Aotea Quay to Mulgrave
Street

Determine safe and
appropriate speed from
speed review and
implement the speed
changes and appropriate
engineering measures.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road
- Aotea Quay to Mulgrave
Street

Reduce speed limit to
30km/h.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road
- Aotea Quay to Mulgrave
Street

Reduce speed limit to
40km/h.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road
- Aotea Quay to Mulgrave
Street

School Zone (40kph).

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Ngauranga

Determine safe and
appropriate speed from
speed review and
implement the speed
changes and appropriate
engineering measures.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Ngauranga

Engineer up - median and
side barriers.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Ngauranga

Install W section barriers
on the roadside edge of
the shared path in the
80km/h section of Hutt
Road. May required some
cycleway widening to
maintain clear route.

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Ngauranga

Remove off road cycle
path obstructions (power
poles, streetlights and
other street furniture/utility
cabinets etc).

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara to
Ngauranga

Reduce speed limit to
60km/h (Onslow to Jarden
Mile).

To be progressed to short
list. Good alignment with
safety outcomes.

Yes

Safe Roads and Roadsides Options

Rail Options
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Location

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Hutt Road Kaiwharawhara

Option

Comments

Progress to Short
List

Re-open Kaiwharawhara
Station with active mode
connection to Hutt Road.

Although this option would
score highly against active
mode share, this option is
discounted due the station
being outside of the scope
of this project.

No

Re-open Kaiwharawhara
Station with integrated
bus/rail interchange.

Although this option would
score highly against bus
attractiveness, this option
is discounted due to the
station being outside of the
scope of this project.

No

Initial MCA Outcomes Summary
From the MCA assessment and initial broad analysis, the options which form the emerging short
list can be summarised as follows:
▪

The need to maximise people throughput. Dependent on the benefits, this would be through
the use of part or full time special vehicle lanes or bus only lanes on Hutt Road and full or part
time bus lanes on Thorndon Quay (in the longer term full time would need to be justified by
anticipated growth).

▪

Provide either uni or bi-directional segregated cycle lanes on Thorndon Quay.

▪

Improving the existing cycle and pedestrian facilities on Hutt Road and Thorndon Quay and so
improving safety for these vulnerable road users.

▪

No deterioration in pedestrian facilities along and across the corridor.

▪

Balance bus stops by removing closely spaced stops or relocating stops.

▪

Remove angle parking and replace with parallel parking spaces, adjust duration of stay times.

▪

Intersection improvements or upgrades which are consistent with the corridor treatments.

▪

Amenity improvements such as tree planting, shade, seating and shelter.

On the basis of the Key Themes and the Evaluation Framework, the following emerging short list
from the MCA were as follows:
Thorndon Quay (Mulgrave Street to Aotea Quay):
▪

Option TQ1: Thorndon Quay & Hutt Road to Aotea Quay southbound bus lanes plus bidirectional cycle path.

▪

Option TQ2: Thorndon Quay & Hutt Road to Aotea Quay bus lanes in both directions plus unidirectional cycle path.

▪

Option TQ3: Thorndon Quay & Hutt Road to Aotea Quay southbound bus lanes only plus unidirectional cycle path.

▪

Option TQ4: Thorndon Quay & Hutt Road to Aotea Quay bus lanes in both directions plus bidirectional cycle path.
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Hutt Road (Aotea Quay to Jarden Mile/Ngauranga Gorge):
▪

Option HR1: Hutt Road (from Aotea Quay ramps) special vehicle lanes southbound only plus
bi-directional cycle path.

▪

Option HR2: Hutt Road (from Aotea Quay ramps) special vehicle lanes in both directions plus
bi-directional cycle path.

▪

Option HR3: Hutt Road (from Aotea Quay ramps) full time tidal flow special vehicle lanes plus
a bi-directional cycle path.

Whole of corridor treatments:
▪

Minor intersection improvements.

▪

Crossing treatments will be compatible with the corridor treatments and may include signalised
crossings or raised tables.

▪

Speed review.

▪

Safety Audit recommendations for the Hutt Road cycle path.

▪

Bus stop rebalance.

▪

Amenity improvements such as tree planting, shade, seating and shelter (focus on Thorndon
Quay with specific areas on Hutt Road).

Intersections:
▪

Mulgrave Intersection – signalisation of right-turn.

▪

Tinakori Road intersection – improvements to crossing or signalisation of intersection.

▪

Rangiora Avenue/Onslow Road – to be compatible with options for Hutt Road.

▪

Jarden Mile – existing improvement plans plus right-turn pocket bus queue jump.

9.3.1

Technical Working Group Feedback

Feedback from the 10 June long list to short list assessment workshop is contained in Appendix D.
The TWG were generally supportive of the assessment findings and the emerging options. It was
agreed to further consider the tidal flow option for Hutt Road, as well as further assess risks
associated with special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road, due to the potential for conflict between
through traffic and vehicles entering/existing accesses along Hutt Road.
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Hutt Road - Bus/Special Vehicle Lanes and Tidal Flow
Following the June workshop, further assessment was undertaken regarding safety issues related
to providing bus lanes / special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road and specifically the tidal flow option.
The main safety risks are due to the effects of turning traffic to and from Hutt Road from the
numerous access driveways primarily along the southern side of Hutt Road.
9.4.1

Bus Lanes and Special Vehicle Lanes Safety Assessment

In terms of bus lanes/special vehicle lanes and road safety, the section of Hutt Road between
Tinakori and Onslow Road was identified as a particularly challenging section. To explore this
further, a detailed review was undertaken of the current levels of safety risk and the effects that
may be brought about by the proposed concepts. The safety review included:
▪

the historic crash data

▪

a post construction road safety audit completed on the Hutt Road off-road shared cycle facility
(between Caltex and Tinakori Road)

▪

an assessment of the alignment of the current situation and future potential option’s alignment
with safe system principles using the Austroads Safe System Assessment Framework (SSAF)

9.4.2

Historic Crash Data

A review of the historic injury crash record was undertaken for the 10-year period January 2010 to
December 2019. During this period there were a total of 59 Injury crashes recorded of which 47
resulted in minor injury and 13 resulted in serious injury. Of these injury crashes 74% involved
vulnerable users including cyclists (56%), motorcyclists (15%) and pedestrians (3%). These
vulnerable users also accounted for 92% of all serious injuries on this section of Hutt Road.
Overall, during the 10-year period there appears to be a rising trend in all injury crashes as well as
for cycle and motorcycle crashes. It is noted that while the annual number of cycling and
motorcycling crashes appears to be rising, the annual sample size is relatively small and so
caution should be given to drawing too much conclusion from this. In addition, there has been
ongoing cycling improvements during this time as well as an increase in cyclists which may affect
future crash occurrence. However, at the very least, an on-going issue involving these users is
apparent.
The most common crash type recorded for cyclists and motorcyclists combined was due to
crossing/turning at intersections or accesses with the total number of 22 crashes. Of these
crashes, 20 of them involved motor vehicles either striking vulnerable users or being struck by
them, and the remaining two crashes were as a result of cyclists avoiding being hit by a motor
vehicle.
It should be noted that after reviewing the crash reports, two of the crashes were not on Hutt Road:
one serious-injured cycle crash occurred at the Kaiwharawhara Road / Pickering Street
intersection and one minor-injured cycle crash happened at the south of Tinakori Road / Hutt Road
/ Thorndon Quay intersection.
Apart from these two crashes, 20 crashes happened at the intersections / accessways along this
section of Hutt Road, with three crash clusters identified at the accessways of Caltex, Spotlight and
School Road / Hutt Road intersection. There were three cyclist crashes at the Caltex accessways,
with two of them occurring before the cycleway improvement and one during the cycleway upgrade
construction.
The Spotlight exit was found to be a high risk location, with two cycle crashes occurring in 2015
and 2016. In addition, three motorcycle crashes occurred at the School Road / Hutt Road
intersection, with two of them occurring in 2019 and the other occurring in 2012. These three
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motorcycle crashes were due to the right-turning vehicle into School Road hitting the motorcyclist
on the left of the two northbound lanes. Furthermore, three cyclist crashes occurred during or post
the cycleway upgrade that were not in any of the three crash clusters as discussed above. Two
crashes occurred at accessways and one at Westminster Street/Hutt Road intersection. Figures 14
and 15 as follow summarise the historic crash data.

Figure 14 - Historic Crash Overview Tinakori to Onslow

Figure 15 - Proportion of Minor/Serious Crashes vs Serious Crashes

9.4.3

Hutt Road Cycleway Post Construction Road Safety Audit

An independent post-construction road safety audit was commissioned by WCC which was
undertaken by Stantec dated January 2020.
A number of serious or significant issues were identified as well as more minor issues. The more
serious issues focussed on access/egress to businesses along the south-eastern side of the
corridor. These predominantly identified issues with vulnerable users on the shared use facility and
in particular for cyclists. In relation to accesses generally, the safety audit notes “A high level of
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cyclist / vehicle and pedestrian / vehicle conflicts were observed at major access points. In most
situations, it was the exiting driver not looking for cyclists, and pulling directly in front of the
vulnerable user”. The higher speed of cyclists was also observed to contribute to these conflicts.
One of the key recommendations in the audit is to investigate improving cyclist safety at accesses
through the installation of passive and active warning measures to raise awareness and mitigate
the risk.

Figure 16- Photographs showing vehicle vs cyclist conflict (Source: Stantec post construction road safety audit)
9.4.4

Safe System Assessment

The Safe System Framework Assessment (SSFA) is undertaken for the purposes of understanding
the risk elements in infrastructure that are known to be a major contributor to deaths and serious
injuries (DSI) on our roads. This approach uses the safe system principles and thinking which
underpin the Government’s Road to Zero Strategy.
The SSFA is used to understand the underlying high-risk infrastructure elements, inform safer
design options and demonstrate the risk reduction achieved. It can also be used to highlight areas
where there is less Safe System alignment requiring further consideration and mitigation.
The SSFA is based on the guidance contained with Austroads Research Report AP-R609-16 Safe
System Assessment Framework.
Alongside the current situation three core options were assessed including:
•
•

Four lanes (2 each direction) including one southbound part-time AM bus lane
Four lanes (2 each direction) including a full-time bus lane in each direction
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•

Five lanes with tidal flow arrangement with three lanes provided in the AM and PM peak
respectively including a part-time bus lane in each direction.

Further options were also assessed which included potential mitigation measures for further
exploration by the project team.
It can be seen in Figure 17 below that the Safe System Assessment score overall was higher than
the current situation for all of the base options with Tidal flow in its base form coming out the least
safe. Noting a higher score indicates less alignment with the safe system approach and so would
be expected to be less safe.
The key underlying issues noted in the assessment giving rise to higher risk were:
•
•
•
•
•

Difficulty obtaining a suitable gap in traffic across multiple lanes to turn right (in or out) of
accesses).
Differential traffic speeds across the lanes making it difficult to judge a safe gap to turn (in
or out) of accesses.
Masking of motorcyclists in bus lanes/filtering lanes by other traffic presenting issues with
right turning traffic.
Masking of cyclists using the shared path by multiple lanes of traffic for right turning traffic
Less awareness of cyclists due to drivers focussing on attaining a gap in traffic.

It is noted that the current situation also exhibits issues with turning traffic conflicting with cyclists
using the shared path.
It can be seen in the overall assessment (Figure 17) that with the addition of speed reduction
(reducing potential impacts closer to safe system speeds) and/or a left in/left out arrangement it is
possible to reduce the overall safe system score to below that seen currently. However, when
reviewing the detailed risk scores by each key user/crash type (Figure 18) it can be seen that the
risk is not significantly changed to affect the score for cyclists and does not significantly improve
the risk score for motorcyclists through the addition of speed reduction alone.

Figure 17 - Overall Safe System Scores
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Figure 18 Detailed Risk Scores by Each Key User/Crash Type
9.4.5

Summary of Safety Review

Overall, it can be seen that there is a rising trend in crashes and a high proportion of cyclist and
motorcyclist crashes which also make up the majority of serious crashes on this part of the
corridor. While there have been ongoing cycling improvements, the increase in cyclist numbers
expected will likely increase future crash occurrence. In the case of motorcyclists, increasing
congestion on the route and the wider Wellington region is likely to result in an increased uptake
which may in turn increase the number of crashes involving these users. Due to their vulnerability,
cyclists and motorcyclists are at an elevated risk of more serious injury in the event of a crash
which is evidenced in the crash history. The installation of further lanes without mitigation is likely
to exacerbate the risks seen in the historic crash history.
Further evidence of the cycling risk is highlighted in the road safety audit report. The SSFA also
highlights this as a key risk alongside that of motorcyclists. In addition, the SSFA also highlights
intersection and access risk as being elevated. It is observed that the primary common factor in
these risks are those associated with turning traffic. It is noted that only the options which include
restrictions to access through the removal /rationalisation of right turn movements by vehicles,
reduce the safety risk significantly.
It is noted that in addition to the issues identified above, there will be further mitigations that can be
explored in future project stages, such as improvements to pedestrian crossing facilities or
intersection refinements, which have not been explicitly considered at this stage.
TWG 12 August Meeting
A meeting was held with the TWG on 12 August 2020 to discuss the results of the safety
assessment of implementing special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road. The meeting discussion and key
points are summarised below.
The key underlying issues noted in the assessment giving rise to higher risk were:
•
•

Difficulty obtaining a suitable gap in traffic across multiple lanes to turn right (in or out) of
accesses)
Differential traffic speeds across the lanes making it difficult to judge a safe gap to turn (in
or out) of accesses
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•
•
•

Masking of motorcyclists, in bus lanes or filtering, by other traffic resulting in potential
conflict with right turning traffic
Masking of cyclists using the shared path by multiple lanes of traffic and potential conflict
with right turning traffic
Less awareness of cyclists due to drivers focussing on finding a gap in traffic

It is noted that the current situation also exhibits issues with turning traffic conflicting with cyclists
using the shared path. These issues were raised by the post-construction Safety Audit provided by
Stantec.
The options that the TQHR project team determine could mitigate the Hutt Road safety issues
raised above were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resolution to ban right turn traffic from properties with no physical changes to road layout
Ban right turn traffic but install turn around facilities (including roundabouts)
Consolidate accesses using a service lane arrangement
Speed limit reduction
Purchase properties to remove accesses
Remove option for a special vehicle lane along Hutt Road

Questions remain about the design vehicle that will need to be accommodated and previous
consultation with property owners.
It should also be noted that in the long list to short list MCA analysis, constructability, which also
considered property purchase, was considered as a proxy for cost. Some of the safety mitigation
options described above are highly likely to require additional land purchase.
The following points were agreed at the TWG meeting:
Hutt Road Left-in Left-out:
▪

A bylaw banning right turn movements would be difficult to enforce, therefore a physical
median is required to make left-in left-out enforceable. This then rules out the tidal flow
option.

▪

Still has safety risk for cyclists, due to the remaining access points, but to a lesser extent
than existing.

▪

Is only acceptable with turn around facilities

▪

Needs to accommodate semi-trailers

▪

Will require land-purchase.

▪

The extent of this option would be required from Onslow Road to Kaiwharawhara Road.

Consolidation of access/service lane:
▪

Can be achieved either through purchase/closure of accesses or through a service lane
arrangement with access controlled through signals.

▪

Service lane would be provided on the east side of Hutt Road between Kaiwharawhara
Road and Onslow Road intersection.

▪

Removes the safety risk to cyclists and motorcyclists.
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▪

The cross section needed for tidal flow option may require lane widths to be narrower than
Austroads guidelines.

▪

Cannot be accommodated south of Kaiwharawhara.

▪

Due to swept paths the service lane cannot accommodate semi-trailers.

Speed Limit Reduction:
It was considered by the safety specialists that a speed limit reduction should be considered for all
options. The safe and appropriate speed for Hutt Road is 60km/h and this would go some way to
mitigate all crash types. On its own though 60km/h is not a safe system speed to mitigate the
motorcycle or cycle crashes.
Roundabouts:
▪

Roundabouts on Hutt Road were out of context, created additional safety issues for cyclists
and pedestrians and were likely to introduce more delays.

▪

The Aotea Quay roundabout had merit as a turn-around facility and may also provide
additional benefits if it reduced the need to maintain capacity for freight on Hutt Road.

Service Lane:
▪

Service lanes were, in part, supported as they provided good safety benefits for cyclists and
pedestrians but:
▪ needed to understand how it would be used i.e. volume and type of
vehicles;
▪ likely needed additional breaks in the lane (1km between Onslow Road and
Kaiwharawhara Road) and these would need to be signalised;
▪ the tidal flow cross section was below Austroads guidelines for lane widths
and would leave little scope for any amenity value;
▪ need to understand what improvements would be required south of
Kaiwharawhara intersection;
▪ cyclists still needed to be separated from vehicles;
▪ removing parking may be controversial (note: the parking app showed that
current parking utilisation was low);
▪ Cost may be prohibitive.

From the workshop the TWG requested the following information:
▪

Test Aotea Quay roundabout against tidal flow option to understand the benefits.

▪

Consider mapping the service lane option with consideration of where gaps could be
introduced. Access will need to be controlled via signals.

▪

Consider additional consultation with affected parties to understand their needs in terms of
access.

▪

Consider using the AT framework to drill down into the cycle and pedestrian crashes and
review the crash history of Dominion Road as an example.
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Long List to Short List Workshop 2
A workshop was held with members of the TWG on 3 September 2020 for the project team to
report back on the technical information requested at the end of the previous workshop.
As described earlier in this report (Section 3) a separate meeting on 1 September 2020 centred
around the role of freight in the corridor. The outcome of the meeting agreed that a 5th investment
objective around maintaining the capacity for freight would be added. The presentation was
widened to include a discussion on the network impact of special vehicles lanes and the role of the
Aotea Quay roundabout for freight movements.
The feedback from the TWG was considered by the project team and the options (as contained in
Appendix G) were refined to address the issues raised by the group.
The following points were agreed at the workshop:
•

Southbound only and north and southbound special vehicle lanes on Hutt Road (bus lanes
on Thorndon Quay) plus speed limit changes and the recommendations of the Hutt Road
cycle path Road Safety Audit should form the two base options on the short list.

•

To mitigate the residual safety risks both a left-in and left-out access option, with a central
median, and the service lane option presented at the workshop would be presented as
“add-ons” to the two base options.

•

Tidal flow did not meet the safety investment objective as it was not possible to physically
accommodate the wider corridor and safety mitigation measures, so was ruled out of the
short list.

•

A roundabout on Aotea Quay (previously excluded from further consideration at the long list
stage being outside of the corridor and requiring land purchase), may have positive freight
benefits (which need to be tested further in the modelling) and should be included in the
short list. The roundabout could also provide a turn- around facility if the left-in left-out
option was preferred.

•

The u-turn facility north of Jarden Mile on Hutt Road would provide a suitable turn around
facility to the north for the left in left out option.

•

Consultation on the service requirements for the retail properties on Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road could proceed to further inform the technical assessment.

It has been noted by the project team that the TWG have at times required technical detail to be
provided. However, this was not possible as the long list to short list phase of the project considers
a significant number of options and therefore it is not feasible to fully undertake a detailed technical
assessment of the options. Broad quantitative analysis including traffic modelling, cost estimates
and economic analysis will be undertaken for the short list in order to assist with public
consultation. The preferred option assessment, which is the subsequent phase once the short list
is confirmed post public engagement will be subject to further detailed analysis and assessment.
Freight
As discussed earlier, maintaining freight access is to be developed into an additional investment
objective. The inclusion of a freight objective has been considered by the project team in light of
the decisions previously made at the long list and short list assessment stages. The project team
have reviewed the options that were considered to decide if there are options that should or should
not be included in the long and short list.
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The options were developed considering the effects on freight as the project team were aware of
this as a critical success factor at the time. The long to short list MCA also included freight as an
effect and therefore the short listed options have been assessed accordingly.
Re-examination of the long list options for inclusion or exclusion in the short list, considering freight
as an investment objective, was undertaken by the project team. This re-examination found that
the Aotea Quay roundabout option should be taken forward to the short list as it supports the
service lane and left in left out options and also has potential for maintaining access for freight. The
Aotea Quay roundabout option has therefore been carried through to the short list of options.
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Emerging Short List Option Packages
The Emerging Short List was identified through an MCA assessment and initial broad analysis.
This short list of options was then combined to provide simplified packages for the whole corridor in
terms of cross section.
The feedback provided by the TWG and further consideration of the options by the project team, in
terms of compatibility, safety and connections between corridors result in the following two base
options being proposed:
1. Southbound improvements to public transport plus speed limit changes and the
recommendations of the Hutt Road cycle path Road Safety Audit.
2. North and Southbound improvements to public transport plus speed limit changes and the
recommendations of the Hutt Road cycle path Road Safety Audit.
There will also be improvements to cycling and walking facilities with the introduction of either unior bi-directional cycle lanes on Thorndon Quay and the upgrade of the bi-directional cycle lane on
Hutt Road.
To maintain freight performance the public transport improvements in the base options may include
bus lanes only or special vehicle lanes i.e. Bus plus freight or High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lanes. A roundabout on Aotea Quay is also proposed to improve access to the Interislander Ferry
Terminal, potentially reduce traffic on Hutt Road (which also supports freight access) and provide a
turnaround facility for the left in left out option.
The various improvements to cycling and walking and reallocation of car parking on Thorndon
Quay and Hutt Road will improve safety of all users, however, to reconcile the residual safety risk
on Hutt Road the following safety mitigation options are included as “add-ons” to the short list of
options:
▪ Left-in left-out access only (requires on roundabout at Aotea Quay).
▪ Consolidation of accesses through a service lane arrangement (requires creation
of signalised crossroads at Kaiwharawhara and Onslow Road intersections).
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Figure 19 - Short List Options

The concepts listed in Figure 19 are cross section treatments and do not form the whole package
of improvements on their own. They all have elements (complimentary improvements) which are
consistent across each concept and are in line with the intersection and nodes treatments as
assessed (by MCA) as suitable to progress to the short list. These are listed as follows:
▪

Consideration of bus lanes and special vehicle lanes by time of day and direction – initial
implementation is likely to be peak hours only. This will have a limited effect on car parking in
terms of availability to park off peak. However, noting that there will be some reduction in
parking space numbers as a result of conversion of angled spaces to parallel spaces which are
consistent across each concept.

▪

Signalisation of right-turn in and left-turn out at Mulgrave Street to improve pedestrian and
cycle safety and increase legibility of intersection.

▪

Jarden Mile – integration with proposed plans to provide additional pedestrian crossing, cycle
facilities and bus priority lanes plus addition of right-turn pocket bus queue jump.

▪

Additional improvements to other intersections on the corridor to be consistent with the midblock options.

▪

Speed limit changes to be consistent with corridor options.

▪

Adjust bus stop spacing/locations to address conflict points and provide better balance.

▪

Adjustment to parking allocation to be consistent with options and parking restrictions.

▪

Pedestrian/cycle crossing improvements.

▪

Address safety audit concerns with the existing cycle path on Hutt Road.

▪

Consideration of amenity improvements such as tree planting, seating and shelter (focus on
Thorndon Quay with specific areas on Hutt Road).
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The elements within each of the concepts can be mixed and matched i.e. the preferred solution is
likely to be a combination of elements from the concepts. Appendix E contains details of the cross
sections for each concept and theme.
Table 11 as follows summarises the short list packages that are recommended to be considered
further to determine the preferred option.
Table 11 Short List

Elements
Concept

Thorndon
Quay Bus
Lanes

Thorndon
Quay Cycle
Lanes

Hutt Road
Special
Vehicle
Lanes

1

Southbound

Bi-directional

Southbound

2

Both directions

Uni-directional

Both directions

3

Southbound

Uni-directional

Southbound

4

Both directions

Bi-directional

Both directions

Common Elements

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Speed limit changes
Intersection upgrades
Pedestrian Crossing Improvements
Bus stop rebalancing
Thorndon Quay amenity
Hutt Road Safety Audit recommendations

The next steps are to prepare materials for public consultation (to seek feedback on elements of
the options which may be different to the concepts outlined above which are described for
technical purposes) and further assessment and analysis of the short list including transport
modelling, safety assessment, cost estimates and economic analysis to recommend the preferred
option and sequencing.
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Appendix A
Very Long List Early Sifting Assessment
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Table 12 Very Long List of Interventions Early Sifting

Key: Green = Good, Orange = Satisfactory, Red = Significant Flaw
Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

IO3
Hutt
Road
Safety

Assessment Criteria

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Progress to
Long List
Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Addition of bike
facilities for
parking

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Install additional
wayfinding
signage for
cyclists and
pedestrians

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Thorndon Quay (to Aotea Ramps)
Do minimum
Reference Case
Replace the car
parking out front of
the Marae with
bus parking for
Marae events.

N/A

Provide amenity
improvements
(seating,
landscaping etc) in
space under
pohutukawa trees
between
Motorway
overbridge and
Tinakori Road.

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Amenity
improvements by
adding lighting to
the overpass to
create a gateway
effect.

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Provide amenity
improvements
(seating,
landscaping etc)
at Mulgrave Street

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Simple

Yes

Footpath from
Tinakori Road to
Thorndon Quay -

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Simple

Yes
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

IO3
Hutt
Road
Safety

Assessment Criteria

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Progress to
Long List
Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

High Cost

Difficult

No
(KiwiRail
land
unavailable)

Move bus stop at
284 Thorndon
Quay to 26 Hutt
Road, replacing
five car parks
which can be
moved to old stop.

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Create PM peak
urban clearway for
cyclists west side
of Thorndon Quay

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Create PM peak
urban clearway
west side of
Thorndon Quay for buses and
cyclists.

Low Cost

Simple

No

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

surface
improvements,
and adding cycle
wheel ramps
beside the stairs
Remove all layby
stops and replace
with in lane bus
stops to reduce
bus delay
Off Road Cycle
Way – Rear of
Woolstore to
Davis Street

Tinakori Road to
Bordeaux Bakery Provide new on
road cycle lanes,
both sides by
moving parallel
spaces out to
traffic lane and
providing kerbside
cycle lane
separated from
parked cars with
safe hit posts.
Angle spaces will
be removed and
replaced with
parallel spaces.
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

IO3
Hutt
Road
Safety

Assessment Criteria

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Progress to
Long List
Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Reconfigure
Moore Street
zebra crossing
and bus stop

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Shared bus
lane/cycle lane
(AM peak
southbound
clearway) Tinakori
Road to Mulgrave
Street

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

PM peak clearway
for cyclists (west
side) Mulgrave
Street to Tinakori
Road

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

4m wide footpaths
as shared paths
(both sides)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Uni-directional
cycle lanes (east
side only)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Uni directional
cycle lanes (west
side Only)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Uni-directional
cycle lanes (both
sides)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bi-directional cycle
lanes (east side
only)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bi-directional cycle
lanes (west side
only)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Signalise existing
zebra crossings
Signalise existing
zebra crossings
and upgrade to
Toucan Crossings
Place existing
zebra crossings
on platforms
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

IO3
Hutt
Road
Safety

Remove zebra
crossings and
replace with
refuge islands

Assessment Criteria

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Progress to
Long List
Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

No

Signalise Davis
Street Intersection

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

No

Signalise right turn
at Mulgrave Street
and improve
pedestrian
crossings

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Build roundabout
at Tinakori Road
intersection

High Cost

Difficult

No

Signalise Tinakori
Road intersection
(no bus priority)

High Cost

Difficult

No

Signalise Tinakori
Road intersection
and provide
Toucan Crossing
and bus priority

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

New toucan
crossing south of
Tinakori Road

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Relocate Bus Stop
at Moore Street to
the south

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Simple

Yes

Low to
Medium
Cost

Simple

Yes

Bus Lanes

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Lanes +
Cyclists

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Lanes + HOV

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

No

Bus Lanes + HOV
+ Freight

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

No

Bus stop Location
Balancing
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

IO3
Hutt
Road
Safety

Assessment Criteria

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Progress to
Long List
Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Low to
Medium
Cost

Simple

Yes

Bus rapid Transit
(not busway)

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Mass Rapid
Transit

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Increase Parking
Charges

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Remove all day
parking

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Reduce parking
capacity

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Reduce speed
limit to 30km/h

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Bus Layover
space

Shade and Shelter

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Streetscaping

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Simple

Yes

Speed
Management –
Mid block Vertical
displacement
(humps etc)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

No

Speed
Management Platforms (raised
intersections)

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

No

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Provide grade
separated (bridge)
to connect Davis
Street to Stadium
Concourse
Provide pedestrian
crossing near bus
stop (Aotea
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

IO3
Hutt
Road
Safety

Assessment Criteria

Progress to
Long List

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Do minimum
reference case

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Remove all layby
stops and replace
with in lane bus
stops to reduce
bus delay

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Centennial
Highway
southbound stop
extend no
stopping lines to
facilitate bus pullout and consider
providing 5-minute
parking for dropoff so vehicles
don’t block bus
stop

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Install additional
wayfinding
signage for
cyclists and
pedestrians

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Centennial
Highway
intersection,
considering signal
pre-emption for
buses and
pedestrian
crossings facilities.

N/A

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Install W section
barriers on the
roadside edge of
the shared path in
the 80km/h
section of Hutt
Road. May
required some

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

ramps) to improve
access to
Interislander Ferry
Terminal
Hutt Road (north of Aotea Ramps)
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

IO3
Hutt
Road
Safety

Assessment Criteria

Progress to
Long List

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Re-open
Kaiwharawhara
Rail Station

N/A

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Move bus stop at
19 Hutt Road to
opposite 26 Hutt
Road. Parking
spaces lost
relocated to old
stop.

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Bus priority at
Kaiwharawhara
Road/Hutt Road
Intersection
(northbound)

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Improve
pedestrian
crossing facilities
or provide new
crossings at
Kaiwharawhara
intersection

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Connect School
Road to
Kaiwharawhara
Road ban right
turn in from Hutt
Road

N/A

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Bus Priority at all
Intersections

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Uni directional
segregated cycle
lane (west side
only)

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Uni-directional
cycle lanes (both
sides)

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Bi-directional cycle
lanes (east side
only)

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

cycleway widening
to maintain clear
route.
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

Progress to
Long List

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Bi-directional cycle
lanes (west side
only)

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Widen shared
path to allow twoway cycling and
separate footpath
east side only
(Onslow Road to
Jarden Mile)

N/A

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Provide pedestrian
crossings at
Jarden Mile/Hutt
Road

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Signalise existing
zebra crossing at
Rangiora Avenue

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Provide additional
road signage at
diverge to ramp to
ferry terminal.

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Signalise existing
zebra crossings
and upgrade to
Toucan Crossings

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Place existing
zebra crossing on
platforms

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Remove zebra
crossings and
replace with
refuge islands

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

No

Tidal Flow lanes

N/A

High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Lanes

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Lanes +
Cyclists

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Lanes +HOV

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

Progress to
Long List

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Bus Lanes + HOV
+ Freight

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Lanes +
Freight

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Layover
space

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Bus Rapid Transit
(not busway)

N/A

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Mass Rapid
Transit

N/A

High Cost

Difficult

Yes

Increase Parking
Charges

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Remove all day
parking

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Reduce parking
capacity

N/A

Low Cost

Simple

Yes

Reduce speed
limit to 60km/h
(Onslow to Jarden
Mile)

N/A

Low Cost

Moderate

Yes

Shade and Shelter

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Streetscaping

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Speed
Management Humps and
Platforms

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

No

Remove off road
cycle path
obstructions
(power poles,
streetlights and
other street
furniture/utility
cabinets etc)

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes
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Investment Objectives

Route
Facility/Option

IO1
Bus Reliability
&
Attractiveness

IO2
Walking
and
Cycling
LOS and
Safety

Progress to
Long List

IO4
Amenity
(Thorndon
Quay)

Affordability

Engineering
Difficulty

Small park and
ride at Jarden Mile
(formalise existing
on street parking)

N/A

Low to
Medium
Cost

Moderate

Yes

Alternative access
to Interislander for
Freight and
general traffic –
provide
roundabout on
Aotea Quay to
allow u-turn

N/A

Medium to
High Cost

Moderate

Yes

Upgrade Aotea
Bridge to
accommodate
shared path and
remove columns
to provide clear
space below

N/A

High Cost

Difficult

No (out of
scope)
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Appendix B
Long List Interventions
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Mitigation Measure – Service Lane Option on Hutt Road

Key challenges:
Significant physical changes and stakeholder consultation to understand servicing needs.
For tidal flow arrangement will require lane widths to be reduced to below Austroads standards.
Can be accommodated within the property designation however will not be wide enough to accommodate semi-trailers as not enough space at either
end to turn in and out at the signals.
Significantly reduces conflicts for cyclists/pedestrians and motorcyclists – although residual risk remains south of Kaiwharawhara Road.
Some on-street parking removed unless bus lanes are part-time. The footpath on the northern side runs from Kaiwharawhara Road to opposite
Animates and provides access to an existing bus stop – this may need to be relocate.
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Appendix C
Long List Node Treatments
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Appendix D
Technical Working Group Comments
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Table 13 TWG Feedback from Long List Presentation Workshop (15 May 2020)

Organisation

Comment

General Comments
WCC

P1 Mulgrave Precinct - don't forget the Pipitea Marae cultural node

WCC

A table summarising the long-list options for each segment of the
corridor and illustrating which could (or could not) be combined would
be useful.

WCC

Greening needs to be included in the strategy. An important factor in
increasing amenity and providing shelter/shade. People place a high
value on shelter and trees when walking.

GWRC

Hutt Road was not looked at in the Place & Movement framework.
Need to reflect the project investment objectives and the Place and
Movement Framework.

WCC

Bus stop rationalisation has negative connotations, and the intention
is to better balance out stops rather than simply reduce them.

GWRC

Freight issues/opportunities and interventions should be identified.

WCC

Consider the passenger experience when looking at Public Transport.

WCC

Need to understand the different types of businesses and
parking/servicing requirements.

WCC

Consider splitting out loading/delivery parking from short-stay
(customer) and long-stay (commuter) parking.

WCC

Pedestrian improvements could also include wayfinding

WCC

Note that there are a range of different businesses along this corridor
that need to be considered.

GWRC

Re-opening of Kaiwharawhara Rail Station needs to be considered
early on in respect of viability.

WCC

In addition to the Multi User Ferry Terminal (MUFT), it will be
important to stay abreast of discussions emerging from Strategic
Highways.

NZTA

Important to consider the Great Harbour Way aspirations for walking
and cycling connection adjacent to harbour.

WCC

Cycling should be accommodated on Thorndon Quay. People on
bikes or scooters want to visit these businesses. Consider CPTED
issues with a back cycle route which bypasses the road corridor.

LGWM

Be aware of the Central City speed review - this proposes 30km/h for
central city streets and 50km/h for arterials.
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Organisation

Comment

WCC

Cycle bypass is interesting (via Stadium concourse). Gradients will be
challenging, and the stadium concourse is very exposed to weather.
But no more exposed than Hutt Rd (SH2) cycle lane.

WCC

Level crossings on Aotea Quay are a maintenance issue.

WCC

Bus Rapid Transit – need to be clear on the definition of this. BRT in
Wellington is just building on the LoS provided.

WCC

Bidirectional cycleways do present safety issues at driveways with
exiting drivers missing contra-flow cyclists. This is an issue with the
current Hutt Road cycleway.

LGWM

Need to detail the benefits of the median.

WCC

A median is important for access and removing RT vehicles from the
running lane

WCC

Be aware of vehicles queuing back to the motorway - Murphy Street
off ramp from Mulgrave Street.

GWRC

Central alignment for PT may not be feasible in the short-medium
term, but need to future proof the options for increasing the level of PT
priority - and potential extension of MRT - in the longer term. The rail
network does not serve key north Wellington growth areas.

WCC

WCC used to have tidal flow and overhead gantry before the
Motorway opening.

WCC

Lower number of driveways on northern part of Hutt Road so a
bidirectional cycleway does make more sense here. Also consider the
need to connect to existing infrastructure and proposed - N2P.

WCC

Need to consider integration between options on different corridor
segments and what can/can't be integrated.

WCC

Need to be clearer about what distinct options have been identified.

WCC

Operationally we have people often asking for improved crossing on
Hutt Road near Tinakori Road.

WCC

The objectives need to be revisited and options then prioritised and
presented a little more clearly.

WCC

Connection from a possible future pedestrian path down Onslow Road
should be included & across Hutt Road as of Cllr interest in the past.
Pedestrian link at Onslow would be good for PT access.

NZTA

Jarden Mile clarification - Hutt bound cyclists travel via State Highway.

Mulgrave Street
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Organisation

Comment

LGWM

Weather protection is fairly important in Wellington, hence popularity
of underpass. Most Thorndon Quay pedestrians access the rail station
from the side rather than front.

GWRC

Underpass has a functional value in peak to manage pedestrian flows
and avoid a backlog of hundreds of people backing up into the station
concourse.

WCC

Need to understand the knock-on traffic impacts on surrounding
streets at a high level.

WCC

Consider moving the trees at Mulgrave Street intersection and
replanting.

WCC

Closing the Left Turn slip would certainly reduce conflict but requires
plan and quantification of effects/capacity etc.

WCC

Need to have a table summarising the distinct long-list options that
you are considering.

NZTA

Need to understand connections, e.g. to cycling connection to
Featherston Street (City Streets project) important in terms of type of
treatment continuity.

Thorndon Quay Shops (area around Bordeaux Bakery)
WCC

Consider options to use a limited number of parking spaces for trees
and greening. Need to check underground utilities for greening.

WCC

Amenity improvements are a high priority for this area to reinforce the
emerging 'village' feel, support local business and improve
accessibility.

NZTA

Need to change the 'corridor' nature of this environment to encourage
people to stop and shop.

Tinakori Road Intersection
WCC

Lower speeds would help in Thorndon Quay. Note that the
quantification of effects will be important with added pedestrian
crossings.

GWRC

Consideration of a median for pedestrians to allow easier crossing
along length of Thorndon Quay. But note that medians are typically
not safe crossing facilities for pedestrians.

NZTA

If a bi-directional cycleway continues on Thorndon Quay, the difficulty
crossing at Tinakori Road becomes less of a problem.

Kaiwharawhara Road Intersection
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Organisation

Comment

WCC

Can some of the five options identified be combined? Would like to
see these options in a table after this workshop.

WCC

Utilising the area within the angle parking spaces will be an option check current usage, convert to parallel spaces etc. Signalising
Hutt/Tinakori to improve pedestrian facilities linking to the southbound
bus stop and eastern footpath.

GWRC

Consider making a distinct long list of options to enable the TWG to
provide feedback on.

WCC

Pedestrian demand across Hutt Rd on south side needs to be
quantified as expected low demand?

Table 14 TWG feedback on the Emerging Short List

Organisation Comment
Short List Decision Tree

GWRC

Decision tree needs to consider language and order of decisions as it appear to
be traffic focused at present. Not aligned with IOs and LGWM direction.
It does appear like a hierarchy that reinforces the current situation of pedestrians
being accommodated with 'leftover' space.

GWRC

Do not call it a decision tree, maybe space considerations, pedestrian space
shouldn't come last. Change the language and the arrows.

WCC

When talking about approach to the short list options - consider talking about a
decision tree as a series of questions and how options drop out of it.

GWRC

Use bus stop ‘optimisation’ rather than 'rationalisation' language.

WCC

Travel demands vary for all transport modes. General traffic and PT will carry
most of these travel demands.

NZTA

Regarding WCC’s comment about traffic function. We need to refer to the NOF TQ & HR identified as local access not preferred or primary traffic routes for
general traffic.

General

WCC

Regarding bus stop rationalisation and relocations, recommend having some
concrete examples of bus stop locations / relocations and general trades offs
considered. Have evidence to back up recommendation. Consider use of
catchment analysis like with Golden Mile
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Organisation Comment
WCC

Explain the rationale for excluding options that reduced parking to less than 240
spaces.

WCC

Suggested a separate technical session to scope how the assessment and
modelling of reliability, safety, pedestrian amenity impacts of new crossing points
will work.

WCC

What central reservation green infrastructure options have been considered?
Suggestions from WCC include:
▪ Buffer between cycle and bus lanes offers opportunities for greening - planter
boxes
▪ Structural cells under the road for soil volume with a small opening for trees
on footpath
▪ Use of permeable pavements around planting
▪ Mitigation for damage to tree trunks, especially if we have parallel parking i.e.
opening doors.
The existing road camber causes issues with double decker buses and signs so
would be similar for trees.

WCC

Explain issues around the flush median to determine if it is required?

NZTA

Allow width for bus tracking on corners.

GWRC

North and South priority on PT. Due to traffic delays and the through route
options operating, services heading north in the pm peak could be delayed trying
to head south in the PM peak. This creates an unreliable service for southern
suburbs (e.g. the service from CBD to Island Bay).
Consider the effect wherever there is a transition from unidirectional on TQ to
bidirectional on HR.

WCC

If corridor width is limited, we could look at re purposing parking space in key
areas to achieve amenity outcomes.

NZTA

It should be assumed that an SH improvement (4th southbound lane) is not
available in the short term, so need a workable solution for all users. Project team
will need to test the network performance with any proposed changes, e.g. will
there be queues impacting freight reliability.

WCC

Keen to discuss how to incorporate green infrastructure into the designs looking
international examples where space is equally restrictive. By good species
selections and engineered tree pits a lot of the issues can be resolved.

WCC

All LGWM projects are linked. Need to manage demand and capacity.
Sequencing is important. SH capacity and TQHR need to be able to cope with
traffic coming into the city.
Can't think of a lot of cases where T2/T3 lanes have been converted.
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Organisation Comment
Summary of the questions that seem to generate the short list options:
Is PT priority needed in the SB direction only or in both directions?
Is PT priority needed during the peaks only, or all day?
How should safe cycle facilities be integrated into the design, e.g. bi-directional or
unidirectional cycle paths?

WCC

Question for the TWG: Are these the right questions?
▪ General agreement
▪ Does there need to be another question re amenity?
▪ Needed vs. most needed regarding priority. Ideally priority at all times and
directions but biggest benefits am inbound. Noting need to accommodate
significant growth on corridor for northern suburbs.
▪ Also questions around whether priority is for buses only, or buses + freight? +
other HOVs?
▪ Can the first 2 about demand for bus lanes be resolved before we go to
consultation?

WCC

Questions on common elements
Bus stop balancing – moving or combining bus stops to reduce excess dwell
time without reducing passenger accessibility to destinations. How are options
for this being analysed?
▪ Intersection improvements at key signalised intersections along the route.
How are alternative approaches being assessed?
▪ Speed limit changes – how are you identifying a preferred approach?

WCC

Bus stop balancing - would like to see the technical work on this – catchment
analysis

WCC

How are pedestrian facilities and amenity integrated into the design for a
restrained corridor to improve LoS and support the comfort and safety of all
users. Would be keen to better understand the detail of that scoring.

WCC

Regarding speed management and platforms - it would be good to have this set
out in writing so we can understand the technical approach

GWRC

Would be good to understand what the lane utilisation would be for a bus and
HCV (freight) lane along Hutt Road for HR1/HR2– rather than bus/HOV/T2.

WCC

Land use activities need to be considered as part of space allocation and usage
i.e. servicing, customer parking etc.

GWRC

NZTA land for parking comment. GWRC had raised interest in this land lease for
bus layover opportunity due to the reduction of layover space within the Lambton
Interchange that is being proposed at the moment, due to (safety improvements
and installation of EV charger). As there is no space in the surrounding city
streets, an alternative is being sought to reduce dead running, driver hours etc
close to Lambton. Could we keep this PT requirement in mind for this space?
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Organisation Comment

WCC

Regarding stop spacing. Functionally this should be about 5 minute walking
access to a nearest bus stop. Not 400m spacing between bus stops? People
don't walk between bus stops.

Final Short List options to take to public consultation

WCC

It makes more sense to have balanced package as Concept 2. So each package
is iteratively 'better' than the previous.

WCC

At what point in the process will we have a monetised cost benefit appraisal?

WCC

For consultation, consider other visualisation outputs to help explain concepts.

GWRC

Public consultation slides will need rewording to make less technical.

GWRC

Some indication of benefits of different options would be useful for consultation.

Concept 1
WCC

Is there any commonality relating to amenity or it this wrapped into ped/cycle
improvements in some way?

Concept 2
WCC

Concept 2 doesn't clearly follow from the TQ1-5 options presented earlier - all of
the TQ1-5 options included separated cycle facilities, rather than on-road
provision in clearways.

GWRC

Is there modelling on the impacts to travel times with the various measures that
will slow down traffic flow, speeds, signalized intersections, crossings, raised
platforms etc?

GWRC

Concept 2 - framing 'no reduction in parking spaces' as a benefit? Perhaps just
note it in 'Changes'.

LGWM

Need to consider parking - both on road and off road especially with the PT
interest in land for bus layover and our need to not adversely affect the
businesses.

NZTA

Concept 2 not acceptable for cycle safety off-peak

LGWM

Use wording "protected cycleway" instead of "off-road"

WCC

I don't feel comfortable with an option that doesn't include protected cycling.

Concept 3

WCC

Details are required on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Rd proposals for consultation as
the public will be asking specific questions on how these changes will affect their
particular business and property.
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Organisation Comment
WCC

Loss of parking and access amenity needs to be carefully discussed in the public
consultation literature.

Discussion / Agreement for final options to take to Public Consultation
LGWM

If we are consulting on the final state for 2036 what are the options? i.e. can part
time bus lanes southbound only cater for 2036 demand?

WCC

From the wider LGWM programme consultation, the public expectation is for
improved walking cycling and PT.

WCC

Safe cycle facilities are a common element based on (a) assessment of safety
and comfort issues and (b) the fact that painted lanes don't allow you to keep
more parking than a separated facility.

NZTA

Should include bi or uni directional cycle lanes so community understand the
trade-offs. space required differs

WCC

The evidence (off peak PT schedule and usage) does not support a full time bus
lane.

WCC

Time periods for treating bus lane operation is a common element to be decided
based on technical assessment of speeds and volumes

WCC

The options that are put forward to the public should include the level of amenity
improvements for each one. Liveability is one of LGWM objectives and it is not
mentioned in the options for the public to consider

WCC

Two-way cycleways are generally less safe than one-way on either side though.
Especially through busy areas such as Thorndon Quay. Not an issue so much for
Hutt Road which has far fewer driveways.

WCC

The design should cater for long term PT and not compromise future layout, but
cannot be justified now to the public to win their support.

GWRC

When we describe the NB+SB option – description should say that “the lane can
be used for parking in short term but transitioned to bus lane when needed”.
Same language should be used for the hours of operation.

WCC

The 2036 modal demands during time of day for bus, cycling need to be
documented and the future design will be clear to the working group and the
public

GWRC

Lower speed would contribute to amenity/safety, and perhaps could be included
as a common element in all options.

WCC

I think lower speed limit should be part of every option. Maybe the differentiator
should be whether it is 30kph or 40kph through Thorndon Quay
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Organisation Comment
GWRC

Bus drivers will need to feel confident of swept path and clearance of bus lanes
being sufficient or will tend to stick to general traffic lane to avoid risk of having to
merge back into general traffic lane.

WCC

There are kerbside parking spaces (with Clearway) adjacent to a childcare centre
on Hutt Road.

GWRC

Hutt Road bus lanes vs HCV lanes do have implications for stop layout and
design. Otherwise trucks get stuck behind stopping buses and may therefore
choose not to use the lane.

WCC

What evidence on effects will be available at short list stage, i.ee bus travel times,
costs, modelling, etc.

WCC

Transport modelling and economic assessment – it would be good to hold a
separate meeting to understand how short-list options will be assessed and
compared and what information will be available to support consultation, and to
share lessons from the Golden Mile project. Other partner organisations should
be involved too.
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Appendix E
Long List to Short List MCA Scoring
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0

0

0

0

MCA Score

0

Engineering Difficulty

0

Property Difficulty

0

Freight

0

Tangata Whenua

0

Social

0

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Ecology

Kerbside lane utilisation

Category

Wider network impacts

Treatment
Type

Improve the amenity

Treatment

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Effects

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)

Public Transport Corridor Infrastructure
All

All

No priority (Existing)

Corridor

Bus Priority

All

All

Southbound - Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane - all day

Corridor

Bus Priority

5

0

-1

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

10

All

All

Southbound - Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane - AM Peak Only

Corridor

Bus Priority

3

0

-2

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

All

All

Southbound - Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane - AM and PM Peak
Only

Corridor

Bus Priority

4

0

-2

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

All

All

Southbound - Central Running
Special Vehicle Lane - All day

Corridor

Bus Priority

5

0

-1

-3

0

0

3

0

0

0

-1

All

All

Northbound - Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane - all day

Corridor

Bus Priority

4

0

-1

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

All

Northbound - Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane - PM Peak Only

Corridor

Bus Priority

3

0

-2

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

6

All

All

Northbound - Kerbside Special
Vehicle Lane - AM and PM Peak
Only

Corridor

Bus Priority

4

0

-2

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

8

All

All

Northbound - Central Running
Special Vehicle Lane - All day

Corridor

Bus Priority

4

0

-1

-3

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

All

Peak direction - Central Running
Contraflow Special Vehicle Lane

Corridor

Bus Priority

5

0

-2

-3

0

0

3

0

0

0

All

All

Peak direction - Special Vehicle
Lane enabled by Tidal Flow

Corridor

Bus Priority

3

0

-3

5

0

0

3

0

0

0

This criteria assumes that the Special Vehicle Lane proposed is a Bus
Lane. The kerbside lane utilisation, wider network effects and freight
scoring covered under General Traffic (Network Impacts), as they
relate to the impact of whether there is a lane converted to provide a
Special Vehicle Lane or added, or whether there is parking losses (in
the case of kerbside lane utilisation).

Easier to understand than part-time reducing
complexity. If Motorcyclists using lane can be
unexpected and present an issue when filtering
adjacent to a stationary queue due to masking
where traffic is turning across lane. Multiple lanes
can also mask cyclists again risk of turning traffic.
Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due to
The intention was to score elementally, and then combine when
increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
considering the option cross sections. Freight scoring is covered under interpreting variable traffic speed
General Traffic (Network Impacts) as the assumption when scoring
was that trucks would not be able to use the Special Vehicle Lane. If Part-time can result in some uncertainty over use. If
they are permitted to use the Special Vehicle Lane, then freight would Motorcyclists using lane, can be
masked/unexpected when filtering adjacent to a
be scored under this (PT corridor infrastructre) category, and score
stationary queue resulting in risk where traffic is
the same as the public transport scores (i.e. improve reliability of
turning across lane. Multiple lanes can also mask
freight).
cyclists again risk of turning traffic. Can increase
traffic speed if used by all vehicles outside of
The freight scoring under General Traffic (Network Impacts) would
operations. Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due
therefore be 0.
to increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
All day Special Vehicle Lane secures the reliability of public transport interpreting variable traffic speed
Part-time can result in some uncertainty over use. If
which is expected to have a corridor journey time in the order of 11
Motorcyclists using lane, can be
mins (down from an average of 14 in the morning) with reduced
masked/unexpected when filtering adjacent to a
variability compared to current. Throughout the rest of the day the
stationary queue resulting in risk where traffic is
benefits are more in the security of the reliability, with some minor
turning across lane. Multiple lanes can also mask
gains at the intersections. Reverse for PM although current travel
cyclists again risk of turning traffic. Can increase
times aren't at the same level.
traffic speed if used by all vehicles outside of
operations. Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due
Scoring =
to increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
+3 for one peak
interpreting variable traffic speed
+4 for both peaks
Easier to understand than part-time reducing
+5 for all day running.
complexity. If Motorcyclists using lane can be
unexpected and present an issue when filtering
adjacent to a stationary queue due to masking
where traffic is turning across lane. Multiple lanes
can also mask cyclists again risk of turning traffic.
Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due to
increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
interpreting variable traffic speed
Easier to understand than part-time reducing
complexity. If Motorcyclists using lane can be
unexpected and present an issue when filtering
adjacent to a stationary queue due to masking
where traffic is turning across lane. Multiple lanes
can also mask cyclists again risk of turning traffic.
Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due to
increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
interpreting variable traffic speed

9

All

All

The current environment is focussed on
private vehicular transportation

0

Part-time can result in some uncertainty over use. If
Motorcyclists using lane, can be
masked/unexpected when filtering adjacent to a
stationary queue resulting in risk where traffic is
turning across lane. Multiple lanes can also mask
cyclists again risk of turning traffic. Can increase
traffic speed if used by all vehicles outside of
operations. Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due
to increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
interpreting variable traffic speed
Part-time can result in some uncertainty over use. If
Motorcyclists using lane, can be
masked/unexpected when filtering adjacent to a
stationary queue resulting in risk where traffic is
turning across lane. Multiple lanes can also mask
cyclists again risk of turning traffic. Can increase
traffic speed if used by all vehicles outside of
operations. Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due
to increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
interpreting variable traffic speed
Easier to understand than part-time reducing
complexity. If Motorcyclists using lane can be
unexpected and present an issue when filtering
adjacent to a stationary queue due to masking
where traffic is turning across lane. Multiple lanes
can also mask cyclists again risk of turning traffic.
Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due to
increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
interpreting variable traffic speed

3

-1

4

Effectively peak direction bus lanes

Page 1

Part-time can result in some uncertainty over use. If
Motorcyclists using lane, can be
masked/unexpected when filtering adjacent to a
stationary queue resulting in risk where traffic is
turning across lane. Multiple lanes can also mask
cyclists again risk of turning traffic. Can increase
traffic speed if used by all vehicles outside of
operations. Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due
to increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
interpreting variable traffic speed.
Higher complexity likely leading to confusion and
potential for conflicts. Part-time can result in some
uncertainty over use. If Motorcyclists using lane, can
be masked/unexpected when filtering adjacent to a
stationary queue resulting in risk where traffic is
turning across lane. Multiple lanes can also mask
cyclists again risk of turning traffic. Can increase
traffic speed if used by all vehicles outside of
operations

improvements for patrons only going
northbound and at peak am

Benefits for patrons as southbound
commuters in peak am

Benefits for patrons as southbound
commuters in peak am but less so in
peak pm

Difficult pedestrian access from footpaths
and crossing over carriage way. Regular
stops creates flow disruptions

improvements for patrons only going
northbound and at peak pm

Limited benefits for patrons as
northbound commuters in peak pm

Benefits for patrons as northbound
commuters in peak pm but less so in
peak am

Difficult pedestrian access from footpaths
and crossing over carriage way. Regular
stops creates flow disruptions

Difficult pedestrian access from footpaths
and crossing over carriage way. Regular
stops creates flow disruptions

Using when needed approach provides a
shared laneway design meaning more
flexibility and serves north and
southbound

Long term social benefits will occur by
improving public transport infrastructure/priority.
Public transport also provides a more efficient
means of moving people compared to by
private vehicles. Additionally, public transport
provides mobility (and therefore increased
equality) for transport disadvantaged groups for
whom private transport is not available/limited.
It is difficult to differentiate social benefit
between the different lane options at this level.

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

All

All

Central Running Busway

Corridor

Bus Priority

5

0

-1

-3

0

0

0

0

0

MCA Score

Engineering Difficulty

Property Difficulty

Freight

Tangata Whenua

Social
3

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Ecology

Kerbside lane utilisation

Category

Effects

Wider network impacts

Treatment
Type

Improve the amenity

Treatment

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

4

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

All day reliability in both directions and no interaction with property
accesses/left turns

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)

Easier to understand than part-time reducing
complexity. If Motorcyclists using adjacent lane can
be unexpected and present an issue when filtering
adjacent to a stationary queue due to masking
Difficult pedestrian access from footpaths
where traffic is turning across lane. Multiple lanes
and crossing over carriage way. Regular
can also mask cyclists again risk of turning traffic.
stops creates flow disruptions
Multiple lanes increase risk for peds due to
increased crossing width, masking and difficulty
interpreting variable traffic speed

Cycling

All

All

All

All

All

All

3.0 - 3.5m wide shared path

3.5 - 4.0m wide shared path

All

3.0m bi-directional cycleway +
1.0m buffer (Width = 4.0m from
edge of road to edge of footpath)

All

2.0m one-direction cycleway on
both sides + 1m buffer (Total
width = 3.0m) - available all day

Corridor

Corridor

Corridor

Corridor

Cycling
Improvements

Cycling
Improvements

Cycling
Improvements

Cycling
Improvements

0

0

1

2

3

3

-4

-3

0

0

0

0

3

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Rationale for scoring cycling and active modes is as follows:
+1 for shared path up to 3.5m to provide improved facility for "nonconfident" cyclists; however this means that cyclists will be mixed with
pedestrians which leads to a potentially lower level of service for
pedestrians
+2 for wider shared path, overcoming some of the issues associated
with mixing, but still not providing a LoS consistent with expectations of
commuter cycling
+3 for one-way cycle path on both sides with a narrow buffer (<=1m)
to the road. Provides a dedicated facility, but not sufficiently far
enough from the road to encourage "interested but concerned"
cyclists
+4 for a bi-directional cycleway on one side with >=1m buffer to the
road and separate from pedestrians.
+5 for one-way cycle path on both sides with a >=1m buffer to the
road. Provides a dedicated facility, and wider buffer to encourage
"interested but concerned" cyclists. Level of service depends on
kerbside lane use, whether "through running" or used for parking only
(refer Danish Method).

6
Safety has not been considered in the LoS scoring

0

0

4

5

3

5

5

2

0

0

0

0

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

Buffer assuming kerbed separator. Separation from
traffic removes high risk conflicts. Facility on both
sides of road gives better level of access than bidirectional paths avoiding need to cross to access
facility. More intuitive at intersections as cyclists
moving with traffic

16

All

2.0m on-road cycle lane on both
sides + 0.5 buffer (Total width =
2.5m) - available all day

Corridor

Cycling
Improvements

0

3

5

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

14

All

All

Kerbside Special Vehicle Lane
<4.2m wide (shared with buses
and/or HOVs) - all day

Corridor

Cycling
Improvements

0

1

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

5

All

All

Kerbside Special Vehicle Lane
>=4.2m wide (shared with buses
and/or HOVs) - all day

Corridor

Cycling
Improvements

0

2

2

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

9

All

All

Kerbside Special Vehicle Lane
<4.2m wide (shared with buses
and/or HOVs) - peak time(s) only

Corridor

Cycling
Improvements

0

1

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

5

All

All

Kerbside Special Vehicle Lane
>=4.2m wide (shared with buses Corridor
and/or HOVs) - peak time(s) only.

Cycling
Improvements

0

2

2

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

9

Separation from traffic good. Some risk of conflict
with opposing cyclists and peds. Connectivity not as
good as uni-directional path on both sides of road
leading to risks joining/leaving facility. Contra-flow
cyclists unexpected at intersections/accesses
increasing conflict risk. Slightly wider than above,
considered not enough to differentiate safety

Buffer assuming kerbed separator. Separation from
traffic removes high risk conflicts. Connectivity not
as good as uni-directional path on both sides of
road leading to risks joining/leaving facility. Contraflow cyclists unexpected at intersections/accesses
increasing conflict risk. Remove conflict with peds

16

All

Separation from traffic good. Some risk of conflict
with opposing cyclists and peds. Connectivity not as
good as uni-directional path on both sides of road
leading to risks joining/leaving facility. Contra-flow
Shared paths in nodal areas has potential
cyclists unexpected at intersections/accesses
conflict with pedestrian foot traffic and
increasing conflict risk
with retail entrances with commuter
cyclists whom will potentially be travelling
at high speeds however less a problem in
areas with less foot traffic. Existing
footpaths are 3-3.5 wide so no benefit for
pedestrians

Buffer assuming kerbed separator, score 4 if
painted separator. Separation from traffic removes
high risk conflicts. Facility on both sides of road
gives better level of access than bi-directional paths
avoiding need to cross to access facility. More
intuitive at intersections as cyclists moving with
traffic

Shared paths in nodal areas has potential
conflict with pedestrian foot traffic and
with retail entrances with commuter
cyclists whom will potentially be travelling
at high speeds however less a problem in
areas with less foot traffic. Existing
footpaths are 3-3.5 wide so small benefit
for pedestrians with extra footpath width
Separation with footpath removes conflict
with cyclist and foot traffic. Consolidating
cyclists to one lane minimises alleviates
pressure on total width. Flow of majority
of commuter cyclists will be single
direction at peak times so limited bidirection conflict with each other.

Due to restricted total width of street
compromises will likely be needed on
width for footpaths, landscaping and bus
lanes.

Long term social benefits from improving
cycling infrastructure with positive effects on
public health, economic activity (retail spend)
and sustainability. Wider shared paths or
separated facilities provide additional benefits in
terms of safety and increasing uptake. Shared
special vehicle lanes provide some
improvement over the status quo, but not as
much as dedicated facilities.

Allows potential for wider pedestrian
pathway and landscaping while
accommodating cycleway. Safety from
cycleway adjacencies will be focus

Less exposure to general traffic than current but
narrow lane increasing safety risk over a wider lane.
All day operation decreases safety risk over parttime as more readily understood

A shared laneway approach requires
adequate space and awareness of
different modes of transport - this width
may be challenging

Less exposure to general traffic than current. All
day operation decreases safety risk over part-time
as more readily understood

width of shared laneway provides
appropriate space and awareness of
different modes of transport. Need to be
mindful of cyclists

Less exposure to general traffic than current but
A shared laneway approach requires
narrow lane increasing safety risk over option with a
adequate space and awareness of
wider lane. Part-time use can lead to confusion over
different modes of transport - this width
current state of operation leading to confusion/risk
may be challenging. Peaks times for
buses more appropriate
Less exposure to general traffic than current. All
day operation decreases safety risk over part-time
as more readily understood. Part-time use can lead
to confusion over current state of operation leading
to confusion/risk.

Thorndon Quay - Motorway Overpass to Hutt
Road (between KiwiRail and back of buildings)

Off-corridor laneway (shared use) Off Corridor
Hutt Road to Motorway Overpass

Cycling
Improvements

0

2

1

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

5

Despite being an off-road path, it may not provide the level of service
needed to encourage cyclists to use it over a fairly short length given
that it would be a shared use path. Assumed a 4m wide shared path

Thorndon Quay - Motorway Overpass to Hutt
Road (between KiwiRail and back of buildings)

Off-corridor cycleway (exclusive
use) - Hutt Road to Motorway
Overpass

Off Corridor

Cycling
Improvements

0

4

1

5

0

0

2

0

0

0

8

Scored the same as a bi-directional cycleway for level of service.
Assumed a 3m cycle path plus buffers

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street to Hutt Road
(between KiwiRail and back of buildings)

Off-corridor laneway (shared use) Hutt Road to Davis Street (behind Off Corridor
commercial buildings)

Cycling
Improvements

0

2

1

-5

0

0

1

0

0

0

-3

Despite being an off-road path, it may not provide the level of service
needed to encourage cyclists to use it over a fairly short length given
that it would be a shared use path. Assumed a 4m wide shared path
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Assume this is an offline route 4 for road safety on
facility assuming decent width provided- note
scored slightly less safe than exclusive path due to
risk of conflict between peds and cyclists. However
as not direct route will result in similar on-road use
= 0. Overall a marginal road safety improvement.
therefore overall 1. NB no consideration to CPTED
given. Scored in social? (suspect this is a -4 or -5)

width of shared laneway provides
appropriate space and awareness of
different modes of transport. Need to be
mindful of cyclists

Highly dependant on CPTED review and
visual and physical connection from active Long term social benefits from improving
zones including from the corridor
cycling provision. Dedicated off road routes
provide the least conflict with other motorised
modes (i.e. cars and buses). However, the
proposed off road routes around the back of
buildings may present adverse safety issues,
Assume this is an offline route 5 for road safety on
particularly for pedestrians. These routes would
facility assuming decent width provided. However as
Highly dependant on CPTED review and also be more difficult to maintain and could
not direct route will result in similar on-road use =0.
visual and physical connection from active result in cyclists avoiding them for fear of tyre
therefore overall score 1. NB no consideration to
zones including from the corridor. Better punctures from broken glass/stones and riding
CPTED given. Scored in social?(suspect this is a -4
safety for cyclists
back in general/special vehicle traffic lanes.
or -5)
These issues may be able to be overcome
through high quality design following CPTED
4 for road safety on facility assuming decent width
principles.
provided. Note scored slightly less safe than
exclusive path due to risk of conflict between peds significant CPTED issues. Close proximity
and cyclists. However as not direct route will result to rail corridor posing safety concerns.
in similar on-road use = 0. therefore overall 1.
Limited to no connection to corridor
Overall a marginal road safety improvement. NB no
consideration to CPTED given. Scored in
social?(suspect this is a -4 or -5)

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

Wider network impacts

Kerbside lane utilisation

Social

Ecology

Tangata Whenua

Freight

Off-corridor cycleway (exclusive
use) - Hutt Road to Davis Street
(behind commercial buildings)

Off Corridor

Cycling
Improvements

0

4

1

-5

0

0

2

0

0

0

-2

MCA Score

Category

Engineering Difficulty

Treatment
Type

Property Difficulty

Treatment

Improve the amenity

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street to Hutt Road
(between KiwiRail and back of buildings)

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Effects

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

Scored the same as a bi-directional cycleway for level of service.
Assumed a 3m cycle path plus buffers

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

Long term social benefits from improving
cycling provision. Dedicated off road routes
provide the least conflict with other motorised
modes (i.e. cars and buses). However, the
proposed off road routes around the back of
buildings may present adverse safety issues,
particularly for pedestrians. These routes would
also be more difficult to maintain and could
result in cyclists avoiding them for fear of tyre
punctures from broken glass/stones and riding
back in general/special vehicle traffic lanes.
These issues may be able to be overcome
RMA
Comments
(Relates
to Social,
through
high
quality design
following
CPTED
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)
principles.

5 for road safety on facility. However as not direct
route will result in similar on-road use =0. therefore significant CPTED issues. Close proximity
to rail corridor posing safety concerns.
overall 1 NB no consideration to CPTED given.
Limited to no connection to corridor
Scored in social?(suspect this is a -4 or -5)

Footpaths and Amenities Space Available

All

All

No additional space available for
wider footpaths and amenities

Corridor

Amenity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

All

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m on one side)
available for wider footpaths and
amenities

Corridor

Amenity

0

1

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

5

All

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m on one side)
available for wider footpaths and
amenities

Corridor

Amenity

0

2

1

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

7

All

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m on one side)
available for wider footpaths and
amenities

Corridor

Amenity

0

3

1

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

9

All

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m on one side)
available for wider footpaths and
amenities

Corridor

Amenity

0

4

1

5

0

0

3

0

0

0

13

All

All

>2.5m (or >5m on one side)
available for wider footpaths and
amenities

With general footpath width of 3m is this
adequate for pedestrian movement but
does not enable softening treatments
such as street furniture, sheltered bus
stops and landscape buffers appropriate
to enhance nodal points and amenity
Assumes better capacity and less likelihood of
pedestrians side stepping into the traffic lane.
Marginal additional safety benefit
Assumes better capacity and less likelihood of
pedestrians side stepping into the traffic lane.
Marginal additional safety benefit
Assumes better capacity and less likelihood of
Rationale for non-car level of service - focussed on pedestrian level of pedestrians side stepping into the traffic lane.
service with increased width for footpaths.
Marginal additional safety benefit
The basic approach is +1 per 0.5m extra space on each side or +1
per extra metre gained for footpaths/amenities.
Assumes better capacity and less likelihood of
pedestrians side stepping into the traffic lane.
Marginal additional safety benefit

Assumes better capacity and less likelihood of
pedestrians side stepping into the traffic lane.
Marginal additional safety benefit
Corridor

Amenity

0

5

1

5

0

0

3

0

0

0

14

slightly improved visual amenity with
potential for landscaping to one side of
the street
improves visual amenity with potential for
landscaping to both sides of the street
Long term social benefits from improving
footpaths. Wider shared paths/footpaths would
provide additional benefits in terms of safety
and increased walking and cycling. Wide,
smooth footpaths provide a more pleasant and
enables the footpath to include better
safer environment for vulnerable users (elderly,
interaction with the shop front eg enabling
disabled persons etc.)
cafe tables to be on the footpath.
Landscape treatment, shelter and street
furniture. Due to limited width of the street
there will be compromises to cycling
lanes and public transport so this needs
to be considered.
enables the footpath to include better
interaction with the shop front eg enabling
cafe tables to be on the footpath.
Landscape treatment, shelter and street
furniture. Due to limited width of the street
there will be compromises to cycling
lanes and public transport so this needs
to be considered.
improves visual amenity with potential for
landscaping to both sides of the street

Parking

All

All

Southbound - Retain existing
(angled) parking layout with
current AM Peak restrictions)

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

All

All

Southbound - Retain existing
(angled) parking layout but with
AM and PM Peak restrictions)

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

All

All

Southbound - Retain existing
(angled) parking layout with
Corridor
parking available all-day (no peak
time restrictions)

Parking
Management

0

-1

-5

0

1

0

0

0

0

-5

All

Southbound - convert angled
parking to parallel with current AM Corridor
Peak restrictions)

All

Southbound - convert angled
parking to parallel but with AM
and PM Peak restrictions)

All

All

Corridor

Parking
Management

Parking
Management

Less parking reduces exposure to cyclists and
general traffic. Driver sightlines improved exiting
spaces reducing likelihood of a conflict
0

0

2

2

2

2

0

0

-2

-2

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

All

All

All

All

Southbound - Remove on-street
parking

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

3

4

0

-5

-4

0

0

0

-2

All

All

Northbound - Retain existing
(angled) parking layout with PM
Peak restrictions)

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

-1

All

All

Northbound - Retain existing
(angled) parking layout but with
AM and PM Peak restrictions)

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

-1

All

All

Northbound - Retain existing
(angled) parking layout with no
peak time restrictions

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

0

-5

0

0

-1

0

0

0

-6

All

Northbound - convert angled
parking to parallel with no PM
Peak restrictions)

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

1

0

0

-2

-1

0

0

0

-2

Corridor

Parking
Management

Slight improvement due to addition of PM peak
restrictions. Risk of conflict between parking and
general traffic/ cyclists reduced
Detrimental to current situation as removal of am
peak clearway increases cycle risk

Southbound - convert angled
parking to parallel with parking
available all-day (no peak time
restrictions)

All

Current situation - Note this does not reflect the
actual safety currently seen but uses as baseline
(albeit a pretty low bar)

0

2

0

-2

-1

0

0

0

Kerbside utilisation only scored in this area, and is focussed on the
loss of on-street parking. The rationale for the scoring is as follows:
-5 - removing all of the parking spaces along the corridor because of
the potential impact to businesses as there aren't options to
accommodate this level of parking away off street or away from the
corridor.
-4 - not used.
-3 - not used
-2 - conversion of angled parking to parallel parking (either with or
without changes to time restrictions). Parking analysis indicates that
the demand for parking during business hours can be accommodated
with the conversion to parallel parking, but not all of the commuter
parking can be accommodated along the corridor. With or without
time restrictions has been scored the same, because the biggest
impact in parking arrangements will be the loss of all on-street parking
throughout the day
-1 - retention of angled parking but with additional time restrictions to
enable bus/Special Vehicle Lane running in the peaks because the
businesses are continuing to operate in the evening peak period
0 - no change to the existing arrangements (i.e. southbound clearway
in the morning and no time-restrictions in the northbound direction.
+1 - retention of all on-street parking and removal of time restrictions
(the clearway)

Less parking reduces exposure to cyclists and
general traffic. Driver sightlines improved exiting
spaces reducing likelihood of a conflict. Addition of
PM restrictions slightly better but not enough to
show a difference

enables parking to be retained in off peak
traffic but offers little to no amenity
benefits
enables parking to be retained in off peak
traffic but offers little to no amenity
benefits
enables parking to be retained but no
improvements to amenity, public transport
or cycling
enables more space to be dedicated to
other modes of transport and reduces
carpark dominance and improves visual
sightlines safety. Peak am movement so
other modes of transport can use this
space
enables more space to be dedicated to
other modes of transport and reduces
carpark dominance and improves visual
sightlines safety. Peak am movement so
other modes of transport can use this
space. Limited benefit for pm restrictions

Less parking reduces exposure to cyclists and
general traffic. Driver sightlines improved exiting
spaces reducing likelihood of a conflict. No parking
restrictions at am/pm peak slightly worse than other
options

enables more space to be dedicated to
other modes of transport. carpark
dominance remains as not restricted
times. No opportunity to use space for
other transport at peak times

Removes parking exposure to cyclists and general
traffic. Overall safety will be depend on how the
road space is used

generally improves amenity however
some on street parking important to serve
nodal points and mechanism to slow
traffic to acknowledge pedestrian
orientated destination reached

Slight improvement due to addition of PM peak
restrictions. Risk of conflict between parking and
general traffic/ cyclists reduced
Slight improvement due to addition of AM/PM peak
restrictions. Risk of conflict between parking and
general traffic/ cyclists reduced. Addition of AM
restrictions slightly better but not enough to show a
difference than PM alone
Current situation - Note this does not reflect the
actual safety currently seen but uses as baseline
(albeit a pretty low bar)

Parking provides a social benefit by allowing
drivers a place to park and access shops and
cultural/recreational facilities. Therefore, by
removing parking, this benefit is reduced. Wider
footpaths/cycleways/bus stops also allow
enables parking to be retained in off peak pedestrians/cyclists/bus passengers to access
shops/cultural/recreational facilities and in
traffic but offers little to no amenity
many cases this will outweigh the disbenefit of
benefits
reducing car parking spaces. For the purposes
of this assessment, however, looking at
enables parking to be retained in off peak carparking in isolation, the more carparking that
traffic but offers little to no amenity
is removed, the greater the disbenefit.
benefits
However, this disbenefit is felt more strongly in
the Thorndon Quay section due to the higher
proportion of retailers and cultural amenities in
enables parking to be retained but no
this area than the Hutt Road section.
improvements to amenity, public transport
or cycling

Driver sightlines improved for drivers exiting spaces enables more space to be dedicated to
reducing likelihood of a conflict.
other modes of transport and reduces
carpark dominance and improves visual
sightlines safety. Peak am movement so
other modes of transport can use this
space

-1
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Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

All

All

Northbound - convert angled
parking to parallel but with AM
and PM Peak restrictions)

All

All

Northbound - Remove on-street
parking

MCA Score

Engineering Difficulty

Property Difficulty

Freight

Tangata Whenua

Social

Implementability

Ecology

Kerbside lane utilisation

Category

Effects

Wider network impacts

Treatment
Type

Improve the amenity

Treatment

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

-2 - conversion of angled parking to parallel parking (either with or
without changes to time restrictions). Parking analysis indicates that
the demand for parking during business hours can be accommodated
with the conversion to parallel parking, but not all of the commuter
parking can be accommodated along the corridor. With or without
time restrictions has been scored the same, because the biggest
impact in parking arrangements will be the loss of all on-street parking
throughout the day
-1 - retention of angled parking but with additional time restrictions to
enable bus/Special Vehicle Lane running in the peaks because the
businesses
areComments
continuing to operate in the evening peak period
MCA
scoring
0 - no change to the existing arrangements (i.e. southbound clearway
in the morning and no time-restrictions in the northbound direction.
+1 - retention of all on-street parking and removal of time restrictions
(the clearway)

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

Parking provides a social benefit by allowing
drivers a place to park and access shops and
cultural/recreational facilities. Therefore, by
removing parking, this benefit is reduced. Wider
footpaths/cycleways/bus stops also allow
pedestrians/cyclists/bus passengers to access
shops/cultural/recreational facilities and in
many cases this will outweigh the disbenefit of
reducing car parking spaces. For the purposes
of this assessment, however, looking at
carparking in isolation, the more carparking that
is removed, the greater the disbenefit.
However, this disbenefit is felt more strongly in
the Thorndon Quay section due to the higher
proportion of retailers and cultural amenities in
this area than the Hutt Road section.
Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Less parking reduces exposure to cyclists and
general traffic. Driver sightlines improved for drivers
exiting spaces reducing likelihood of a conflict.
Addition of AM an improvement but not enough to
change score

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

2

2

0

-2

-1

0

0

0

1

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

3

4

0

-5

-4

0

0

0

-2

Hutt Road - Aotea to Ngauranga

Northbound - Remove on-street
parking

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

4

0

0

-2

0

0

0

2

There is currently no on-street parking permitted northbound in this
section

Hutt Road - Aotea to Ngauranga

Southbound - Remove on-street
parking

Corridor

Parking
Management

0

4

0

-2

-2

0

0

0

0

Removal of on-street parking (i.e. all day Special Vehicle Lane) may
have an effect on the ability of businesses to attract customers as
there is limited opportunity to provide a replacement for displaced onstreet spaces

0

0

0

0

0

Removes parking exposure to cyclists and general
traffic. Overall safety will be depend on how the
road space is used

duplicates above

duplicates above

Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

enables more space to be dedicated to
other modes of transport and reduces
carpark dominance and improves visual
sightlines safety. Peak am movement so
other modes of transport can use this
space. Limited benefit for pm restrictions
generally improves amenity however
some on street parking important to serve
nodal points and mechanism to slow
traffic to acknowledge pedestrian
orientated destination reached
generally improves amenity however
some on street parking important to serve
nodal points and mechanism to slow
traffic to acknowledge pedestrian
orientated destination reached
generally improves amenity however
some on street parking important to serve
nodal points and mechanism to slow
traffic to acknowledge pedestrian
orientated destination reached

General Traffic (Network Impacts)

All

All

No change in general traffic lanes Corridor

Network
Impacts

0

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

Southbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - all day

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-2

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

Southbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - AM Peak

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-2

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

Southbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - AM and PM Peaks

Corridor

Network
Impacts

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

Northbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - all day

Corridor

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

Northbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - AM Peak

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Kaiwharawhara

2

0

0

-3

-3

0

2

0

0

-2

-2

-2

0

2

0

0

-3

-3

Network
Impacts

-1

0

2

0

0

-1

0

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-1

0

2

0

0

-1

0

Northbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - AM and PM Peaks

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-1

0

2

0

0

-1

0

3B

Southbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - all day

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-3

0

2

0

0

-4

-5

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Kaiwharawhara

3B

Southbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - AM Peak

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-3

0

2

0

0

-3

-4

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Kaiwharawhara

3B

Southbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - AM and PM Peaks

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-3

0

2

0

0

-4

-5

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Kaiwharawhara

3B

Northbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - all day

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-4

0

2

0

0

-4

-6

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Kaiwharawhara

3B

Northbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - PM Peak

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-4

0

2

0

0

-3

-5

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Kaiwharawhara

3B

Northbound - Lane converted (or
lost) to enable Special Vehicle
Lane - AM and PM Peaks

Corridor

Network
Impacts

-4

0

2

0

0

-4

-6

PT benefits are scored under the Public Transport Corridor
Infrastructure category. This criteria considered only the impact of
converting one of the lanes available to a Special Vehicle Lane, with
the assumption at the time of scoring that it was a bus lane.

Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above

no change or improvements to amenity

Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above

Wider network modelling (WTSM) indicates a signficant displacement
of traffic and freight across Hutt Road (adding to SH1), Onslow
(reduction because Hutt Road is congested) and Kaiwharawhara
(increase). The likely outcome is a longer peak period in the morning,
but not as likely throughout the day. The wider network impact has not
considered on-corridor performance, and is related to the potential for
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
traffic to redistribute across the network and the potential knock-on
bus lanes above
effects
Freight impacts have been scored based on the potential impact on
the corridor for general traffic if trucks are not permitted in the Special
Vehicle Lane. If they are permitted to use the Special Vehicle Lane
then the scoring would be the same as those indicated for the Public
Transport Corridor Infrastructure category under the Investment
Objective scoring. Under the scenario where trucks are permitted in a
Special Vehicle Lane, there would be no scoring of freight for this
element as it would be covered under the scoring for the Special
Vehicle Lane. The combination of the Special Vehicle Lane treatment,
and the way in which it is provided should be combined to provide the
scoring for the cross section options
The rationale for the freight impacts scoring is as follows:
1. For the loss of a general traffic lane in the section between
Kaiwharawhara and Ngauranga (a) In the peak period in the peak direction of travel (southbound AM,
northbound PM) = -3
(b) Other peaks and other directions = -1
(c) Daytime = -1
2. For the loss of a general traffic lane in the section between Aotea
Quay and Ngauranga (a) In the morning peak period southbound = -2
(b) In the evening peak period northbound = -1
(c) Daytime = -1
The wider network scoring is similar to the above; however it is
assumed that there is no wider network impact outside of the peak
period and peak direction as it appears that the corridor would retain
enough general traffic/freight capacity to accommodate the longer
term demands in the counter-peak direction and for the remainder of
the day

Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above

Long term social benefits from improving public
transport infrastructure/priority. Difficult to
differentiate social benefit between the different
options.

Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above
Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
bus lanes above

This scoring is based on the forecasts from the AIMSUN 2026 models Not scored as covered in options for cycling and
+ 10% to allow for longer term growth. These figures indicate that the bus lanes above
conversion of a lane is unlikely to have a significant impact on general
traffic and freight except for the southbound AM and northbound PM.
This indication is still subject to additional analysis. Where restrictions
on access are provided it is anticipated that the effects are largely
contained within the corridor, or be minor in the context of the overall
demand for travel across the network. The impact on freight is
primarily to do with those trucks that need access to adjacent sites
and would have longer detour routes.

Property Access/Turning
Reduces rear end risk although noted that this is
generally low severity at urban speeds

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

Median/turning bays provided (or
retained) along the corridor for
direct property access

Corridor

Access

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

4

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

Median/turning bays provided at
intersections only - direct property Corridor
access still available

Access

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

Raised median/restrictions on
direct property access - alternative Corridor
access provided

Reduces rear end risk although noted that this is
generally low severity at urban speeds

Access

0

3

3

-1

0

-1

0

0

-1

-2

1
Where restrictions on access are provided it is anticipated that the
effects are largely contained within the corridor, or be minor in the
context of the overall demand for travel across the network. The
impact on freight is primarily to do with those trucks that need access
to adjacent sites and would have longer detour routes
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provides safe turning zones for traffic
however does not improve overall
amenity as vehicular driven

users will feel safer waiting to turn into
property

provides safe turning zones for traffic
however with less turning bays means
corridor can be dedicated to other uses.

direct access still available but turning
bays at intersection available. So users
will feel safe using.

Restricting access to property will have
Removes right angle crash risk that can be more
enables pedestrians to have safe median negative social impacts. The provision of safe
severe. Removes risk of vehicles turning across
to cross (mindful we don’t want to
turning locations will have positive impacts.
(more vulnerable and less visible) motorcyclists and
discourage using designated crossings)
cycleway users
while alternative access provided for site
access

users will feel direct access has been
removed but may accept if after
consultation alternative access
provided

Access

0

0

0

-1

-4

MCA Score

Engineering Difficulty

-2

Property Difficulty

0

Freight

-1

Tangata Whenua

2

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Ecology

2

Social

Corridor

Kerbside lane utilisation

Category

Effects

Wider network impacts

Raised median/restrictions on
direct property access - no
alternative access provided

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

Treatment
Type

Improve the amenity

Treatment

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

-4

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)
Restricting access to property will have
negative social impacts. The provision of safe
turning locations will have positive impacts.

Where restrictions on access are provided it is anticipated that the
effects are largely contained within the corridor, or be minor in the
context of the overall demand for travel across the network. The
impact on freight is primarily to do with those trucks that need access Removes right angle crash risk that can be more
severe. Removes risk of vehicles turning across
to adjacent sites and would have longer detour routes
(more vulnerable and less visible) motorcyclists and enables pedestrians to have safe median
cycleway users. May result in unsafe/unexpected u- to cross
turning at intersections.

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

Definitely users will be significantly
disgruntled if no access to properties
now available when this was previously
provided.

Physical Works (Engineering
Difficulty)
N/A for safety
All

All

No widening or build-outs

Corridor

Physical Works

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

All

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m on one side)
widening beyond existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

-1

0

0

0

0

-1

-2

All

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m on one side)
widening beyond existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

-3

0

0

0

0

-1

-4

All

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m on one side)
widening beyond existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

-4

0

0

0

0

-1

-5

N/A for safety

N/A for safety

N/A for safety

No change or improvements for cycling,
pedestrians or pubic transport unless
carparking is altered

no impact

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels may start
impacting on active modes

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

widening beyond kerb will limit traffic
management to lower levels may start
impacting on active modes

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath N/A
will be reduced

Could impact one lane of traffic should
be manageable at lower levels of traffic
management

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

Potentially impacting up to two lanes of
traffic. Stop go traffic management
may therefore be required during
construction

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

Potentially impacting up to two lanes of
traffic. Stop go traffic management
may therefore be required during
construction

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

Will impact two lanes or more of traffic.
Stop go traffic management may
therefore be required during
construction or night works

Will affect amenity as pedestrian footpath
will be reduced

Will impact two lanes or more of traffic.
Stop go traffic management may
therefore be required during
construction or night works

N/A for safety
All

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m on one side)
widening beyond existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

-5

0

0

0

0

-2

-7

All

All

>2.5m (or >5m on one side)
widening beyond existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

-5

0

0

0

0

-2

-7

All

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m on one side)
build out from existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

0

0

0

0

0

-2

-2

All

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m on one side)
build out from existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

1

0

0

0

0

-3

-2

All

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m on one side)
build out from existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

2

0

0

0

0

-3

-1

All

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m on one side)
build out from existing kerb

Corridor

Physical Works

3

0

0

0

0

-4

-1

All

All

>2.5m (or >5m on one side) build
Corridor
out from existing kerb

Physical Works

4

0

0

0

0

-4

0

Property

0

0

0

0

0

N/A for safety

N/A for safety

N/A for safety

N/A for safety

N/A for safety

N/A for safety

Property Acquisition
All

All

No acquisition required

Corridor

N/A for safety

0

N/A for safety

All

All

0 - 1m (or up to 2m on one side)

Corridor

Property

1

-3

-2

0

0

-4

N/A for safety

All

All

1 - 1.5m (or 2 - 3m on one side)

Corridor

Property

2

-3

-2

0

0

-3

N/A for safety
All

All

1.5 - 2m (or 3 - 4m on one side)

Corridor

Property

4

-4

-2

0

0

-2

N/A for safety

All

All

2 - 2.5m (or 4 - 5m on one side)

Corridor

Property

4

-5

-3

0

0

-4

no change
will improve amenity if it supports
dedicated to enhancing footpaths, cycling
lanes and public transport. Buildings
should not be removed or altered unless
strong justification as they define a built
edge
will improve amenity if it supports
dedicated to enhancing footpaths, cycling
lanes and public transport. Buildings
should not be removed or altered unless
Additional acquisition of private property along
strong justification as they define a built
the route will create social disbenefits through
edge
displacement and loss of amenity, especially as
will improve amenity if it supports
pinch points that exist in certain sections of the
dedicated to enhancing footpaths, cycling road are adjacent to heritage buildings such as
lanes and public transport. Buildings
the Woolstore at 268 Thorndon Quay. In certain
should not be removed or altered unless areas, widening could involve the removal
strong justification as they define a built
native vegetation (such as the mature
edge
pohutakawa trees opposite the Woolstore
building) which would potentially have
will improve amenity if it supports
environmental and potentially Tangata Whenua
dedicated to enhancing footpaths, cycling disbenefits. The greater the extent of this
lanes and public transport. Buildings
widening, the greater the potential disbenefits.
should not be removed or altered unless
strong justification as they define a built
edge

N/A for safety

All

All

>2.5m (or >5m on one side)

Corridor

Property

2

-5

-3

0

0

will improve amenity if it supports
dedicated to enhancing footpaths, cycling
lanes and public transport. Buildings
should not be removed or altered unless
strong justification as they define a built
edge. Concern here that the overall width
of the corridor is too wide and creates
disconnect from both sides of the street
weakening amenity

-6

Quick Wins
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MCA Score

Engineering Difficulty

Property Difficulty

Freight

Tangata Whenua

Social

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Ecology

Kerbside lane utilisation

Category

Effects

Wider network impacts

Treatment
Type

Improve the amenity

Treatment

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Less complexity due to signalisation. Improvements
to vulnerable user safety such as raised table on
side road approach will reduce severity and
likelihood of a serious crash

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave Street

1

Signalise right turn from Thorndon
Quay into Lambton Interchange
Crossing or
and incorporate improved
intersection
pedestrian/cyclist safety - phasing,
advance stop boxes.

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave Street

1

Close slip lane and direct all
Mulgrave traffic to existing signals, Crossing or
allowing left turn there. Signalise intersection
bus entry/exit

Safety
Improvements

0

1

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave Street

1

Swap over Mulgrave and Bus
Station entry/exit to remove
Mulgrave/Bus Lane crossover

Crossing or
intersection

Safety
Improvements

0

1

Thorndon Quay - Bordeaux Crossing

2

Remove zebra crossings and
replace with refuge islands

Crossing or
intersection

Public
Transport
Reliability

2

-2

-1

0

0

-3

0

0

2

-2

Thorndon Quay - Bordeaux Crossing

2

Signalise existing zebra crossing
(one stage or two stage crossing)

Crossing or
intersection

Public
Transport
Reliability

1

-2

3

0

0

-2

0

0

1

1

Thorndon Quay - Bordeaux Crossing

2

Raised platform crossings
(whether uncontrolled, zebra or
signalised)

Crossing or
intersection

Speed
Management/
Safety

-1

0

4

0

0

2

0

0

0

5

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

2

Provide grade separated (bridge)
to connect Davis Street to
Stadium Concourse

Crossing or
intersection

Walking
Improvements

1

5

0

0

3

0

0

0

9

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

2

Provide grade separated
(underpass) to connect Davis
Street to Stadium Concourse

Crossing or
intersection

Walking
Improvements

1

5

0

0

1

0

0

0

7

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

2

Remove zebra crossing and
replace with refuge islands

Crossing or
intersection

Public
Transport
Reliability

2

-2

-1

0

0

-3

0

0

2

-2

Less awareness of crossing point from driver
perspective. May be difficult to establish gaps at
busy time of the day increasing risk taking.

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

2

Signalise existing zebra crossing
(one stage or two stage crossing)

Crossing or
intersection

Public
Transport
Reliability

1

-2

3

0

0

2

0

0

1

5

Gives vulnerable users clear priority and easier for
younger, older and impaired users which struggle to
make good judgement of a safe gap to cross.

2

Raised platform crossings
(whether uncontrolled, zebra or
signalised)

Crossing or
intersection

Speed
Management/
Safety

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

Safety
Improvements

0

1

3

0

0

4

0

0

0

8

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

6

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

-1

0

4

0

0

2

0

0

0

Crossing or
intersection

Public
Transport
Reliability

2

Signalise intersection

Crossing or
intersection

Speed
Management/
Safety

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

2

Provide crossing over Davis Street
to prioritise or raise awareness of Crossing or
pedestrians (raised platform or
intersection
zebra)

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

2

Reconfigure zebra and bus stop

Crossing or
intersection

Bus Operations

Thorndon Quay - Moore Street

2

Remove zebra crossing and
replace with refuge islands

Crossing or
intersection

Public
Transport
Reliability

2

Provide crossing over Moore
Street to prioritise or raise
awareness of pedestrians (raised
platform or zebra)

Thorndon Quay - Moore Street

2

Signalise existing zebra crossing
Crossing or
(one stage or two stage crossing) intersection
Toucan crossings

Public
Transport
Reliability

1

0

3

0

0

2

0

0

1

7

Thorndon Quay - Moore Street

2

Raised platform crossings
(whether uncontrolled, zebra or
signalised)

Crossing or
intersection

Speed
Management/
Safety

-1

0

4

0

0

2

0

0

0

5

Thorndon Quay - Moore Street

2

Signalise intersection

Crossing or
intersection

Public
Transport
Reliability

-1

-2

3

0

0

3

0

0

-1

2

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

Thorndon Quay - Moore Street

2

Crossing or
intersection

-1

-1

Walking
Improvements

Walking
Improvements

0

-2

4

3

0

0

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

3

0

0

0

9

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

2

-2

-1

0

0

-3

0

0

2

-2

0

-2

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

Less awareness of crossing point from driver
perspective. May be difficult to establish gaps at
busy time of the day increasing risk taking.
Gives users clear priority and easier for younger,
older and impaired users which struggle to make
good judgement of a safe gap to cross. (assumes 2
lane road)

Highly safe system aligned assuming good
utilisation. Residual at grade use will be no change.

Provides more visibility of crossing point and alert
drivers to presence of peds/cyclists. Speed
reduction from raised platform makes it highly
aligned with Safe System as reduces crash severity.
(Note only complete separation could score higher)

Raised platform highly safe system aligned
reducing severity of all intersection crash types.
Reduce likelihood of right angle veh to veh
crashes which tend to be higher severity. Gives
vulnerable users clear priority and easier for
younger, older and impaired users which struggle to
make good judgement of a safe gap to cross.
Reduce likelihood of right angle veh to veh
crashes which tend to be higher severity. Gives
vulnerable users clear priority and easier for
younger, older and impaired users which struggle to
make good judgement of a safe gap to cross.

2

4

need clarification on what this entails

Highly safe system aligned assuming good
utilisation. Residual at grade use will be no change.

5

2

Simplifies intersection arrangement. Removes
some conflict points for vehicles and vulnerable
users

Raised platform highly safe system aligned
reducing severity of all intersection crash types.

5

Raised platform intersection

Thorndon Quay - Davis Street

General approach:
1. Wider network impacts = 0 for all quick win options
2. Signalling existing crossings: PT = 1, Active Modes = -2, Freight = 1
(related to management of crossings for general traffic and PT, and
increased delays for active modes)
3. Signalising intersections that are currently not signalised: PT = -1,
Freight = -1, Active Modes = -2 (expect that these will operate at
reasonably low cycle times)
4. Removal of zebra crossings: PT = +2, Active Modes = -3, Freight =
+2
5. Raised Platforms: PT = -1 (comfort), Freight = 0, Active Modes = 0
(no change in LoS - safety scoring addressed elsewhere)

(Assumes providing raised table not and/or)
Provides more visibility of crossing point and alert
drivers to presence of peds/cyclists. Speed
reduction from raised platform makes it highly
aligned with Safe System as reduces crash severity.
(Note only complete separation could score higher)

Depends on proximity of bus stop to crossing
(downstream is better as doesn’t block sightlines to
crossing)
Less awareness of crossing point from driver
perspective. May be difficult to establish gaps at
busy time of the day increasing risk taking.
(Assumes providing raised table not and/or)
Provides more visibility of crossing point and alert
drivers to presence of peds/cyclists. Speed
reduction from raised platform makes it highly
aligned with Safe System as reduces crash severity.
(Note only complete separation could score higher)

5

Provides more visibility of crossing point and alert
drivers to presence of peds/cyclists. Gives users
clear priority and easier for younger, older and
impaired users which struggle to make good
judgement of a safe gap to cross.
Speed reduction from raised platform makes it
highly aligned with Safe System as reduces crash
severity. (Note only complete separation could
score higher)
Reduce likelihood of right angle veh to veh
crashes which tend to be higher severity. Provides
more visibility of crossing point and alert drivers to
presence of peds/cyclists.
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Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

MCA Score

Engineering Difficulty

Property Difficulty

Freight

Tangata Whenua

Social

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Ecology

Kerbside lane utilisation

Effects

Wider network impacts

Improve the amenity

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

Treatment

Treatment
Type

Category

Speed
Management/
Safety

-1

2

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

8

Thorndon Quay - Moore Street

2

Raised platform intersection

Crossing or
intersection

Thorndon Quay - Moore Street

2

Reconfigure zebra and bus stop

Crossing or
intersection

Bus Operations

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

Thorndon Quay - Motorway Overpass

2

Adding active mode crossing to
connect to bus stops - at grade

Crossing or
intersection

Walking
Improvements

-1

2

2

0

0

3

0

0

-1

5

Thorndon Quay - Motorway Overpass

2

Adding active mode crossing to
Crossing or
connect to bus stops - overpass or
intersection
underpass

Walking
Improvements

0

2

5

0

0

3

0

0

0

10

Thorndon Quay - Tinakori Road

2

New mid block Signals to aid
cyclists crossing Thorndon Quay.
Crossing or
Will involve some parking removal
intersection
and bus stop relocations (Toucan
crossings)

Cycling
Improvements

-1

2

3

0

0

3

0

0

-1

6

Thorndon Quay - Tinakori Road

2

Fully signalise the intersection and
Crossing or
provide pedestrian/cycle phases intersection
alternative to Option 16 above

Cycling
Improvements

-1

2

3

0

0

4

0

0

-1

7

Thorndon Quay - Tinakori Road

2

Build roundabout at Tinakori Road Crossing or
intersection
intersection

Cycling
Improvements

0

0

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

4

Thorndon Quay - Tinakori Road

2

Signalise Tinakori Road
intersection (no bus priority)

Crossing or
intersection

Cycling
Improvements

-1

2

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

6

2

Signalise Tinakori Road
intersection and provide Toucan
Crossing and bus priority

Crossing or
intersection

Cycling
Improvements

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay

3A

Provide dropped crossing point
north of bus stop and pedestrian
refuge.

Crossing or
intersection

Walking
Improvements

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay

3A

Provide "controlled" crossing
(Zebra or signals, one stage or
two stage)

Crossing or
intersection

Walking
Improvements

2

Move bus stop at 284 Thorndon
Quay to 26 Hutt Road, replacing
five car parks which can be
moved to old stop.

midblock

Bus Operations

1-2

Addition of more bike facilities for
parking throughout the route.

midblock

Cycling
Improvements

Thorndon Quay - Tinakori Road

Thorndon Quay - 284 Thorndon Quay

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave Street to Tinakori
Road

Crossing or
intersection

Bus Priority

1

Provide beautification treatments
(seating, landscaping etc).

Other

Amenity

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave Street to Moore
Street

1

Provide shelter and shade
structures between Subway exit
from Railway Station on the east
side of Thorndon Quay to Moore other
Street, provide shelter also on
opposite side of Moore Street near
pedestrian crossing.

Thorndon Quay - Pipitea Marae

1

Thorndon Quay - Motorway Overpass

2

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave Street

3C

Replace the car parking out front
of the Marae with bus parking.
Use car park as bus layover area
to reduce pressure on Bus
interchange, Land is understood
to be owned by NZTA.

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

Speed reduction from raised platform makes it
highly aligned with Safe System as reduces crash
severity. (Note only complete separation could
score higher)
Depends on proximity of bus stop to crossing
(downstream is better as doesn’t block sightlines to
crossing)
Depend on detail. Assuming good sight distance
and well located, benefits in concentrating users in
one location - will increase driver awareness
Assumes high level of use, limited at grade use

Safety could be improved further if coupled with
speed reduction

Remove zebra crossings and
replace with refuge islands

Hutt Road - Rangiora Avenue

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

1

2

3

0

0

4

0

0

0

10

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

-1

2

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

6

1

-2

1

0

4

0

0

-3

0

0

0

-3

0

0

4

0

0

0

8

Score 3 for veh vs veh as high severity right angle
crashes still possible. Improves crossing for cyclists
and pedestrians. as removes uncertainty over zebra
priority around priority and multi-lane
masking/failure to stop Score 3. Overall Score 3
Score 4 for veh vs veh as removes risk of right
angle high severity crashes. Roundabout not so
good for cyclists particularly if multi-lane
roundabout unless specific facilities provided, may
be difficult to provide access to existing shared
cycle facility - Score 2. Will slow traffic down
towards safe system levels so better overall in
terms of ped crossing Score 2 = overall score 2
Score 3 for veh vs veh as reduces likelihood of right
angle crashes although still possible. Improves
crossing for cyclists and pedestrians will provide
good access to shared use cycle facility on east
side Score 4. Overall Score 3
Similar to above. Score 3 for veh vs veh as reduces
likelihood of right angle crashes although still
possible. Improves crossing for cyclists and
pedestrians will provide good access to shared use
cycle facility on east side Score 4. Overall Score 3
Will encourage use of safer crossing point presumably has good visibility
Varies on whether zebra or signals. Both provide
more visibility of crossing point and alert drivers to
presence of peds

Existing zebra crossing safety very poor due to
multiple lanes and higher speed (60km/h) /high
volume environment. Ped refuge will remove the
uncertainty over priority putting more onus on user
to make sure it is safe rather than assuming
vehicles will stop. Vehicle masking still an issue due
to multiple lanes. Still difficult for less able partially
sighted/children, immobile users.
Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment
Shelter may reduce likelihood of users rushing to
cross on a red signals to escape weather

Amenity

1

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

6

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment

other

Amenity

0

0

0

0

-1

0

-2

0

-3

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment

Bus
Operations

Bus Operations

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

Separate issue in relation to bus operating costs for the Bus Terminal.
Does not contribute to the investment objectives for the corridor
May act as a gateway highlighting presence of
activity and vulnerable users

Thorndon Quay - Motorway Overpass

2

Cosmetic improvement by adding
lighting to the overpass to create a
gateway effect, this improves the
overall environment of the area,
other
making it more appealing and
safer. Also helps with road safety
in alerting drivers to a change of
environment.

Thorndon Quay - Motorway Overpass to
Tinakori Road

2

Surface improvements, and
adding cycle wheel ramps beside Other
the stairs

Cycling
Improvements

Thorndon Quay - Motorway overpass to
Tinakori Road

2

Provide beautification treatments
(seating, landscaping etc) in
other
space under Pohutukawa trees
between Motorway overbridge and
Tinakori Road.

Amenity

Amenity

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

5

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment

Reduces slips, trip and falls
1

1

0

1

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment
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RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

Corridor

Safety
Improvements

1 - 3A

1 - 3A

Reduce speed limit to 30km/h

Reduce speed limit to 40km/h

0

0

5

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

-2

0

0

0

-1

0

0

5

0

0

0

5

MCA Score

1 - 3A

1

Engineering Difficulty

Bus Operations

1

Property Difficulty

Corridor

Determine safe and appropriate
speed from speed review and
implement the speed changes
and appropriate engineering
measures.

Freight

Bus stop rationalisation

Tangata Whenua

1 - 3A

Social

Wayfinding

Ecology

other

Improve the amenity

Install additional wayfinding
signage for cyclists and
pedestrians

1-2

Kerbside lane utilisation

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

Category

Wider network impacts

Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

Treatment
Type

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Reduce the safety risk

Thorndon Quay - Mulgrave Street to Tinakori
Road

Treatment

Precinct

Effects

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

May improve usage on safer routes

1

Corridor

Safety
Improvements

Corridor

Safety
Improvements

0

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

7

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

1 - 3A

School Zone (40kph)

Corridor

Safety
Improvements

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

1 - 3A

Remove all layby stops and
replace with in lane bus stops to
reduce bus delay

Corridor

Bus Operations

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

1 - 3A

Shade and Shelter

other

Amenity

Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to
Mulgrave Street

1 - 3A

Streetscaping

other

Amenity

-1

4

0

0

3

1

0

0

0

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

It is expected that this will have some impacts on travel times
particularly away from the peaks

5

Unlikely to have a significant impact on times along the corridor. 85th
percentile speed is already lower than 50kph (according to TomTom
information)

0

4

0

0

0

9

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment

0

4

0

0

4

0

0

0

8

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

0

1

0

2

0

0

2

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

6

Bus Operations

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay

3A

Provide additional road signage at
other
diverge to ramp to ferry terminal.

Wayfinding

Aotea Quay

3B

Turn-around facility at Aotea
Quay/Mainfreight to allow
trucks/people to use motorway to
get to Centreport/Ferry Terminal

other

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay

3B

Upgrade Aotea Bridge to
accommodate shared path and
remove columns to provide clear
space below

midblock

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Improve pedestrian crossing
Crossing or
facilities or provide new crossings
intersection
at Kaiwharawhara intersection

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Provide bus lane and signal preemption southbound and
Crossing or
northbound. Suggest extend bus
intersection
lane beyond southbound bus stop
to facilitate buses pulling out

Bus Priority

3

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

6

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Bus queue jump at
Kaiwharawhara Road/Hutt Road
Intersection (northbound)

Crossing or
intersection

Bus Priority

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Connect School Road to
Kaiwharawhara Road ban right
turn in from Hutt Road

other

0

3

0

0

2

-4

-2

0

-1

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Convert to seagull intersection

other

3

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

5

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Shade and Shelter

other

Amenity

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Streetscaping

other

Amenity

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Re-open Kaiwharawhara Station
with active mode connection to
Hutt Road

other

0

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara

3B

Re-open Kaiwharawhara Station
with integrated bus/rail
interchange

other

0

3B-C

Install additional wayfinding
signage for cyclists

other

Wayfinding

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Ngauranga

3B-C

Determine safe and appropriate
speed from speed review and
implement the speed changes
and appropriate engineering
measures.

other

Safety
Improvements

3

0

0

5

0

0

0

8

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Ngauranga

3B-C

Engineer up - median and side
barriers

other

Safety
Improvements

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

7

New or
upgraded
active mode
crossing(s)

Removes merging risk, may increase rear end risk
overall limited affect

0

Move bus stop at 19 Hutt Road to
opposite 26 Hutt Road. Parking
other
spaces lost relocated to old stop.
Linked to option 7 above.

Cycling
Improvements

assuming 30km/h speed achieved very aligned with
safe system and reducing more serious injuries to
all users. Likely with braking sub 20km/h impact
speeds may be achieved. May require supporting
measures to achieve desirable speeds

4

3A

0

assuming 40km/h speed achieved very aligned with
safe system and reducing more serious injuries to
all users. Likely with braking sub 30km/h impact
speeds may be achieved. May require supporting
measures to achieve desirable speeds

0

Hutt Road - 19 Hutt Road

0

assuming 30km/h speed achieved very aligned with
safe system and reducing more serious injuries to
all users. Likely with braking sub 20km/h impact
speeds may be achieved. May require supporting
measures to achieve desirable speeds

1

Improved lane discipline and less confusion may
reduce risk
Provides an alternative. Most likely outcome is that travel times on
both Hutt Road between Ngauranga and Aotea Quay will be similar
(as observed), but will decline. Provides opportunity to choose which
route to choose, if one is congested or there is an incident

assumed neutral - depends on the detail

Score 1 Assuming refuge provided
-1

1

1

5

0

0

assumed neutral - depends on the detail

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Kaiwharawhara

Addresses the most significant area of delay along the corridor

assumed neutral - depends on the detail

Removes high right turn risk

1

Seagull improves efficiency may have limited
improvement on safety. Potential to reduce lower
gap acceptance due to ease of accessing Hutt Rd

0

3

0

0

4

0

0

0

8

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

Score carried forward from earlier quick
wins assessment

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

1

0

0

5

0

0

0

6

Benefits of encouraging use of safer facilities
Speed dependent but assuming a 50km/h speed
limit (40km/ impact speed) severe crashes

Reduces severe head on crashes and run off road
to the left by up to 90%
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RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

MCA Score

Engineering Difficulty

Property Difficulty

Freight

Tangata Whenua

Social

MCA scoring Comments

Implementability

Ecology

Kerbside lane utilisation

Category

Effects

Wider network impacts

Treatment
Type

Improve the amenity

Treatment

Reduce the safety risk

Precinct

Improve level of service for noncar modes

Location

Project Investment Objectives

Improve reliability of bus
services

Options

Road Safety Comments (relates to IO3)

Separation is highly safe system aligned

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Ngauranga

3B-C

Install W section barriers on the
roadside edge of the shared path
in the 80km/h section of Hutt
Road. May required some
cycleway widening to maintain
clear route.

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Ngauranga

3B-C

Remove off road cycle path
obstructions (power poles,
streetlights and other street
furniture/utility cabinets etc)

other

Cycling
Improvements

2

0

0

4

0

0

0

6

Hutt Road - Aotea Quay to Ngauranga

3B-C

Remove all layby stops and
replace with in lane bus stops to
reduce bus delay

other

Bus Operations

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

5

other

Wayfinding

1

0

0

5

0

0

0

6

other

Safety
Improvements

0

2

3

0

0

4

0

0

0

9

Bus Priority

2

2

3

0

0

4

0

0

0

11

other

Safety
Improvements

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

7

only highly effective if no other hazard behind the
removed object

Reduces conflicts of merging with general traffic

Benefits of encouraging use of safer facilities

Hutt Road - Jarden Mile/Centennial Highway

3C

Install additional wayfinding
signage for cyclists and
pedestrians

Hutt Road - Jarden Mile/Centennial Highway

3C

Provide pedestrian crossings at
Jarden Mile/Hutt Road

Hutt Road - Jarden Mile/Centennial Highway

3C

Centennial Highway intersection,
considering signal pre-emption for
other
buses and pedestrian crossings
facilities

Hutt Road - Jarden Mile/Centennial Highway

3C

Centennial Highway southbound
stop extend no stopping lines to
facilitate bus pull-out and consider
other
providing 5-minute parking for
drop-off so vehicles don’t block
bus stop

Bus Operations

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

Reduce speed limit to 60km/h
(Onslow to Jarden Mile)

other

Safety
Improvements

Hutt Road - Kaiwharawhara to Ngauranga

3C

In combination with bus priority at
Jarden Mile and Kaiwharawhara
intersections, provide a bus lane
south bound on Hutt Road - use
one of existing traffic lanes.

other

Bus Priority

Hutt Road - Rangiora Avenue

3C

Place existing zebra crossing on
platforms

other

Safety
Improvements

3C

Signalise existing zebra crossing
(one stage or two stage crossing)
(Toucan or standard)

other

Safety
Improvements

Hutt Road - Rangiora Avenue

Transport Planning Comments (IO1, IO2, wider network impacts,
kerbside lane utilisation, Freight)

Signalised crossing gives vulnerable users clear
priority and easier for younger, older and impaired
users which struggle to make good judgement of a
safe gap to cross.
For improved ped crossing facilities - assume
signalised

may ease bus stop congestion and potential for
buses stationary in traffic lane
1

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

6

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

6

Cover
ed
elsew
here

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

-1

4

0

0

4

0

0

0

7

-1

-2

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

Would reduce severity risk of veh to veh crash types
significantly

Speed reduction from raised platform makes it
highly aligned with Safe System as reduces crash
severity. (Note only complete separation could
score higher)
Provides more visibility of crossing point and alert
drivers to presence of peds/cyclists. Gives users
clear priority and easier for younger, older and
impaired users which struggle to make good
judgement of a safe gap to cross.

2
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Amenity Comments (Relates to IO4)

RMA Comments (Relates to Social,
Ecological and Tangata Whanua Effects)

Engineering Comments (relates to
property access and engineering
difficulty)

Appendix F
Emerging Short List Themes

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Concept 1
TQ1: Southbound Bus Lane and Bi-directional Cycle Path

TQ1: Southbound Bus Lane and Bi-directional Cycle Path

HR1: Special Vehicle Lane Southbound and Bi-directional Cycle Path

HR1: Special Vehicle Lane Southbound and Bi-directional Cycle Path

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Concept 2
TQ2: Bus Lanes in both directions and Uni-directional Cycle Paths

TQ2: Bus Lanes in both directions and Uni-directional Cycle Paths

HR2: Special Vehicle Lanes in both directions and Bi-directional Cycle Path

HR2: Special Vehicle Lanes in both directions and Bi-directional Cycle Path

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Concept 3
TQ3: Southbound Bus Lane and Uni-directional Cycle Paths

TQ3: Southbound Bus Lane and Uni-directional Cycle Paths

HR1: Southbound Special Vehicle Lanes and Bi-directional Cycle Path

HR2: Southbound Special Vehicle Lanes and Bi-directional Cycle Path

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Concept 4
TQ4: Bus Lanes in both directions and Bi-directional Cycle Path

TQ4: Bus Lanes in both directions and Bi-directional Cycle Path

HR2: Special Vehicle Lanes in both directions and Bi-directional Cycle Path

HR2: Southbound Special Vehicle Lanes and Bi-directional Cycle Path

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Concept 5
TQ4: Bus Lanes in both directions and Bi-directional Cycle Path

TQ4: Bus Lanes in both directions and Bi-directional Cycle Path

HR3: Tidal Flow Bus Lane and Bi-directional Cycle Path (for reference, not being progressed to short list)

HR3: Tidal Flow Bus Lane and Bi-directional Cycle Path

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Appendix G
Safety Mitigation Options

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Aotea Quay Roundabout

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Existing u-turn facility near Glover Street (supporting
Left in-Left out on Hutt Road)

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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